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As medicine has advanced in its ability to prolong

life, the tide has turned to Iiving vrith cancer as a

chronic illness rather than dying from it, and efforts

have been directed at helping cancer patients cope v¡ith

the psychosocíaI aspects of disease and treatrnent.

Although the heal-th care system has begun to respond to

the emotionaL and social impact of breast cancer on

women and their famil j.es, sexual issues have not been

attended to in the sane way.

This practicum represents an attempt to address

the issue of the sexual rehabilitation of breast cancer

patienÈs and their partners and to clemonstrate the need

for the inclusion of sexuality in the psychosociaJ-

rehabilitation of patients;

My educational objectives were to become

knowledgeabl-e about the effects of breast cancer and

adjuvant chemotherapy on sexual functioning. to become

weII inforned aboul sexual dysfunction, and to deveJ-op

my clinical skills in the assessment and treatment of

psychosexual distress.

I intervened with 15 breast cancer patients who

had previously had a mastectomy or Iumpectomy, almost

half of whom were currenlly being treated with adjuvant

chemotherapy.
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The goal of my intervention r,¡as the sexual

rehabititation of Èhese clients and, where applicable,

their partners.

SexuaL rehabilitatíon was defined as the

enhancement of, or the return to, the individual's/

couple's pre-illness leve} of functioning, or a level

of functioning that was satisfactory to them' Sexual

functioning was defined as "the ability of the

individual to engage in and experience pleasure f rorn

sexual activitiesr'(Woods, 1984, p. 342\ .

Within the framework of Annon's (1977 ) PLISSIT

nodel, I developed a two-stage intervention model. The

first stage was a short term, time-Iimited structured

intervention. It invoLved creating an atmosphere of

trust in which to discuss sexual- concerns, and

providi.ng limited information to the clients as \"ras

appropriate and relevant.

Second Stage Intensive Therapy was to be offered

to those clients whose sexual rehabilitation needs

extended beyond this short terrn intervention, using a

cognitive and behavioral approach to treatment.

However, none of the clients proceeded to Stage II

Intervention.
The following Literature Review descrj.bes the

impact of breasÈ cancer on sexuality and the
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receptiveness of breast cancer patients to sexual

rehabílitation interventions. As I had difficulty

recruiting clients for Stage II Intervention, a section

of the Literature Review addresses the factors which

rnighÈ be an influence on whether or not breast cancer

patients would seek and fo1low through with sexual

counseling. Literature is afso reviewed on the causes

and implications of treatment of sexual dífficulties of

breast cancer patients. An assessment and intervention

model is developed.

The Practicum section describes the setting and my

experience in recruiting clients. Interventions with

the 15 clients, including case presentations and common

lhemes and elements are explored. Evaluation was

comprised of a Client Feedback Form and the resufts of

this questionnaire and their implications are

de scr i bed .

In the Conclusion, I extrapolated íssues for the

sexual rehabilitation of breast cancer patients which

arose from the Practicum and have made recommendations

for the future. Finally, I have described my own

personal Iearning and skiII development from this

experience.



Literature Review
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Literature Review

In this Literature Review' I will report on the

current state of knowledge on the relationship between

sexual functioning and breast cancer. I wiII

demonstrate that breast cancer patients are concerned

about sexual issues, that a signi-ficant number appear

to develop sexual difficulties, that patients report

they would like the opportunity to discuss these

issues, and that sexual counseling of cancer patients

has not been routinely provided by health care staff.

I will discuss the causes and implicatíons for

treatment of psychosexual distress and sexuaf

dysfunction in breast cancer patients. Àssessment and

intervention strategies for the sexual rehabilitation

of breast cancer patients and their partners will be

expJ-ored, with particular attention to a description of

the PLISSIT model and its application to this

population.
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Breast Cancer and Sexual Functioning

It has been estimated that 73 of aII North

American women wilI develop breast cancer at some time

in their life (Gunn, 1984). Current statistics on

breast cancer victíms indicate that 508 will survive 10

years or more, and 40? will survíve 20 yêars

(Bransfield, 1982''t .

Obvíously many cancer patients do die from their

disease but it is becoming more common for the terminal

stages of the disease to be significantly delayed as

the disease is managed through surgeryr chemotherapy or

radiotherapy.

As medicine has advanced in its ability to prolong

l-if e, and at times to cure cancer, attention has turned

to the psychosocial impact of the disease and its

treatment with an increasíng focus on Iiving with

cancer and the implications of cancer treatment (Cohent

Cul1en & Martin, 1982; Feinstein, 1983; Gunn, 1984;

Sobel , Worden & Weisman, 1982; Watson' Greer, Blake &

Shrapnell, 1984; Weisman, Worden & Sobel, 1980 ).

The most frequently utilized treatments for breast

cancer patients are surgery, chemotherapy and

radiotherapy, or some combination of these.

PreviousÌy, adjuvant chemotherapy foI lowing

surgery was recommended to those women with nodaf
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involvemenl , or advanced stages of the disease. As

knowledge and understanding has increased about cancer

and how it behavesr more and more patients are being

treated with chemotherapeut i c drugs to control and

arrest the disease. Adjuvant chemotherapy for breast

cancer patients is increasingly recommended, even for

those patients vtit.h minimal disease in order to prevent

recurrence and metastases. Chemotherapy protocols vary

according to the stage of the disease, in terms of the

drugs used, in the intervals and frequencies of

administration, and in the method of administration,

that is, ora11y or intravenously.

Until very recentlyf breast cancer was synonymous

with mastectomy. ALthough the majority of breast

cancer patients in my clinical experience have had a

mastectony, women today diagnosed with breast cancer

are becoming more consumer-aware, and are recognizing

that they may have choices. L,umpectomy, with adjuvant

irradiatíon and/or chemotherapy is an option for some

patients, as is breast reconstruction either at the

time of the mastectomy or at a Iater date.

It is not within the scope of this practicum to

make comparisons between the sexual functioning of

breast cancer patients undergoing different specific

treatment modalities. However' I contend that no
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matter which treatment regime is used, when treated

with chemotherapy following mastectomy or Lumpectomy,

the breast cancer patient and/or partner may be at risk

of psychosexual distress.

Stej.nberg, Juliano and Wise (1985) compared the

psychological outcome of 46 mastectomy patients with 21

patients who had a lumpectomy and radiation. Among

other findings, they reported that the lumpectomy

patients were more open about their sexuai- feelings

after surgery and unlike the mastectomy patients "they

saw their spouses sexuality as enhanced after surgery"

(p. 34). Sixteen percent of the mastectomy patients

and 6U of the Iumpectomy patients were described as

having severe sexual dysfunction after surgery.

However, Schain et aI. (1983) reported that aside

from body image concerns, there were no psychosocial

dífferences ín a prospective randomized clinical trial

betr.reen 28 patients Lreated with mastectomy and 18

patients treated with excisioned biopsy and radiation.

There are few studies in the literature that have

focused exclusively on sexual functioning and breast

cancer. Most have reported on the psychological

sequelae of breast cancerf including sexualityr or have

studied sexuality in the general cancer population.
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An exception is Wítkin v¿ho in 1978 reported on a

pilot research study conducted at a New York hospital

to examine the utility of psychosexual counseling and

lhe "centrality of the sexual relationship" for the

mastectomee.

Forty-one women returning to an outpatient clj-nic

for a checkup or chemotherapy were asked if they would

Iike to speak to a psychological counselor specializing

in sex therapy. It is significant that aII 41 women

said "yes". A structured interview was conducted

focusing on the sexual history of the women and her

partner before and after mastectomy, with a goal of

ascertaíning "their general emotional attitude as it

centered around the mastectomy experience" (Witkin,

1978, p.22\.

She found that I'practically without exception, the

sexual role and functioning of the v¡omen were

experienced by her not nerely as being important but as

central issues in her psychological recovery. I^Ioman

after woman mentioned that she was not afraid to die

but what real1y troubled her was the possible Ioss of

affection and sexual responsiveness of the man or men

in her Iife." (\,litkin, 1978, p. 22\

Frank, Dornbush, webster and Kolodny (1978)

reported on a retrospêctive study of 60 mastectomy
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patients. They found that the women had a temporary

decrease in orgasm and that 19? had no intercourse in

the first 3 months pos toperat ive ly . Breast stímulation

as part of sexual foreplay was found to have reduced

from 79? Lo 442 postoperat ively . They recommended that

sexual counseling be routinely presented to the

mastectomy patient and her partner.

Reporting on the psychological impact of breast

cancer, Maguire in Watson and Morris (1983) stated:

There is good agreement about the incidence
of sexuaf probJ-ems. Maguire et al. (1978)
found that 33? of those v¡ho had an active and
satisfactory love fife before surgery avoided
Iovemaking completely or found it much less
satisfying 12 months later. Far fewer (8%)
of their control subjects had noted such
deterioration. (P. 78 )

Morris, Greer and white (1977) studied 69

mastectomy patients and 91 benign breast disease

controls and compared their psychological and social

adjustmenl , including sexual adjustment over a two year

period. At the two year mark, approximately 30? of the

subjects in both groups reported sexuaf

dissatisfaction. However, at three months the

researchers found statistically significant greater

deterioration in sexual satisfaction for the cancer

patients; 18? of the cancer patients reported

dissatisfaction as opposed t,o 63 of the benign group.
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Jamison, Wellisch and Pasnau (1978) administered a

guestionnaire to 41 women post -mas tectomy r with a mean

of 22 months and a median of 10 months since surgery to

study the psychological aspects of mastectomy. These

researchers were the first to include the manrs

perspective in their inquiry, administering

questionnaires to 31 men v/hose partners had had a

mastectomy. As part of the psychoLogical impact of

mastectomy, they were interested in the perceived

effects of mastectomy on sexual adjustrnent.

Sixty-three percent of the v¿omen reported no change in

'rsexual satisfaction in relationshiprr , 24.22 "worse",

and, interestingly, 12.18 "betterrr. Frequency of

intercourse was reported as follows: 75.8t no change,

21 .22 Less often and 3.0? more often.

ALthough like the women, the majority of men

reported that the mastectomy had no influence on their

sexual relationship satisfaction, 14.38 of the men when

asked about the influence of their wife's mastectomy on

their sexual relationship rated it as "bad" and 21 ,4%

as "somewhat bad". A significant negative correlation

was found between the man's satisfaction with the

general reLationship and the negalive influence of the

mastectomy. This study must be viewed with caution as

the sample was largely Caucasian and had only a 158
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response rate. Silberfarb, Maurer, and Crouthamel

(1 980 ) studíed the psychological impact of three

different treatment reqimens of breast cancer. one

hundred and forty-six patients were divided into three

categories according to treatment strategies: primary,

thãt is, curatíve (mastectomy, plus adjuvant

chemotherapy or radiolherapy ), recurrent (first

recurrence of disease with all forms of treatment other

than chemotherapy), and palliative (recurrent disease

at any time in the past with palliative chemotherapy).

The researchers found that "physical disability

did not necessarily relate to an increase in emotional

disturbance" (p. 450 ).

The most common disturbance in each of the three

categories of breast cancer patients was in what they

termed "mate role functioning'r. Furthermore, they

reported that rrthe responses that indicated

dÍsturbances in mate role were virtually all confined

to questions indicating lack of sexual desire and

decreased amount of coitus for a1I three treatment

categories, regardless of age" (p. 452).

The researchers admitted that sexual distress was

significantly correlated with increased physical

debilitation but contend that the psychological factors
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related to the impact of breast cancer and its

treatment were maj or conlributors.

cerard (19821 studied the effects of mastectomy on

sexual functioning by comparing the physiological and

emotional reactions of 13 women who had had a

mastectomy with 11 matched controLs. There were no

significant differences reported on most measures

between the two groups other than the control group

showing significant positive correlations betr'¡een the

physiofogical and subjective indices of sexuaL arousal.

Gerard postulated that anxiety in the experimental

group may have accounted for the discrepancy between

physi.ological cues and cognitive labeling of the cues.

Heinrich, Schag and canz (1984) have deveJ.oped an

instrument, The Cancer Inventory of Problem Situations

(CIPS), and administered it to 84 cancer patients as a

preliminary evaluation of their instrument. Among

other psychosocial and physical implications of cancer

and cancer treatment this instrument attempted to

identify was the area of interpersonal interactions.

It included three problem categories relevant to this

practicum: sexuality vrith spouse, affection with

spouse, and sexuality for singles. Although the study

was not specific to breast cancer patients, the results

appear to support the hypothesis that breast cancer
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patients are at risk of psychosexuaL distress. The

researchers found that 16? of the subjects reported

severe problems in affection with spouse, 208 somewhat

and 643 no problem. In the_ sexuality with spouse

category the results were 56? severe, 353 somewhat and

104 no probfem. Sixty-one percent of the applicable

subjects reported severe problems under the sexuality

for single category, 30t somewhat and 9E no problem.

Thus, it appears that sexuality is significantly

disrupted for both the cancer patients with regular

partners and those who describe themselves as single.

Anderson and Jochimsen (1985) compared the sexual

functioning of breast cancer patients, gynecoJ-ogical

cancer patients and healthy women. Sixteen Stage II

breast cancer palients treated with mastectomy and on

adjuvant chemotherapy, 16 Stage I and Stage II

gynecological cancer patíents previously treated vtith

surgery and radiotherapy, and 16 women receiving

routine gynecological care were administered

questionnaires and interviewed on a variety of

scales intended to measure sexual behavior, sexual

responses, body image and marital adjustment. AII

subj ects in both the experimentaf and control groups

were statistically significantly matched on relevant

variables. To be included in the study subj ects had to
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have been sexually active, defined as intercourse or

equivalent heterosexual activity at least once a month.

For the cancer population sexual activity related to

the 6 months prior to diagnosis and treatment. Ït is

noteworthy that the researchers had onJ-y a 6t refusal

rate for the breast cancer sample, 43 for the

gynecological cancer sample, and 15* for the healthy

\tonen .

Anderson and Jochimsen found that there was a

significant lower IeveI of sexual behavior activity at

Èhe .05 level for v¡ornen with cancer as compared to

healthy women. In comparing the scores of the two

cancer groups no significant differences were found

other than for frequency of kissing which was

significantly lower for the breast cancer populatíon

over the gynecological- cancer population.

In terms of the sexual response cycÌe, no

significant dj-fferences were reported between women

v/ith cancer and healthy women nor between the two

cancer groups. However' differences on the scal-e for

sexuaf excitement reached significance between the

healthy v¡omen and the cancer patients, but not between

breast cancer and gynecological cancer patients.

The researchers also found that the subjectsl

current marital adjustment did not affect their current
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sexual life. It is interesting to note however that

82È of the gynecological cancer subjects reported

poorer body image evaluations whereas only 31? of the

breast cancer patients and 38t of the healthy women

reported this. Although it is comnonly believed that

breast cancer patienls experience body image

disruption, ernpirical testing of this hypothesis seems

to indicate that this may not be the case.

In sunmary, Anderson and Jochimsen found that

women with breast cancer and gynecological cancer

differed from the healthy women in the frequency of

sexuaf behaviors and the level of sexual arousal. The

researchers suggested that the difference in kissinq

frequency between the two cancer groups may be due to

the possible reluctance among women who have had a

mastectomy for close body contact. Alternatively,

their partner may avoid close contact for fear of

injury to the partner's surgical site.

one study described the psychosocial implications

of adjuvant chemotherapy after surgery for Stage II

breast cancer patients. Þleyerowitz ' Sparks and Spears

(1979J interviewed 50 subjects and reported that all

experienced adverse changes. of interest to this

practicum is that of the 37 women who were sexualJ-y

active prior to diagnosis, 403 reported behavioral
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disruption, and 29t emotíonal distress in their sexual

relationships.

Todres and Woj tiuk (1979) studíed the impact of

chemotherapy from the patient's víewpoint on Iife

style. Fifty of the 67 subj ects intervíewed were

breast cancer patients. They reported, among other

findings, that 283 of the subjects "indicated that

theír sex lives had been negatively affected after

having received chemotherapyrr (p. 285).

Zemore and ShepeI (1987) recently reported that

301 wonen with mastectomy after early diagnosis were no

more maladjusted emotionatly or socially than 100 women

without cancer. This study is particularly interesting

because it is canadian and the subjects were v¡omen from

lhe Prairie Provinces. Although the researchers did

not examine sexuality specifically, it is significant

that they found the breast cancer patients reported

they had more opportunities to discuss their feelings

and concerns with significant others, and that these

relationships therefore seemed to be strengthened.

These findings contradict the classic studies T

have described above and it is important to remember

the breast cancer patients had only Stage I or Stage II

disease and none had received chemotherapy. It does

suggest, however, that the health care systern may have
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become more .responsive to patient's psychosocial needs,

that there may be differences in Canadian women, and,

as always, that different research designs'

methodology, and testing procedures can produce

different results.
Bransfield (1982\ undertook a literature review

from 1 953 - 1981 of sexual functioning and breast

cancer. Reviev¡ing in depth much of the research

reported above, Bransf iel-d concLuded that "although

there is much evidence to suggest that women with

breast cancer are at risk for developing sexual

difficultíes as a result of their illness and

subsequent treatment . . the study of breast cancer

and sexual functioning is in its ínfancy" (p. 197).

One of her nain criticisms was that most of the

research has not addressed the complexity of variables

which may affect the sexual functioning of these

patients. She has divided the variables into

biological, psychological , and socioculturaf factors

and partner and health care provider variables.

She identified the biological factors as age,

stage of the disease, effects of varying treatments'

symptoms associated with hormonal depletions frequent

in breast cancer patients because of the nature of the

disease, physical sÈatus, and alcohol and drug use.
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Body image' self-esteem, sexual identity and

patient mood fluctuatíons were identifíed as possible

psychologicaL factors. Bransfield noted that although

many researchers have mentioned thåse factors, few

appear to have tested hypotheses about Èheir

relationship to sexual functioning and she could find

no replications of those studies rvhich had tested them'

In terms of sociocultural factors, Bransfield

points out that most of the research in thís area has

been confined to married women, virtually ignoring the

percentage of the female population that is single,

separated, widowed or divorced. The assumption that

single v¡omen may have more difficulty with sexual

adjustment after breast, cancer exists without

definitive study in the area. She noted that only one

researcher in her review footnoted that breast cancer

is not confined to heterosexual women.

She also spoke to the issue of marital adjustment

or marital satisfaction influences on sexual

functioning and found that the research has not

addressed these variables in much depth and has tended

not to include relationship communication patterns.

Research in this area has frequently not offered

definitions of "psychosexual distress'r, I'dysfunction",

"problems" or "difficuftiesrr and as they are not
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consistent, cross-study comparisons cannot be

conclusive.

Bransfield afso noted that patient's sexual

adjustment tended to be measured by pre and postillness

frequency of intercourse. Sexual functioning involves

much more than coitus and further studies need to

include past history of sexual functioning,

communication of sexuaL needs, definitions of

'rsatisf actory'r sexual relationshj-p and informatíon on

the patient's sexual attitudes and knowledge base.

cultural and religious based sexual attitudes will

affect the behavior of the patient and therefore need

attention.

Another variable identified was time, and

Bransfield reported that no studies have used identical

time frames in assessing sexual functioninq of these

patients.

FinalIy, Bransfield slated that very Iittle

exptoration has been done of two obviously important

components to the breast cancer patient's sexual

rehabilitation: her partner and her health care

provider.

Bransfield could find only two studies to clate

that researched the male's psychosexual response to his

partnerrs breast cancer treatmentr Wel-Iisch et al.
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(1978) as described above and l-,eiber, Plumb,

GersÈenzang, and Holland (1976). Leiber et aI. found

that 25t of the partners had a decreased desire for

intercourse postillness and 44* wanted more nonsexual

physical closeness.

other questions not yet tested invol-ve the

partner's own fears of mortality and mu!ilation
precipitated by his mate's cancer and the effect of the

woman's physical appearance and the absence of a breast

on his sexual arousal.

Bransfield pointed out that almost all of the

variabfes identified for the patient, also need to be

explored in the partner, such as his interpretation and

understanding of breast cancer and its treatment' his

sexual knowledge, attitudes, beliefs, ancl previous

functioning. She concluded that "assessment of

psychosexual functioning after breast cancer needs to

treat the patient's partner as just that: a partner

who has the capability of greatly affecting their

sexual rehabilitation" (p. 209 ).

The ambiguíty of the term "health care provider"

reflects the indecision and controversy about who, if

anybody, or aI1, of the health care team is responsible

for the sexual rehabilitation of the cancer patient.

Bransfield found that physicians, surgeons, social
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workers, nurses, psychologists, psychiatrists and

volunteers "have all been discussed as possible

candidates for this ro1e. No research has been

conducted on which professionaLs on the health care

team is best sui.ted to broach the topic of sexuality

with the patient with breast cancerrr (p 209).

The skil1, ability, experience, aÈtitudes, values

and leveI of knowledge of the health care professional,

and the willingness to discuss sexual concerns, wilI

all affect the sexual rehabilitation process of the

patient and partner. Again, Bransfield found that no

research to date has specifically studied the effects

of these important heaLth care provider vari.ables.

Anderson (1985) reviewed the available data and

looked at some of the methodological issues involved in

researching sexual dysfunction in cancer patients. She

pointed out that tt17 -252 of aIf hospitalized cancer

patients could be diagnosed as clinically depressed"

(p. 1835). Therefore sexual difficulties may be

secondary to clinical anxiety or depression.

Furthermore, due Èo the nature of the illness and

its treatment, other factors such as fatigue, shortness

of breath, pain, somatization, and poor prognosis

leading to repriorization of Iife issues, may adversely

inf luence sexual functioning.
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Anderson concluded that the etiology of sexual

difficulties for cancer patients is multiply

determined. She highlighted a series of questions I as

yet unanswered by the current research, which need to

be considered when studying sexuality and cancer, and

in particular in determining intervention strategies.

what disease or treatment context will
negatively influence sexuality for cancer
pat ients?

What sexual dífficulties or dysfunctions
develop for cancer Patients?

What are the characteristics of cancer
patients who are at rísk for developíng
sexual diff iculties ?

When will sexual problems develop ín cancer
patients ?

What factors contribute to the etiology of
sexual dysfunction among cancer patients?

(Anderson, 1985, p. 1839-1840 )

Although these questions were addressed to the

general cancer population, they are extremely relevant

to the study of sexuality and breast cancer patients

and to the development of models of intervention for

the sexual rehabilitation of these women and their

partners.

This section of the Literature Review has

attempted to show that breast cancer patients are

indeed at risk of developing psychosexual distress.

Although not every woman who is diagnosed with breast
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cancer will develop problems in sexual- functioning, it

would appear that between 20-30?. of these patients will

develop sexual difficutties. It also seems IikeIy from

the evidence presented that the partners of breast

cancer pati.ents are at similar risk and that both the

patient andr where applicable, her partner, could

benefit from a sociaL work intervention of sexual

rehabil-itation either indÍvíduaIIy or conjointLy.
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Receptiveness of Breast cancer Patients to Sêxual

Rehabilitation Interventions

Having determined in the previous section that

psychosexual distress exists in breast cancer patients,

the following is a review of the literature addressing

the fact that sexual issues are rarely discussed wiÈh

cancer patients in the health care system, that cancer

specific sexual rehabilitation is rarely offered to

this population, and that these patients would welcome

the opportunity to discuss their sexual concerns with a

member óf the heaÌth care team.

It is not surprising that sexual concerns have not

been routinely discussed with cancer patients. The

very word cancer strikes fear and horror in most of us,

conjuring up images of cachectic, pain-ridden victíms

who ultimately die a slow and agonizing dealh. In

contrastr sexuality evokes images of health, wholeness,

vitality, intimacy and Iife. It is only relativefy

recently, since the advances of medical technology have

extended longevity, that the psychosocial impact of

living with cancer and its treatments have been

studied. Interventi-ons and treatments have been

developed not only to cure and control the disease but

also to enhance the qual-ity of fife of cancer patients
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and their famíIies. It is even more recently that

sexuality has been included in this holistic approach.

As Schain (19821 stated "the concept of physical

pleasuring or recreational sex, as aspects of healthful

pursuits, did not gain popular acceptance in the public

domain (much less in the medical v¡orId) until past the

middle of the 20th century" (9. 2191.

,It wouLd seem that more myths and taboos exist in

both sex and cancer than in any other human condítíons.

Many people seem to have difficulty discussing sexual

concerns under the best of circumstances. It seems

reasonable to assume that communicating their needs for

sexual counseling wiII be that much more difficult for

cancer patients who are facing a fife-threatening

illness and at tímes debilitating treatments.

There seems to be an assumption in the general

public that discussions of sexuality are initiated by

the physicians and surgeons of wornen who have breast

cancer. I have been surprised by the relatíveì-y little

research that has been done in this area, and to learn

through clinical, experience that the vast majority of

medical professionals do not routinely address sexua]

concerns of cancer patients.

Lief (1978) was astonished to discover that of the

surgeons he surveyed who performed mastectomies, only
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1Ot stated that they routinel-y discussed sexual

concerns with their patients.

Frank et' al. (1978) found that out of a sample of

60 irromen who had had mastectomies, only 5 had discussed

sexual concerns with a member of the health care team'

and 5 wíth their partners. The other 50 reported they

had not díscussed their concerns vtíth anyone.

Two-thirds of the women stated they would have welcômed

discussion of these concerns with their doctors.

witkin (1978) found it very significant that aII

41 women approached in her pilot study agreed to talk

to a psychological counsellor special-izing in sex

therapy. She stat.ed "most 'normal' people have

inhibitions about psychological counseling especially

when sex is involved, and it is very unlikely that

everyone of 41 people approached would agree to see a

counsellor. That these women did implies very strongly

that their anxiety and their perceived need for help

were sufficient to overcome thelr inhibitions and that

the traumatic effect of the mastectomy is more severe

than the patient may reveal" (p.21 \.

She also reported that she had to change the

design of her original- study because of the lack of

co-operation of the surgeons in three major hospitals

in allowing post-operative interviews. This is
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partj.cularly sígnificant given the reputation and high

quatity of therapists involved in this study.

Reporting on sexual counseling for gynecological

patients r capone and cood (1980) noted a recent study

of women with cervical cancer. Seventy percent

reported that they received no sex information from

their doctors before, during, or after treatnent. Of

these, 79å wanted more information but revealed that

they would not ask for it.

Wasow (1982) reported that health care personneL

and hospital administrators were extremely reluctant to

allow her access, and often blocked access to cancer

patients when she was trying to collect voluntary data

on their sexual concerns. Hoi¡/ever, when access was

granted, she consistently found patients v¡anted to have

the opportunity to discuss these concerns.

Wasow promoted the concept that routine sexual

assessment should be carríed out by physicians in the

same way that they routinely assess other systems of

the body and that all patients should be offered the

option to discuss these concerns. She astuteLy added

that the objective is to open the door for the option

to discuss sexuaf issues, and that cancer patíents

should not be pushed into discussions or made to feel

abnormal if they do not have such concerns.
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Woody and Tombrink (1983) reviewed several studies

and found that patients' needs for information and

discussion of their sexual concerns were not being met.

In one of the studies reviewed, the majority of

masteclomy'patients wanted more sexual counseling than

is usually offered. Another found that although 408 of

the patients had been abLe to talk to their physician

about their sexual concerns, "on1y 78 felt that they

had received helpful advice from any source" (p. 47).

Bu]lard (1980) also reported on a number of

studies of this issue. In addition to most of the

research discussed above, he reported on a study of 26

men and women diagnosed vJith cancer within the previous

3 years, most of whom were on active treatment.

Although not specific to breast cancer, 633 of the

subjects responded that they would have lj-ked more

ínformation on the effects of cancer on sexuality.

They were asked to identify with which member of the

health care team they would feel most comfortable

discussing their sexual and social concerns.

Fifty-four percent "indicated their physician' 54

percent indicated a counsellor v¡hose specialty is human

sexuality, and less than 25 percent indicated a

psychologistr nurse, friend, social worker or

psychiatrist'r (Buffard, 1980, p. 69). This has some
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ímplications for this practicum and indicates that I

may need to present myself as a counsellor.specializing

in sexuality with cancer patients in order to

recruit clients.
Having reviewed most of the literature in this

area, I concur htith the following conclusions drawn by

Bullard, and have taken these issues into consideration

in t.he design of this practicum:

1. Many cancer patients and their partners
have sexual concerns that they wish to
discuss with their physicians or other
members of the health care team.

2. These same patients may not discuss
sexual concerns unless their physician
or other medical personnel first bring
up the question of sexualitY.

3. In part because of their having
investment of time and energy in the
treatment of the cancer, such persons
may be less likelY to seek helP at a
"sex counseling cli-nic" even when they
are having sexuaf problems - only so
much energy can be expended by persons
in establishing new therapeuti c
relationships.

4. Staff tend to be very protective of
patíents with cancer. so any sexual
health services that are afforded must
be thoroughly explalned to staff who are
in the position to make referrals. (p.
70 )
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Factors Influencing i,thether Breast cancer Patients Seek

Sexuaf Counsel ing

Hawton (1985) suggested that there are three

factors likely to affect the demand for treatment of

sexual problems in the general population:

First, the f rer¡uency with which sexual
problems exist in the general population;
secondly, the extent to which people v¡ish for
help; and thirdly, the extent to v¡hich such
people are detected or seek help thenselves
and when appropriate are referred to a
specialized service. (p. 45 )

These same factors, which may influence the

general population, wílI also impact on the breast

cancer patient population.

Hawton identified a number of methodological

difficultíes in surveying the prevalence of sexual

dysfunction in the general population including sample

selection, response rate' how questions are asked (by

questionnaire or in person), validity of responses,

resistance to surveys, and definitions of sexual

problems.

Hawton reviewed the availabl-e literature on the

frequency of sexuaf problems in the generaJ- population

and concluded that sexual problems are not rare and

appear to be more common among v¡omen than men, or,

women more often admit sexual difficulÈies. The

I'prevalence of sexual- dysfunction in women is probably
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between 35 and 60 percent with impaired sexual interest

and arousability being the most common" (p. 49). The

incidence of sexual dysfunction in men is much less

clear, as men have rarely been surveyed. The suggested

fígure is in tfre region of 40 percent.

Jehu (1979) stated that "sexual failure of varying

severity is probably experienced by most people at some

tíme in their lives" (p. 69). Howeverr not every

failure is víewed by the couple or individual as a

dysfunction or a problem.

There are no absolute standards for sexual

satisfaction and competence and certainly it is

unrealistic to expect to be completely satisfíed every

t.ime'. How then does one define sexual- dysfunction?

Jehu suggested to regard j.t as that behavior

"judged to be inadequate by the cfient or other people"

(p. 70). This subjectíve judgment is influenced by a

number of factors and is an extremely complex process.

The nature of the sexual behavior (e.9., lack of

desire, erection or ejaculation difficultieçr orgasm

difficulties), although not suffícient on its own to

define sexual- dysfunction, is obviously relevant.

The context of the behavior also provides a number

of criteria for judging its adequacy including amount

of sexua] stimulation, partner variables, persistence
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of the difficulty over time' frequency of the

difficulty and environmental influences.

The consequences of the sexual behavior wil-l also

influence whether it is perceived by the clients as a

problem or dysfunction. For example, if physical pain

or strong feelings of gui1t, anger r anxiety,

humiliation, or Iowered self-esteem are evoked, the

client is likely to judge the behavior as problematic.

FinalIy' Jehu suggèsted that sexual behavior that

apparently deviates from normative standards is líkeIy

to be perceived as problematic.

Personal characteristics of the client such as age

and sex and characteristics of judges, that ist

spouses, friends, physicians, and so forth, may

influence judgments of inadequacy.

A historical perspective of the role of cultural

attitudes and the mass media in shaping popular and

therapeutic views of male/fernale roles and "normal-"

sexual behavior was discussed by Lo Piccol-o and Heiman

(1977 \ .

It was only 100 years ago that sex became an

acceptabl-e topic for díscussion in scienlific circles.

By 1920, sex was more openì-y discussed although

"permission to be sexual was still enjoyed more

by men than women" (Lo Piccolo & Heiman, 1977, p. 171],.
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After 1940, sex became acceptable for both men and

wonen, but the emphasis turned to performance ability.

Currentl-y, the mass media, equally as much as the sex

researcher, generates cuftural definitions of sexual

function and dysfunction. The media creates a problem

for women by depicting mixed messages about beauty,

sexuality, and virginity and for men by developing a

role model f or the "real man" as one r,./ho i s sexual ly

aggressive, assertive, competent, and free of sexual

concerns.

Lo Piccolo and Heiman concluded that:

our culture has found it difficult to accept a
view of sexuality as simply an expression of basic
human need for pleasure, closeness, Iove, sharing
and p1ay, but contj-nues to portray sex in the
media and elsewhere as a powerful- force which must
be controlled at society's peril Over the
centuries, religious, therapeutic and media-
generated norms for sexuality have constricted and
confined people into roles and behaviors that have
not atl-owed them the full range of their sexual
and emotional Potential. 1P. 182)

A satisfactory sex life is obviously not an "aIl

or nothing" phenomenon - - there are different degrees of

satisfaction as well as different types of problems and

it is extremely difficult to establish a true incidence

of any aspect of sexual behavior in the general

population (Bancroft, 1 983 ) . Hovrever, it would appear I

according to Bancroft (1983), that "sexual

dissatisfaction and sexual dysfunctions occur with a
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frequency that would overwhelm the health servíces if

they are presented for helprr (p. 203).

Of interest is that Bancroft estimated an annual

referral rate on a sexual problem clinic in oxford to

be 64 referrals per 100,000 adult population, that is,

only .064* of. the available population.

Equaf numbers of men and women presented and the

mean age was 38 years for the rnen and 29 years for the

women. Jehu (1979) also made reference to age as a

factor in individuals seeing themselves as havíng a

problem.

It is possible that younger people are more prone
to consider any less than perfect sexual behavior
to amount to a dysfunction. Their elders may tend
to have greater experience and understanding of
the variable nature of the sexual response and the
level- of sexual performance may not feature so
prominently in their evaluation of a person's
overall adjustment to Life. (p. 74)

This has particular relevance to the breast cancer

patient population. of the 627 breast cancer patients

diagnosed in Manitoba in 1985, 408 or 658 feII between

the ages of 50 - 79 years, with the greatest number

falling in the 60 - 69 age bracket. Only 45 patients

(7?) were 39 years old or younger. Age distribution

for 1983 and 1984 was similar (Manitoba Cancer

Treatment and Research Foundation, 1985).

An interesting and relevant study was reported by

Frank, Anderson and Rubinstein (1978). They examined
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the prevalence of sexual dysfunction in couples not

seeking sexual treatment for sexual problems. They

gave 100 couples, who defined themselves as having

marriages that were working, a questionnaire that

covered most aspects of marriage and looked at three

separate aspects of the sexual- relationship: sexual

dysfunctions, sexual difficulties, and a global

measurement of overall sexual dissatisfaction.

They found that:

Although 80 percent of the coupLes reported
that their marital and sexual relationships
were happy and satisfying, 40 percent of the
men reported erectile or ejaculatory
dysfunction and 63 percent of the women
reported arousal or orgasmic dysfunction. In
addition, 50 percent of the men and 77
percent of the women reported difficulty that
was not dysfunction in nature (e.9., lack of
interest or inability to relax). (Frank,
Anderson & Rubinstein, 1978, p. 11'1 )

SexuaL 'rdif f iculties rather than sexual

dysfunctions were much more consistently and highly

correlated with overall sexual díssatisfaction' This

indicates that aspects other than dysfunction may be

more important in causi-ng dissatisfaction and thus lead

to seeking counsel ing.

One of the surprising findings in this study was

the high incidence of sexuaL difficulties reported

particularly since the sample was not representative of

North American marriages. "That ís, compared with a
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population representing a broader range of marital

satisfaction levels, this more satisfied population

would be expected to report a lower frequency of sexual

problems than would be predicted in the general

population" (Frank, Anderson & Rubinstein, 1978, p.

114r.

The fact that the wives seemed to have greater

reported sexual conplaints may be a reflection of their

greater willingness to admit a problem.

wives accurately perceived their husbands'

dysfunction, although the men tended to underestimate

the occurrence of sexual dysfunction in their wives.

The authors interpreted this underestimation as

consistent with the typical North American pattern of

sexual interaction where the husband assu¡nes everything

is fine as Iong as the wife does not refuse to have

intercourse and does not complain. Frank, Anderson and

Rubinstein (1978J. concluded:

All this materíal leads one to the conclusion
that it is not the quality of sexual
performance but the affective tone of the
marriage that determines how most couples
perceive the quality of their sexual
relations. 1p. 1 15 )

Two studies have attempted to give profiles of

those couples who have actually sought sexual

counseling. One study compared couples who have sought
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sex therapy with couples who have not (Chesney,

Blakeney, cole & Chan, 1981 ), and the other compared

couples seeking sex therapy v¡ith couples seeking

marital therapy (Frank, Anderson & Kupfer | 1976).

Chesney et al. compared 53 couples who attended a

sex therapy workshop with 48 volunteer couples who had

not sought sexual counseling during their current

relationship. Among the women in the comparison group,

41 .78 reported at. Ieast one sexual problem, while 708

of the r.tomen in the sex therapy workshop were labeled

symptomatic by the therapists. Among the nonworkshop

men, 35,43 reported at least one sexual problem and

58.5È of the workshop group were labeled symptomatic.

Using multivaríable analysis the authors concluded that

communicatj-on problems were the primary difference

between the sex workshop group and the comparison

group. In the comparison group, a communication

process existed which allowed for constructive problem-

soLving whether the problems were sexual or not.

Conversely, those couples seeking sex therapy were

those who could not problem-sol-ve their sexual

dif f icul, ti.es on their own.

Frank, Anderson and Kupfer (19761 compared 29

couples seeking marital therapy with 25 seekíng sexual-

therapy at the same institution. They found both
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groups were demographically similar and both had a

young modal age of 31 .5 years. The overall- frequency

of sexual difficulties was quite similar for both

groups and both groups appeared to be experíencing

considerable marital di scord.

Clearly the two groups did not separate in a way

that would have been expected, that is, the sex therapy

couples experiencíng significantly more sexuaf

complaint.s and the marital therapy couples experiencing

significantly more marital diff icultie s.

Although the two groups were very simiLar

demographically, the authors derived the following

maj or differences between them:

1, Sex therapy coupl-es were more thoughtful in

their approach to life and less conservative.

2. More of the sex therapy couples' wives worked

outside the home.

3. Sex therapy clients were more mature and Iess

impulsive.

4. Sex Èherapy couples allowed each other more

independence and privacy.

Segraves, Schoenberg, zairns, Knopf and Camic

(1982\ were interested in the ref erral- pattern to a

sexual dysfunction clinic for impotent men, recognizing

that one mighl expect difficulties with this process
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because of the sensitive nature of the problem. They

found that referral to a sexual dysfunction clinic was

rarely successful. Seventy-six patients who were seen

by the urologist for erectile dysfunction and underwent

physical examination, peni.le blood pressure monitoringt

psychological testing, and a psychiatric assessment

were referred to psychiatry for further evafuation.

Referrals r,rere made on patients suspected to have

organic causes for their dysfunctions as welI as those

presumed to have psychogenic causes.

The authors found that onty 62? of the referred

patients actually made appointments. Of those seen and

for whom sex therapy vtas recommended, only 32t accepted

the recommendation. And finally, for those who

initially entered into the recommended treatment

program, 578 terminated before treatment was completed

and against medical advice.

Segraves et al. offered some possible explanations

for their failure to successfully refer and engage

impotent men in sex therapy. The only difference they

could find between the group of men who were more

Iikely to make at least initial appointments was that

the complaints of these men were more long-standing.

One of the most frequent reasons given by the men for

declining therapy was their reluctance to involve their
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wives or sexual partners in the therapy as lvas required

by this particular sexual dysfunction clinic.

Another explanation postulated by the authors was

t.he sociocultural attitudes against patients in

psychiatry, and it does appear that the majority of the

pat,ients "preferred to view their problems as organic

and preferred treatment from a non-psychiatric

physicianrr (Segraves et aI. , 1982, p. 527 l.

A study by France, Weddington & Houpt (1978)

supports the dífficulties cited above. These

researchers were interested in the referral process

between primary care physicians and a community mental

health clinic. They found that only 108 of referred

patients who had no previous contact with the mental

health centre completed the referral.

From the above Iiterature review on the general

population, it can be seen that a greater number of

couples experience sexual dysfunctions and

dÍfficulties, but do not seek hefp in this area. One

study indicated that although individuals may have a

sexual dysfunctÌon, they do not consider themselves to

be dissatísfied with their sexual relationships

overall. It rvould appear that how most couples

perceive their sexuaL relations is based on the quality

of the relationship rather than on sexual performance.
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There is also some suggestion that satisfaction with

sexual relationships and acceptance of difficulties

appear to increase with age. Futhermore' for those

clients who in some way identify themselves as having a

sexual problem or difficutty, very few foIlow through

on recommendation for counseling in this area. There

ís no question that sexuality is a very sensitive

subject in our culture. "The decision to seek

professional advice for a sexual problem is a difficult

one for the majori-ty of people. The attj.tude of the

professional to whom they first speak is probably

crucial" (Bancroft, 1983, p. 198).

AIl these factors ' that may influence seeking

sexual counseling in the general population, may also

infLuence the breast cancer patient population'

As mentioned earlier, Bransfield (1982 ) undertook

a literature review from 1953 - 1981 of sexual-

functioning and breast cancer. She noted that most of

the research has not addressed the complexity of

varj.ables which may affect sexuaL functioning. Some of

the variables Bransfield discussed might also be

relevant in terms of factors that might affect breast

cancer patients seeking sexual counseling, in

particular r â9ê. whether age on its own has an effect

on sexual adjustment in the breast cancer patient is
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unknown. However, Bransfield reported on a review by

Meyerowitz (1980) who found that the loss of a breast

seemed less upsetting to older women. Jamison,

WeIlisch and Pasnau (1978) reported:

We found that the younger women did rate
their postmastectomy adjustment as
significantly poorer . . . that a higher
percentage of this group sought professional
help for psychological problens secondary to
mastectomy . . . and that more of these women
perceived the mastectomy as having had a
negative influence on their sexual
relat ionships . (p. 434 )

Another difficulty interpreting the research in

this area is that:

To date, the definition of sexual
"difficulties'r, rrproblemsrr, or "dysfunction"
has not been offered in the literature on
psychosocial aspects of breast cancer.
Therefore, one cannot ascertain if the
definítions proposed by Masters and Johnson
(1970) or those set forth by Kaplan (19741
have been used, or if any cornplaint regarding
a sexual functioning is labeled as
"dysfunctíon". Some operational definitions
are needed in future studies to facilitate
cross-study comparison. (Bransfield | 1982,
p. 207 |

Bransfiel-d also astutely not.ed that the patient.'s

sexual attitudes and knowledge base need to be taken

into account as the patient's interpretaÈion of sexua]

satisfaction wilI vary enormously and wiII affect

whether t.hey seek out sexual counseling.

It is obvious from the literature reviewed that

the question of what factors might influence whether



breast cancer patients seek sexual counseling is very

complex and that due to these factors I may have

difficulty recruiting clients for my practicum.
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Psvchosexuaf Distress and Sexual Dysfunction of Breast

Cancer Patients: Causes and Implication for Treatment

ïn this section of the Literature Review, theories

of causatÍon and implications for treatment of the

breast cancer patient experiencing psychosexual

distress and/or sexual dysfunct,ion wilL be explored.

Terms such as ttpsychosexual distresstt, "sexual

probJ-ems", "sexual concerns", "sexual diffícufties",

and "sexual dysfunction" have all been used in the

Iiterature, seemingly with the assumption that each

term is basicaJ.Iy defining the same phenomena.

Jehu (1979) defined sexual dysfunctions as

"responses to sexual stimulation that the clients

and/or their partners consider to be inadequate. The

responses involved night be in sexual interest,

arousal, intromissj.on, orgasm or pleasure" (p. 3).

Specífic sexual dysfunctions are comprised of "erectile
dysfunctions, premature ejaculation, retarded or absent

ejaculation and retrograde ejaculation in the male;

vasocongestive dysfunction, vaginismus, and orgastic

dysfunction j.n the female, and inadequate sexual

pleasure and dyspareunia j.n both sexes" (p. 3).

For the purposes of this practicum the above

definition of sexual- dysfunction will be adopted.

However, the term psychosexual distress will go beyond
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this definition to include any difficulties perceived

by Èhe client and/or partner in pleasuring and ì-ntimacy

behavior such as kissing, cuddling, or hugging, not

necessarily for the purpose of sexual arousal. It will

also encompass difficulties in sexual self-image.

The rationale behind this is explained by von

Eschenbach and Schover (1984b) :

Sexuality is not only the way we ensure our
genetic posterity and the survival of our
species, but also is the most intimate and
precious way we have of sharing oursel-ves
with others. It is a source of great
pleasure and satisfaction both emotíonalIy
and physicalLy. (p. 2662)

I was hesitant to focus my practicum on sexuaf

dysfunction alone. The term dysfunction implies an

abnormality. It is my opinion that distress in the

area of sexuality may not be an abnormal response to

breast cancer and breast cancer treatment. The crisis

of the diagnosis and its subsequent treatment. has an

impact on all leveIs of the individual's psychological

and social functioníng, incJ-uding sexuality. To feel

distress about any or all aspects of one's sexuality at

this life crisis may not necessari.ly mean that one is

experiencing a sexual dysfunction.

On the other hand, sexual dysfunction may develop

in the breast cancer patient and/or her partner as has
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been shown in the first section of the Literature

Review, or may have existed prior to diagnosís.

Von Eschenbach and Schover (1984a) stated that

cancer affects sexuality because it diminishes

se 1f -worth .

A patient with cancer may endure the loss of
freedom, productivity' sense of rveII-bei-ng,
the loss of bodily function or parl and even
the ultimate loss of life itself. with each
of these losses there may be a progressive
lessening of self-esteem and withdrawal info
a shelI of loneliness. The cancer patient's
isolation is exacerbated by the fears of the
healthy. Lovers, family and friends may
become alienated by fear of contagion,
revulsion over physical changes, anxiety,
uncertainty, insecurity and the pervasive
frustration of being helpless Few of
us have the serenity to recognize our
inherent self-worth and inner beauty. I,¡e, as
well as sígnificant others r measure our value
not so much by who we are but rather how we
appear and what we achieve. Theref ore ' r'te
are highly vulnerable to the depredations of
cancer. (p. 155-1 56 )

Sexual difficulties are most often due to the

interaction between the physiologic and psychologic

consequences of the disease and its treatment (von

Eschenbach & Schover, 1984a' 1984b). Therefore'

assessment of both the psychological and physical

components of breast cancer and sexuality is needed.
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sexuality.

Jehu (1979) stated that "sexual behavior can be

impaired by the negative emotional reactions that tend

to accompany all forms of stress and which include

depressíon, anger, guilt and especíally anxiety" (p.

45). AIl of these are possible emotional responses to

a diagnosis of breast cancer ín oneself or one's

partner.

Changed body image, as a result of mastectomy,

Iumpectomy or breast skin changes after radiation may

be another psychologic effect of breast cancer on

sexuality. EmaciatÍon and alopecia from chemotherapy,

although temporary, may also lead to decreased

self-esteem (von trschenbach & Schover, 1984a, 1984b).

Al-though breast cancer is no longer synonymous

with mastectomy, Witkin's (1982) discussion of the

psychological consequences of mastectomy continues to

be relevant.

Witkin states that the primary concern of the

patient is the possible loss of sexual responsiveness

and affection by her partner or partners, She often

sees herself as incomplete, may fear that her partner

will view her as physically repulsive and, because of

this fear of rej ection, may be Iess likely to j-nitiate
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sexual activity. on the other hand the partner fears

that if he initÍates sex "too soon" he will appear

unfeeling or denanding or wiIl do something harmful or

hurtful. Further, neither wants to burden the other

with their fears or feelings. This results in a spiral
that Witkin termed the 'rmastectomy bindr'. As each

hesitates in approachíng the other, their greatest

fears appear to be true. e self-fulfilling prophecy

results vrhereby the woman's fears of her sexual

unattract ivene s s and the man's fears of hÍs partner I s

fragility are conf irmed.

For those patients without partners, Witkin

proposed that the fears and subsequent avoidance of
potential sexual contacts are even greater. Without a

regular partner, the woman does not have the

opportunity to quickly resume sexual activity and prove

her fears unfounded.

For the women wíth a regular partner, the response

of the men, according to Witkin (19e2r, is most often

helpful and for most couples their communication and

coping skíf1s facifítate their sexual rehabilitatíon.
For those couples unabl-e to work through the

"mastectomy bindr', sexual dysfunction in either partner

or both may occur.
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Kolodny, Masters and Johnson (1979) proposed that

the psychologíc responses to the diagnosis of cancer

are compounded by t,he psychologic responses to the

treatments employed. Cancer treatments can be

paradoxically lifesavíng and l ife - threateninq at the

same time. The patient fears pain, fat,igue and weight

loss from both the disease and the treatments.

Grinker (19'761 confirmed that the psychological

impact of the disease and its treatment affects

sexuality. He stated:

The dread of exposíng oneself to one's spouse
as crippled, damaged, incomplete or dying may
cause sexual ínhibition or abstinence.
lnt j.macy and sexual bodily functions may be
affected by shame and embarrassment.
I{utilation (e.9., mastectomy) may make
exposure and nudity extremely painful
Lack of self-esteem and a relative feeling of
emotional poverty in survivors may prevent
the resumption of their Previous
relationships. (p. 13'1 )

The psychological consequences of diagnosis and

treatment, particularly anxiety and depression can

affect Iibido, Although most often this results in

decreased Iibidor vlise (1978) pointed out that certain

depressed men and women have increased wishes for

physical closeness, although not necessarily

intercourse.

Breasts in our culture are generally regarded as

objects of sexual desire and symbols of femininity and
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attractiveness. Breasts also play a role in

mothering, for food and for bonding. Stímulation of

the breasts may be a source of sexual arousal for both

the man and the woman. Thus, any assault on the

breast, whether it is surgery, amputation, or radiation

may create problems in psychological and sexual

adaptatÍon (Kolodny et aI., 1979r.

Self-esteem for many women is based on their

rating of their body-image and this begins at a very

early age (Schain, in press). Schain stated that at

diagnosis the breast cancer patíent may be obsessed

with fear of death, and simultaneously or sequentially

fear of what wifl happen to her breast. The patient

may use one or other of these obsessions to avoid

facing the crisis.

Women rvho have a greater investment in their

breasts in terms of self-worth v/iII be at greater risk

for developing psychosexual distress, as \^tiII women

whose partners have difficulty accepting the body

alteration or cannot cope with the risk of the patient

dying. The intact. breast is often ignored either by

the partner or the patient because it may be a remínder

of vulnerability or viewed as a possible source of

further cancer (Schain, in press).
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Schaín (in press), acknowledged that some women

experience a period of hypersexuality and seek out

partners who wilI respond to them sexually and I'provel

that they are lovable and attractive. In order to

avoid deafing with her fears and anxieties some women

may becone overinvested in sex as a defence mechanism.

The partner of the breast cancer patient is also

at risk for developing sexual dysfunctions as a resuLt

of the psychological impact of the disease and

treatment. According to Witkin (19821 "the response of

the men is usually favorabler' (p. 54).

However, t,he strength and maturity of the

relationship prior to diagnosis affects post-illness

responses. This crisis may be the 'rf irst nodal point

in the natural history of emotional disruption

men wíth a negative view of the relationship before the

procedure tended to become more negative after

mastectomyr' (!,]elIisch, Jamison & Pasnau, 1918, p. 5461 .

MaIe sexual dysfunctions of inadequate sexual

interest, erectile dysfunction, ejaculatory problems,

and inadequate sexual pleasure may aJ-l be caused by

psychological faclors and stresses, They may be

precipitated by real or perceived dysfunctions in the

female partner (Jehu, 1979"t I or the psychological
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impact of one's wife or lover being diagnosed with

breast cancer, and all that it implies.

Physiological consequences of breast cancer and

sexuality
Wítkin (1982) slated that fatigue was the sole

physiologic consequence of mastectomy that could affect

sexual functioning and therefore any difficulties in

this area must be presumed to be psychologic. This may

be so for the "cured'r breast cancer patient who has

early stage dísease, no metastases, no recurrence and

no other treatment.

However¡ even with mastectomy alone, the type of

operation performed may place physical limitations on

rehabilitation. Approximately 10å of these patients

develop persistent lynphedema (Kolodny, lvlasters &

Johnson, 19'79\. Changes in the arm and hand, changes

in range of motion in the affected arm and shoulder'

numbness or pulling in the incision area with healing,

deceased sensation in pectoral and inner aspect of arm

and phantom breast sensation are a1l- possible

physiological consequences of modìf j.ed radical

mastectomy that may affect sexual functioning
( Schwar z -Appe lbaum , Dedrick, Jusenius & Kirchner'

1984\.
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Although it is not within the scope of this
practicum to examine each and every possible treatment

or combination of treatments for breast cancer and

their specific side effects on sexuality, the following

is an examination of the possible physiologic affects

of breast cancer on sexuality for those paÈients

treated with radiotherapy and/or chemotherapy.

Although chemoÈherapy literally means drug therapy, it

is commonJ.y accepted and used here to denote treatment

with anti-cancer drugs.

For some women, Iunpectomy with beam radiation or

iridium implantation is a viable option to modified

radical mastectomy.

Side effects that may be caused by radiotherapy

include change in skin colour, altered consístency or

texture, change in size of the irradiated breast and

possible diminished sensation or tingling, which may

affect the patient or partner's ability to involve the

breast 1n foreplay. Fatigue is a very common effect of

radiotherapy which may also affect sexual functioning.

It has been estimated that one-third of all breast

cancer patients today receive adjuvant chemotherapy in

addition to breast surgery (Schain, in press).. In fact

as many as 908 of aII breast cancer patients referred

to the St. Boniface Hospital oncology Clinic are placed
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on National SurgicaL Adjuvant Breast and BoweI

ProÈoco1s (NSABP), which are chemotherapy protocols and

include Stage f and Stage II breast cancer (E. Bebchuk,

personal communication, September 1 8, 1 985 ) , Some of

the most common chemotherapeut i c agents used in these

protocols are tamoxifen, methotrexate, doxorubicin,

cyclophosphamide, and fluorourací1.

Premenopausal breast cancer patients are at risk

of permanent or temporary ovarian failure and reduced

hormone levels from some chemotherapeut i c agents.

Hormona] replacement therapy for controlling prenature

menopause symptoms in these women is not recommended

because of the associated risk of recurrence of breast

cancer with this treatment (Dr. B. weinerman, personal

communication, Juner 1985). "The effects of ovarian

failure and reduced hormone levels on female sexual

desire are controversial, but this change certainly may

contribute to the decreased desire seen after

chemotherapy . . ." (von Eschenbach & Schoverr 1984a,

p. 26641 .

women treated by androgen administ.ration may

experience virilization and increased Iibido and may be

upset by the increased desire they experience (von

Eschenbach & Schover, 1984a).
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The side effects of various chemotherapy drugs

differ from each other and individuafs do not

necessarily experience the same side effect from the

same drug. However, the above-mentioned agents

generally produce a variety of side effects namelyt

alopecia, Ioss of weight due to anorexia, nausea 
'

vomiting, diarrhea, fatigue, cutaneous manifestations,

such as. hyperpigmentation, hyperkeratasis, ulceration,

and radiation recal-I skin reactions. AII of t,hese may

contribute to a d.ecreased IeveI of sexuaf excitement

and desire. Other side effects such as dryness of

vagi.nal mucosa due to decreased estrogen Ievels and

inflammation and ulceration of the vaginal mucosa due

to cellular destruction may result in sexual

dysfunct ion .

In addition to the above iatrogenic consequences

of chemotherapyr bone marrow depletion is also common,

with resulting infections. "Leukopenia could restrict

the individual's ability to participate in intercourse

based on the risk of overwhelming infection" (Woods,

1984). Mouth pain associated with stomatitis may lirni-t

the individual's expression of affection and sexuality

through kissing or oral sex. Anal intercourse is not

recommended due to the risk of infection, tissue danage

or bleeding due to 1ow platelet counts.
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Pain, either from the disease itself or from the

effects of the. treatments, can be a powerful deterrent

to sexual activity. It seems reasonable that fear of

pain in the patient or fear of infficting pain by the

partner, if not controlled with appropriate

medications, could lead to a variety of sexual

dysfunct íons .

Other drugs in addition to those employed directly

to controf or cure the cancer are often prescribed to

control symptoms and side effects of treatment. "Any

drug that is generally debilitating or incapacitating

or which specifically affects the neural-, endocrine or

vascular mechanisms concerned may contribute to sexual

dysfunction" (Jehu, 1979, p. 281 .

The side effects of drugs on the sexual

functioning of women have not been methodically studied

and Iittle information exists. with this in mind'

specific drugs that may be used to control symptoms and

síde effects in breast cancer palients and their
probable effects on sexual f unctioni-ng are Ij.sted

be low:

Drug Category

Ant ihyper tens i ve s

Probable Effects

Perípheral bl-ockage of neural

innervatíon of the sexual

organs



Ant ide pre s sa nt s

Antlhi stamines

Anti spasmodics

Sedatives and

Tranquilizers

Narcotics

The causes of

dysfunction in the

63

Central áepression, per ipheral

blockage of nervous

innervation of sex glands

Blockage of parasympathetic

nervous innervation of sex

glands

Ganglionic blockade of nervous

innervation of sex glands

Central sedation; blockage of

autonomic innervation of sex

gland; suppression of

hypothalamic and Pi tuitarY

function (may also be of

benefit as produces

tranquilization and

relaxation )

Central depression; decreased

libido (may also be of benefit

due to pain control,

relaxation and release of

inhibitions )

(Woods | 1984, p. 450-451 ).

psychosexual distress and sexual

physically healthy population are
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varied and complex (Hawton, 1985; Jehu' 1979; Kaplan'

1983; Kilmann & MiIIs, 1983). These are compounded in

the breast cancer population. These women have been

diagnosed with an extremely complex and not fully

understood disease and are subjected to invasive

treatments that while life-sustaining have enormous

implications for their psychosocial health, including

their sexual health.

The next section of the Literature Review wiII

address assessment and intervention strategies for the

sexual rehabilitation of the breast cancer patient.
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Sexual Rehabilitation of Breast cancer Patients:

Assessment and Intervent ion

Sexual rehabilitation reaches beyond
restoring penis-in-vagina intercourse or the
ability Èo reach orgasm. To achieve sexual
rehabilitation we must address the entire
spectrum of human sexuality, from recognizíng
the cancer patient as attractive and worthy
of love in spite of the devastation of
disease to supporting the spouse in taking
the risk of being close in the face of the
constant reminder that he or she may be left

, alive in a world made barren by death. (von
Eschenbach & Schover' 1984b' p. 157)

Prognosis, treatment t ã9è t marital status, or

religious beliefs do not preclude sexual rehabilitation

for any cancer patient. It must be based on the

specific needs and desires of each individual.

I recognize that not every breast cancer patient

has been or wants to be sexually active. Furthermore'

not all patients vtant to have a partner, and not a1I

partners are of the opposite sex. However, as the

focus of this practicum wilI be' interventions wíth

breast cancer patients who have been sexually active in

heterosexual relationships prior to diagnosis, the

follovring discussion of assessment and intervention

strategies is directed at this population.

Assessment is an ongoing process and is imperative

to problem definition and specification of client goaIs

and objectives. The possibJ-e influences of breast

cancer and its treatment on sexual functioning are
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endless. Cancer and sex are both extremely complex

phenomena, and their complexity is compounded by their

interaction.
Wasow (1982) suggested the following components of

a sexual assessment in the rehabifitation of cancer

patients: age, socio economic class, ethnic

background, degree of religiosity, sexuality values,

sexual development, preillness sexual practices and the

sexual- l-imitatíons of the specific illness and

treatment. She also advocated including both the

patient's and partner's present concerns' fears and

expectations in the assessment.

In addition to information about prema,ríta1 sexual-

activity, it is also i.mportant to ask about the

satisfaction or responsiveness of sexual- relations I

both for the patient and the partner (Schain, 1992).

Darty and Potter (1984) discussed the fact that

traditional sex role socialization may affect the

woman's response to breast cancer. They stressed the

importance of includj-ng an assess¡nent of how much a

women's value system may follorl' the stereotype of

believing "ma1e approval- is necessary to validate lher]

exj,stence and self-esteem" (p. 90).

As sharing intímate sexual information is

difficult for many, and rarely initiated by patients'
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both Schain (1982\ and Wasow (1982\ have suggested r,tays

of gathering sexual assessment material.

Universalizing sexual concerns, creating an

atmosphere of relaxation and trust and a constant flow

of information back and forth between interviewer and

interviewee aJ-I help in eliciting sensitive mat.erial.

The assessment process is not stagnant, and

intervention begins immediately. Establishing that

sexual concerns are normal and that they can be

discussed openly can then lead to specifying the

particular problems of each individual case (Wasow,

1982\.

It is important to ask specific, but open-ended

questions in order to glean specific information.

Schain (19821 suggested utilizing the medical model for

sexual assessment, that is, asking about 'ronset,

precipitating events, currenl efforts to improve the

situation, and information dissemÍnation about

alternative behaviors . . ." (p.284).

Wise (1981 ) divided the components of assessment

of sexual concerns in cancer patients into four

factors:

1 . the stage of the disease and the
concrete limitations of the illnesst

2. the patíent's past sexual- history,

3. past and present psychological status'
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4. the reaction of the sexual partner. (p.
64',)

He included treatments and their síde effects in

his assessment of the physical limitations of the

disease. Preill-ness psychiatric disorders and the

presence of clj-nical depression or anxiety states are

included in t.he assessment of psychological status.

The reaction of the sexual partner needs to be

assessed both from the patient's perception of this

reaction, and through interviewing the partner. The

sexual significance of the breast to the woman and to

her partner, and the relative importance of breast

stimulation in the couple's sexual- repertoire are

important factors to be considered,

Walbroehl (1985) pointed out that a couple may be

at risk for deveJ-oping problerns if the partner has a

need for an attractive mate and the woman fails to meet

that need, either through breast surgery, or loss of

hair and other body changes from chemotherapy.

Assessment should also include an exploration of

any myths or mj- sunder s tand ings the couple may have

about the disease itself. Some people fear that the

illness is just punishment for past sexuai-

"transgression" or "promiscuity". Discussion of these
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myths wil-I help to understand the dynamics involved in

the sexual difficufties the couple may be experiencing.

Schain (19e2\ stated that the degree to which body

inage and sexual- activity determine a patient's

self-esteem and overall sense of adequacy and

well-being is cruciat to evaluating the extent to which

sexual functioning wiII be affected by cancer.

She developed a model of conceptualizing

self-esteem, using the metaphor of a commercial bankíng

system. The four compartments of self-esteem she

identified are:

1. the body-self - which has a functional
(what I can do) and an aesthetic (what
do I look like) part;

2. the interpersonal self - which is
comprised of both social and
acquaintance relations as well as
intimate sexual ínteractions;

3. the achieving self - which contains
elements of work or competitive efforts
such as career or school behaviours;

4, the identification seLf - which is made
up of those attitudes and behaviors that
are related to spiritual , ethical or
ethnic concerns ' (P. 283)

PaLients may need to "borrow" from one of the

compartments at a time of crisis. Different

compartments may have more "investments" than others

and this would form part of the assessment. Part of

the trealment intervention might include explaining
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this "banking" model of ego-strength to the client and

helping the client recognize accessibiÌity to several

areas of "potential revenue". "This economic paradígm

permíts analogies which view patients as capable of

establishing assets, recording debits and negotiating

for projects in their ovtn psychological balance sheetl

(Schain, 1982, p. 283\ .

Schain (in press) has also identified

characteristics of patients at high risk of developing

difficulties in sexual rehabilitation after breast

cancer treatment. Included are those patients who are

highly invested in or displeased with their breasts,

particularly those who have had augmentations, have

negative self-image or a negative view of their own

femininity, have been sexually abused, lack an

avaiLabl-e support system, are uncomfortable disclosing

feelings and sexuaL practices, are apprehensive about

finding a new sexual partner¿ and/or experience serious

physical difficulties associated wilh the disease or

treatnent.

I found only two studies j.n the literature which

have described specific counseling strategies and

attempted to evaluate the outcomes of these

interventions in the sexual rehabilitation of breast

cancer patients.
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The first is described by witkín (1978) who

interviewed 41 women who had had a. mastectomy and were

attending an outpatient clinic for chemotherapy or

checkups. The counseling involved one structured

interview lasting 45 minutes to one hour. The

author / interv iewer explored the sexual history of the

woman and her partner before and after mastectomy using

a "specially constructed instrumentr' .(P' 21 ), assessed

subj ectively the i,toman's psychological- status, and

provided counselíng on specific topics that emerged

during the interv iew .

She reported three areas where further counseling

was conducted. The first, issues around sexuaf

intercourse, such as when to resume, frequency, and/or

positíons. The second area v/as in concerns around the

partner, such as fears of rejection or

unattract i venes s . In these two areas the therapist

employed techniques of i nfòrmat ion-g iving, reassurancel

and universal i zat ion .

The third area was in what Witkin termed sexual

díssatisfaction and involved women who had no partners

or who had preexisting sexual problems with their

regular partners. The therapist suggested

masturbationr gave information on the benefits of
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masturbation and alleviated guilty feelings about its

Witkin reported a1l 41 v¡onen without exception

vol-unteered that they found the counseling interview
positive and believed it would be helpful. Twenty-five

percent of the women independently sought out witkin at

a later date to share positive results.

Although no definite conclusions can be drawn

because of the exploratory design of the study, it is

important as it appears to be the first study to

attempt to eval-uate the efficacy of counseling this

population and because of the suggested 100? success

rate.

Christensen (1983 ) devel-oped and tested a

structured treatment protocol for postmastectomy

couples. ALthough his intervention was aimed at

reducing the broader psychosocial discomfort following

mastectomy, he included measurements of sexual-

satisfaction in addition to measurements of marital

happiness, depression, seLf-esteem, helplessness,

anxiety, alienation and emotional discomfort.

The subjects consisted of 20 mastectomy patients

and their husbands with a mean age of 39 years ¡ with

nonmet,astatic disease ín remission, and who had had

surgery vtithin the previous two or three months. The
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couples were obtained through referrals from health

care staff. Each couple was randomly assigned to a

controL (no treatment) or experimental group and

received a pretest and a posttest on the variety of

measures mentioned above.

The treatment consisted of four structured

conjoint sessions based on vlitkin's work and

traditional problem- solv ing. christensen incorporated

bibliotherapy by having the couple read witkinrs (1979)

"Psychosexual Myths and Realities of lvlastectonyr'. He

aLso used an expressive technique involving the making

of collage posters by both the men and women as a

method of exploring self- image.

Results showed that both husbands and wives who

received this treatment had statistÍca1Iy significantly

higher mean scores on sexual satisfaction than did the

control group. Reduction of depression in the woman,

and reduced emotional discomfort in both patients and

partners was also found.

This study is of particular importance as it was

the first to involve both the mastectomy patient and

her partner in a controlled study. Also, the treatment

protocol is easily reproducible and took place in only

four weeks.
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The PLISSIT nodel (Annorrt 19'17 ) has been suggested

by many in the literature as an appropriate theoretical

framework for the sexual rehabilitation of cancer

patients (Schain, ín press; von Eschenbach & Schover,

1984a, 1984b; Woods, 1984 ).
Four levels of intervention are proposed for

dealing with sexual problems: Permission (P), Limited

Information (LI), Specific Suggestions (SS) and

Intensive Therapy (tT). As not every breast cancer

patient or partner experiences the same degree of

difficulty in sexual rehabílitation, and as not every

cl-ient or couple needs intensive intervention, PLISSIT

is an attractive model-. Each stage of intervention is

progressively more complex and includes the preceding

stage or stages. For exarnple, i.f the social- worl<êr

uses Specific Suggestions with a couple, Permission and

Limited Information will also be included in the

intervention strategies. If one stage of the

intervention fails to resol-ve the concern or

difficulty, the social worker would consider proceeding

to the next level of intervention'
The following is a brief discussion of the four

stages of the PLISSfT model, as applied to a breast

cancer patient and her partner.



Permíssion (P).

At this level, aÌl- that may be necessary to

restore or enhance the sexual functionj-ng of the

couple, is the permission to talk about the changes

that have occurred, their feelings about the changes

and their fears. To learn that their feelings and

fears are normal and expected, and shared by others may

be sufficient. Thoughts and dreams as well as feelings

can be explored and "universalized", thereby reassuring

the patient and partner.

Permissíon may involve acknowledging that sexual

desire and behaviors do not have to stop because of the

i l-Lness or treatment .

Although permission giving will- not solve al-l-

sexual problems, it will resolve some and most

importantly can be viewed as a preventative technique

to deal with dístress and concerns which might

otherwise develop i.nto major problems or dysfunctions.

Limited inf ormat j.on (LI).

Limited Information involves providing the patíent

and partner with very specific factuaf information r in

this case, directly related to the effects of breast

cancer and its treatment on sexuality. This might

include information such as the fact that a certain

chemotherapeut i c agent may cause vaginaJ- dryness and
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the recommendation to use a water-solubfe lubricant

such as KY jelly. The couple might be given material

to read such as witkin's (1979 ) "Psychosexual Myths and

Realities of Mastectomyrr or the chapter on sexuality in

DunIop's (1985) book "understanding cancer",

Discussion about their thoughts, feelings and

experiences in relation to the readings would be

facilitated at the next session, again using techniques

of uni versal i zat ion to help the couple recognize that

others in the same situation share their concerns.

Mi sunders tanding s and misinformation would be

c larif ied.

At this stage, the intervention might include

exploring with the couple some of the concerns that

breast cancer patj.ents commonly have to determj.ne

whether the individual or couple are experiencing a

specific difficulty. Limited information would then be

given related specifically to the particular concern of

the client or couple. The side effects of the

patient's particular treatment or combination of

treatments and the implications for sexual actívity

would be explained. Information about breast protheses

and breast reconstruction might afso be appropriate at

this level.
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Specific suggestions (SS ) .

At the previous two levefs of interventionr no

contract has been established betv¡een the client and

social worker for the clients to take active steps to

change lheir behavior.

The Specific Suggestions leveI of intervention

involves giving specific suggestions withj-n a framework

of time-.f imited brief thêrapy ín order to help the

clients change their behavior and reach their stated

goals. Recommendations are intended to "change or add

new behaviors to the existÍng reperloire" (Schain'

1982, p.2891.

It is crucial at this level to have obtained all

the pertinent background information about the

presenting problem and to specify both the problem and

outcome goals with the clients. Annon (197"1 \ talked

about the need at this level- for a "sexual problem

history" as opposed to a "sexual history'r. He

distínguished between the twof suggesting the Iatter is

relevant only to intensive therapy.

A sexual problem history will include eliciting

from the cl-ients a description of the current problem,

its onset and course, their concept of cause and

maintenance, past treatment attempts, and current

expectations and goafs of treatment.
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The specific suggestions given at this level of

intervention v¡il1 be based on the assessment of the

clients and their sexual problem history. Included

might be suggestions about varying intercourse

positions, other modes of sexual expression, taking

pain medication one-half hour prior to sexual activity,

relaxation techniques, and so forth. One suggestion

that both Schain (1982\ and Witkin (1982) recommended

is that mastectomy patients and their partners not

adopt the female superior position initially. It is

the most strenuous for the woman, whose strength may be

compromised up to six months post-surgeryf and the male

is visually confronted with the absent breast and

surgical scar.

Specific suggestions about the inclusion of the

partner in the sessions is also appropriate. "It is

always risky in working with one person on ã problem

that invotves two people in such an intimate situation'

and the clinician should definitely attempt to see both

people involved if at all possible" (Annon, 1977, p.

80).

There is some controversy in the Iiterature about

specific suggestions as to when to recommend resumption

of intercourse after breast surgery. Witkin (19821

advocated recommending to the couple that they resume
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intercourse as soon as the woman is physically able,

even the day she is discharged from hospital . She

contended that this red.uces the opportunity for the

woman to viev¡ herself as "impaired" and is reassurance

that she continues to be sexually attracti.ve to her

Although this seems reasonable, I agree with

Kolodny et aI . (1 979\ who suggested that although

physically able to resume sexual actívity on discharge

from hospital , each patient and where possible partner

must be carefully assessed to determine their

psychological readiness, rather than giving blanket

instructions that may result in psychological- distress

for the couple. The coping abilities of the couple,

their previous sexuaL life, and the strength of their

relationship, among other variables, might aII affect

their readiness to resume intercourse immediately after

breast surgery.

Intensive therapy (IT) .

Cancer does not discriminate on the basis of

income t ãgê t or marital and sexual satisfaction' Any

woman may develop breast cancer and require treatnent.

Afthough the minority, there will be clients who

have had chronic marital- or relationship problems, or

chronic sexual dysfunctions that are further
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exacerbated by the diagnosis and treatment of breast

cancer either in themselves or their partners.

For those clients who have not responded to the

previous three levels of intervention, Intensive

Therapy would be ínitiated at this stage.

This might include relationship or marital

counseling, or intensive adiustment therapy for those

clients eiho have been unable to come to terms with

their own or their partner's diagnosis of cancer.

fndepth individual and couple assessment, including a

sexual- history, is essential to developing an

appropriate intervention strategy.

It is extremely important at al1 levels of the

PLISSIT modeI, in particular this Ieve1, that

physioJ-ogica1 causes, including drugs, be explored as

possible reasons or contributing factors to the

dysfunction. If surgery or drug manipulations could

alter the dysfunction, referral would be made to the

appropriate medical prof essional.

It is not within the scope of this Literature

Review to discuss all possible sexual dysfunctions'

their causes and treatment. At this poinl' it is

suffice to say that any breast cancer patient and/or

partner could present with sexual dysfunction that

existed prior to this tife crisis. An indepth
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assessment would be carried out and treatment would

follow the behavioral approaches to sex therapy

described by Jehu (1979) and Hawton (1985). The

literature indicates good results with this type of

focused behavioral sex therapy for psychologically

caused erectile dysfunction, orgasmic difficulty,

vagini-smus, and lack of sexual desíre or arousal

(Hawton, 'l 985i Jehu, 1979; Kilrnann & MiI1s, 'l 983; von

Eschenbach & Schover, 1984a, 1984b).
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eonc Iu s ion

The literature reviewed in the previous chapters

suggest.ed that breast cancer patients and their

partners were at risk for developing psychosexual

distress and sexual dysfunction, and that services

addressing their sexual concerns were not routinely

provided by the health care system.

The fo1]owing Practicum for the sexual

rehabílitation of breast cancer patients and their

partners was developed from the knowledge base

presented in this Literature Review'



The Pract.icum



The Practicum

Setting

The setting of my practicum was the St. Boniface

Hospital oncology unit, which is a joint program that

combines the expertise and staff of the St. Boniface

Hospital and the Manitoba Cancer Treatment and Research

Foundat ion .

The unit is dívided into three specialtíes--

Radiotherapy, Chemotherapy and Gynecological Oncology.

Clients for this practicum were recruited from the

Chemotherapy CIinic.

Staffed by four oncologists, six fu1I and part-

time nurses, and support services including home care,

social work and pastoral care, the clÍnic provides

outpatient chemotherapy treatments and follow-up

services. Each month, there are between 500 and 800

patient visits to the Clinic and between 30 and 50 new

patients.

It had been estimated that just over half of the

patients attending the Chemotherapy Clinic are breast

cancer patients (E. Bebchuk, personal communícation,

September 18, 1985).

The staff of the oncology Unit are dedicated not

only to the physical care of the patient' but also to

the psychosocial care of the patient and family.
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Rationale

The findings of the literature reviewed in the

previous chapters suggested that breast cancer patients

and their partners are at risk for developing

psychosexua] distress. The literature aLso indicated

that health caregivers do not routinely inquire about

the sexual issues of cancer patients. This was

consistent with my experience in the Clinic.

As the social worker in this unit, I had been in

the unique position of participating in the development

of the psychosocial component of patient care over the

past six years, and had seen the unit grow and become

very responsive to the patients' and families'

psychosocial needs.

At the time of my practicum proposal, however,

sexuality had been identified as an area of neglect.

Physicians and nursing staff routinely inquired

about patients' and families' emotional response to the

disease and offered appropriate resources for those

having difficulty copíng. Clinic staff were

comfortable talking about issues of fertilit.y and

generally lheir patients routinely received accurate

and consistent information.

Hor"rever, unless a patient requested information,

or indicated a problem, issues around sexuality were
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not routinely assessed, explored, or discussed by

either the physicians or nurses.

Clinic staff cited several reasons for the lack of

systematic assessment of sexual concerns. Some staff

adrnitted that they did not feel comfortable initiating
discussions around sex, and found themselves

ernbarrassed, especially when the patient ís of the

opposite sex and/or much younger or ol-der.

Some staff, recognizing they have only so much

time and energy for each patíent, believed that
concerns around sexuality are much less of a priority

to patients than other issues around the disease and

treatment, both physical and psychosocíal.

A fear that opening up the subject may "open a can

of wormsrr v¡as the most pervasive reason among staff for
not broaching the subject. They were concerned because

they felt inadequate in their own level of knowledge

and skill-, and because they felt there \"¡ere no backup

resources availabl-e in the Clinic to provide expert and

qual.ity sexual rehabilitation of cancer patients.

This practicum was a beginning attempt to fiII

this gap. By denonstrating knowledge and clinical

skil1 in this area with a number of breast cancer

patients, I hoped to Ìay the foundation for developíng

a comprehensive mul-tidisciplinary sexual rehabilitation



program for aI1 cancer patients of St. Boniface

Hospital oncology Unit.
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Client Recru i tment

clients were recruited from the breast cancer

patient population vtho v¡ere attending the Chemotherapy

CIini.c. Selection criteria was initially established

as folLows:

1. Patient's breast surgery wiII have been

completed not less than three months prior to

recruitment.

2. Patients will have been sexually actíve in a

heterosexual relationship prior to diagnosis.

3, Patients will be receiving any form of

adjuvant chemotherapy.

I decided that cIíents shoul-d be approached at

least three months after surgery because my experience

has been that in the initial period of diagnosis,

surgery and beginning chemotherapy, patients are

overwhelmed and have difficulty assimilating a1I the

infornation and experiences vtíth which they are faced.

I felt that it may take this period for the woman to

deal with personal issues of mortality before allowing

herself to look at how her di-sease and treatment are

affecting her sexuafity and J-nterpersonal

relationships. I afso believed that the couples would

need some time to experience a sexual difficulty before

they vrould define it as problematic.
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Conjoint counseling was offeredr but did not

preclude intervention with individuals who v/ere not

willing to involve theír partner.

From the literature reviewed, I anticipated I
would have some difficulty recruiting clients.
Therefore, in addition to notifying and requesting

referraLs from all the oncology nurses and physicians,

I also enlisted the support and cooperation of the

Nurse Practitioner in the CIinic. She interviev¡s most

of the new breast cancer patients who are to be placed

on chemotherapy protocols, and has regular follow-up

vJit,h these patients. Part of her role is to provide

patient education, and to explore issues with patients

that might require referral to support services such as

home care and social work,

Beginning at the end of October 1985, the Nurse

Practitioner offered sexual rehabil-itation services to

aLl the breast cancer patients she saw who met the

selection criteria. She made a statement, similar to

the following, which we had agreed upon in advance:

We, at the Cl-inic I are aware that many breast
cancer patients have concerns about their sex
Iife and their sexuality. We are developing
a sexual rehabilitation program at the Clinic
to neet these needs, and wonder if you would
like to talk to a counsellor who is
specializing in this area.
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It $¡as hoped that this nonthreatening, nonprobl-em

directed approach would result in six to ten referrals

within four to six weeks.

By mid-January 1986 I had seen five clients v¿ho

met the selection criteria and were willing to

participate in my practicum. However, none saw

themselves in need of sexual rehabilitatiori counseling.

As t had been unable to connect with the group of

patients identified ín the literature as havinq sexual

difficulties, I tried other methods to recruit clients.

I met again wit.h the Nurse Practitioner to encourage

her to be diligent in her recruitment of clients. I

also asked her to keep track of those clients who were

approached but declined to participate. I also spcjke

again to the medical and nursing staff in the clinic'

reminding them of my practicum and the availability of

sexuaL rehabilitation services.

With the perrníssion and approval of the Director

of oncology, f aLso wrote an open letter which

explained the service and invited breast cancer

patients to contact me directly (Appendix A) . These

Ietters were left on the coffee tables and end tables

in the three oncology waiting rooms, and at the

Chemotherapy Clinic reception desk from February 1986

to December 1986. Although over 150 letters eventuaLly
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dísappeared over the months, I did not receíve any

cal-Ìs from distribution of this Ietter.

In early February 1986 I contacted both the social

v¡orker and the head nurse at the Chemotherapy Clinic of

the Manitoba cancer Treatment and Research Foundation

located on the Health Sciences Centre grounds and asked

their assistance in recruit.ing clients v¡ho had

identified a sexual concern.

I also sought cLients through the Winnipeg Social

Work oncology Interest Group of which I am a member.

This group consists of social workers from each of the

winnipeg hospitals that treat cancer patients. I had

also informed the other social workers in lhe St.

Boniface HospitaL Department of Social l{ork who

regularly saw breast cancer patients of lhe

availability of sexual rehabilitation services.

I did not receive any referrals from the Manitoba

Cancer Treatment and Research Foundation or from any

other social workers either from St. Boniface Hospital

or from any other hospital in winnipeg.

By the end of May 1986 I had only seen six women

and one couple. None had been seen for more than one

session. After a five month maternity leave, stiII

unable to connect with the clients identified in the

Literature in psychosexuaL dlstress, I decided to try
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anot,her alternative, with the permission and support

of the attending oncologist, I spent one morning a week

for three weeks in his clinic and personally approached

every breast cancer patient who was attending that

clinic, who vJas known to be in a heterosexual

rela!íonship, and who had had breast cancer surgery at

least three months previously. I decided to drop the

third selection criteria of rrcurrently receiving

adjuvant therapyl due to the difficulty T was

experiencing recruiting clients. Although I did not

connect wit,h any clients who were dissatisfied with

their current sexual functíoni.ng, in October and

November 1986t I interviewed an additional seven r¿omen

around their experience of breast cancer and sexuality.

In January 1987, 1 saw another woman who was

referred by the Nurse Practitioner. Al-though she had

not identified any sexual concerns, she had índicated

she was rvilling to participate in the practicum. She

was currentl-y on chemotherapy treatmentsr but had had

her mastectomy only six v¡eeks prior to my session with

her.

In summary, from October 1985 to January 1987,15

breast cancer patients were seen, one together r'tith her

husband, but none for more t.han one session.
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Although I had recognized that I would have

difficulty recruiting clients, I did not anticipate

thaÈ I v¡ould not be able to connect and work with

anyone who had sexual concerns and wanted further

intervention.
As described earlier in the Literature Review,

there are many factors which might influence whether

breast cancer patients will respond to an offer of

sexual rehabilitation services.

Age v¿as identified as a possible factor and as

most breast cancer patients are over 50, this may

mitigate against seeking sexual counseling.

Also to be considered is the fact that studies

cited, both in general population and with breast

cancer patients, v¡ere conducted primarily in the U.S.A.

and to a lesser extent i.n England and Europe. Although

purely speculative, I wonder whether there are any

sociocultural variables that are peculiar to Canadians

that may make them even less Iikely to seek sexual

counseling or more hesitant to see themselves as

sexually dissatisfied. There may even be regional

differences between one part of the country and another

or urban versus rural areas.

As the reader wiLl- see from my findings described

in the following sections, the quality of the
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relationship appears to be a strong determining factor
in how sexual functioning is perceived. If the

relationship appeared to be strong and stable, even in

those situations where there were sexual concerns, the

women were confident of rectifying the situation
without outside help. If the relationship was viewed

as poor, t.he breast cancer patient did not feel sexual

rehabilítation counseling hras a priority or worth the

ti.me, energy and commitment involved.

It is also worth noting that rny selection criteria

excluded separated, divorced, and single women without

partners and T therefore cannot comment on vrhether

breast cancer and sexual functioning influenced
partnership breakdown.

The most common response of those breast cancer

patients approached by the Nurse Practitioner or by me

was that although they themselves did not have any

sexual- concerns, they were wil-Iing, in fact eager, to

share their experiences as part of my practicum. The

experj-ence in the Clinic is that cancer patients are

very willing to participate in any kind of study or

research. They want to contribute to the knowledge and

understanding of the disease and its physical and

psychosocial affect on people, and they want to "give
back" to others v¡hat they perceive as the care and
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concern given to them. This ís particularly true for

cancer survivors who sometimes suffer survivor guilt

and feel duty bound to cooperate in any way. Those

patients who still view themselves in need of treatment

from the Clinic because of on-goj-ng disease also tend

to cooperate with studies so as not to "rock the boat[

or offend the caregiver.



In tervent ion

My intervention was based on the PLISSIT (Annon,

1977) model of sexual counseling as described in the

preceding Literature Revier,¡.

The goal of sexual rehabilitation was the

enhancemenl of, or the return to, the individuat/

couples' preillness level of sexual functioning or

IeveI of functioning that was defined satisfactory for

them. Sexual functioning was defined as "the ability

of the individual to engage in and experience pleasure

from sexual activities" (woods, 1984, p. 3421 .

The intervention can be viev¡ed as a tr.¿o-stage

model. The first stage was to have been those clients

whose needs were met by giving them permission to

díscuss and explore their feelings and providing them

with limited information, as described in the

Permission and Limited Informatíon states of the

PLISSIT model-. No behavioral changes were expect.ed of

the clients and therefore no contracting around setting

specific behavioral outcome goals occurred between

myself and the clients.

If at any time during or after this brief

intervention, it became clear that the clients needed

more intense therapy, or identified a specific concern

or problem they were wíIling to work on in terms of
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behavior change, I had planned to proceed with the

Specific Suggestions and fntensive Therapy

interventions of the PLISSIT model, that is' Stage II

fnt.ervention. A more intense and thorough assessment

would take place including the use of preÈreatment

questionnaires and measurements, the involvement of the

partner in the intervention would be more strongly

encouraged, and if a particular sexual dysfunction was

identified, I \^¡ould have followed a cognitive and

behavioral approach to sex therapy as described by Jehu

11979) and Hawton ( 1 985 ) .

Of 19 clients recruited, 15 were seen for one

session on1y. of these, two clients also received

follow-up telephone contacts. None of the 15 clients
proceeded to Stage II Intervention.

Four lvomen, who had initially agreed to

participate in the praclicum v/ere never actually

interviewed by me. One moved out of province after her

husband was suddenly transferred and saj.d she was too

busy selling her house and moving to come in and

discuss her situation with me. Another tol-d the Nurse

Practitioner that she would prefer to call me herself

directly, but I never heard from her.

It is of interest that the other two women who did

not come in for an interview had both indicated to the
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Nurse Practitioner that they had sexuaf concerns. one

woman made tv¡o appointments with me, but did not show

for either one. In discussing this with her in a

follow-up telephone caII, I suggested to her that
perhaps she was not ready at this time to begin to

explore this area. She agreed and I encouraged her to

calL in the future should she feel differently. I have

not heard from her to date.

SimilarIy, the second woman, who had initially

indicated that sexual f unctioning r.ras a concern ' l'¡as

reluctant when contacted to make an appointment. After

two telephone calLs, I again decided to leave the

decision of an appointment up to the client. I have

had no further contact to date.

In the eight cases who were referred by the Nurse

Practitioner, I began by telephoning them to arrange

for an interviev¡. I asked each of them to consider

inviting their partners to attend the session with

lhem, but explained that this was not a prerequisite to

meeting. only one woman came v¡ith her husband. The

others primarí1y cited "time", "too busy", and because

they had "no problem" as the reasons their spouses

chose not to attend. I interviewed one woman, who had

just undergone reconstructive surgery in hospital. The



others were seen by appointment in my offíce in the

oncology Unít.

The remaining seven clients were seen in the

Chemotherapy Clinic at the tíme of their appointments.

Of the three women who had their husbands with them in

the waitj.ng room, all chose to be seen on their own.

Each sessíon began with an introduction of nyself

and a rationale for the practicúm. I explained that I
wanted to explore with them their experience of breast

cancer and sexuality and that I was also available to

assist them with any concerns or difficulties they

might be having in this area.

Demographic data was gathered and I then began to

examine the client.'s understanding of her disease,

treatment and prognosis. As a way of establishing

trust, I moved from less threatening to more

threatening material. I generally followed the

assessment form I had developed as a basic Auidelíne,
that is, the Initial Assessment Form, items 1 Lo 27 as

found in Appendix B. In all cases, at leasÈ half of

the session was spent on exploring how the cancer was

detected, hov¡ decisions were made around surgery and

treatment, feelings about the surgery and treatment

particularly as they related to self-image and self-
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esteem, and reactíons of the partner and other family

to the diagnosis, surgeryr and treatment.

Specific questions around sexual functioning were

generally not asked until I had dealt with more general

psychosocial aspects of the disease and until I felt

some rapport had been established. Preillness and

current sexual activity and Ievels of satisfaction rvere

explored. Myths and misconceptions v,rere rectified as

they arose in our discussion and T concentrated on

normalizing and universalizíng their experiences and

feelings. Their perspective of how their breast cancer

affected their seff-image and sexuality was elicited,

as well as their perceptions of how their partner's

sexuality had been affected. In three cases, specífic

suggestions were given around particular issues that

arose during the discussion. The issue of

reconstructive surgery was explored with approximately

half of the women,

At the end of the interview, each client was

offered the opportunity for further sessíons. when it

was established there would be no follow-up sessíons, I
explained I would be mailing them a Client Feedback

Form (Appendix C), with a self-addressed stamped

envelope and asked that they complete it as soon as

possibl-e. Each also received my card with my name and
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number should they wish to contact me in the future.
All but one CIient Feedback Forms erere returned.

The women I interviewed ranged in age from 29 to

64, with a mean age of 55. At first glance, this seems

consistent with the age distribution of breast cancer

patients. However, as shown in Table 1, the 15

patients I saw tended to be younger than the general

breêst cancer population. This is consistent \,rith the

literature which suggested the younger patient is more

Iikely to be concerned about their sexual functioning,

or at least more likely to seek help. It might also be

a function of my selection criteria which required the

women to be sexually active in a heterosexual

relationship. It may be that many of the older women

were excLuded from the practicum because they were

widowed.

AlL the women were married, only one for the

second time. The Iength of the relationships ranged

from 7 to 45 years, with a mean o1. 20, and an average

o1. 2.7 children. Nine of the women were off treatment

at the time of my contact and six were currently on

some form of chemotherapy. Two had had lumpectomies,

one had had bilateraL mastectomies, and the remainder

had modified radical- mastectomj-es. At the time of my

contact, three of the women had active disease with



Table 1

Age Distribution of Breast cancer Patients

Practi curn
Group

Total Diagnosed in
Manitoba - 1985

Under 39

40-59
60-69
70 and over

Total

(4) 17*

(7 I 462

(4) 27*

15 1008

(4s)

(2121

(1s3)

1217 |

2?',=

7z

34*

24t'

35r

100*
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metastases, two were on treatment and presumed to be in

remissíon and the remainder were known to be'in

remission.

The last cLient I saw, who had been referred by

the Nurse Practitioner had had her surgery only six

weeks prior to my contact with her. For the others,

the range was from 7 months Lo 120 months, with a mean

of 42 months.

Table 2 is a summary of the client's demographic

data, including age, years in reLationship, number of

children, type of surgery, Iength of time since surgery

and whether they were on treatment at the time of my

contact and known to be in remission or not.

Eleven of the cLients tended to fall into one of

three categor ies:

1. those who had had no difficulty quickly

returning to their previous satisfactory pattern of

sexual functÍoning;
2. those who initi.ally had some dífficulties

around their sexual functioning, but who had resolved

these concerns to their satisfaction by working them

out within the relationship with their partner;

3. those who were stiII experiencing some

diffÍcuLties, but who were confident they could work
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Table 2

Demographic Data

Years in
Relation- Chi ld-

Age ship ren
on/off Type of

Treatment Surgery*

A = Active
Months Di seasê
Since or R =

Surgery Remi ss ion

55

36

4¿

64

52

36

34

53

43

bt

55

62

34

15

26

45

3'1

12

I
20

22

17

¿o

25

7

26

44

6

2

)

6

3

3

1

3

'1

2

0

4

2

4

L

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

I{

DM

M

M

off
On

On

off
On

On

off
On

On

off
off
off
off
off
off

13

20

10

120

7

1 1/2

24

84

1)

48

120

27

27

60

60

A

R

N/A

Þ

A

A

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

N/A

R

to

48

63

xL

t'l

DM

- lumpectomy

- mas tectomy

- double mastectomy
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them out directly with their partner, without outside

help.

The remaining four clients each presented somewhat

differently. Hannah, the most recently diagnosed

client, denied any sexual concerns, but vJas distressed

and focused on the Iife-threatening aspect of her

illness and the effects on her young children.
Emna admitted to long-term relationship problems.

ALthough the frequency of her sexual activity was

reduced since her diagnosis, she was content wj-th it
v¡i thin this relationship.

Kathy, the youngest rvoman in the sample, who had

had bilateral mastectomies, reconstructive surgery to

one breast, and an extremely difficult course of

chemotherapy, stated emphatically that throughout aII

of thisr sex was the one area of her life that was

unaffected, although she did admit to feelings of
j ealousy.

One client, Heather, described a specific sexuaf

diff icuJ-ty that had occurred since her surgery and

which she j.nitially indicated she wanted to work on.

She lived over five hours drive from Winnipeg, worked

fuI1-tíme and helped her husband with their farm. She

tol-d me in a follow-up telephone call that after she

had spoken to her husband about horv she felt, things
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had improved. She had thought it over and decided she

was comfortable with how things were at present.

Ho!,/ever, I believe she would have come in for further

sessions if she had Iíved in the city and if the

practical concerns of time, travel, finances and work

were not issues.

The following are assessnents and outcomes of each

of the cases. I have grouped them according to the

categories indicated above and I have included the

cornpleted Client Feedback Form at the end of each

assessment.

Following the case descriptions, I wiIl summarize

common themes and elements that surfaced during our

sessions.



NicoLe, Janet, The Lands, Rita and Marilyn:

Indicated No Sexual Difficulties
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Ni cole

Referred by: Nurse Practitioner

Month Seen: January | 1986

Description of client.
Nicole is a 55 year oId woman who was diagnosed

with breast cancer in September, 1984. She had a left

modified radical mastectomy in November | 1984 and one

month later, began a course of chemot,herapy treatment.

This chemotherapy protocol involved months of heavy

chemotherapy drugs which resulted in hair loss, nausea,

vomiting, and fatigue. It consisted of one treatment

every three weeks for a period of three mont.hs, then a

six month break, and then four months of further
chemotherapy treatments.

Nicole is Roman Catholic and very involved in-her

church. She and her husband have been married 34

years. She has been working for the past six years as

an aid at a local school . They have six children, four

daughters and two sons, with the youngest being the

only chiJ-d left at home.

Situatíon as seen by client.
Nicole stated that she and her husband have a very

good marriage and that they have had physically and

emotionally satisfying sexual relations both prior to
her surgery and after her surgery.
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She and her husband commenced intercourse within
the first two weeks of her discharge f rorn hospital.

Any problems in terms of her sexuality have been in the

area of hot flushes and dryness in the vagina which she

attributed to her early menopause v¡hich occurred over

10 years ago. She and her husband have used KY jel1y

to resolve this problem.

Nicole found the chemotherapy treatment extremely

difficult and stated to me that she was not sure if she

would take iL again if needed. She particularly found

the nausea /vomi tj. ng and fatigue difficult.

She denied any f eeli.ngs of unattract ivene s s . She

saj.d that she felt she had a very positíve approach

because of her previous positive experience with

friends and relatives who have had breast cancer.

Nicole aLso talked about reconstructive surgery.

However, she was very cautious and stated that she

wanted to know 'rall the facts" before proceeding.

Diagnostic impressions.

Nicole and her husband appeared to be a weLl-

adjusted couple with a strong faith and good family

supports. They have coped weII with Nicole's surgery

and this has not seemed to interfere with their sexual

functioning.
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According to Nicole, her husband ís an. extremely

support.Íve man and the fact that he showed affection

and caring for her following her surgery and during her

very difficult chemotherapy treatment.s has meant a

great deal to her.

PIan/recommendations .

No further intervention is indicated at this time.

At present, Nicole and her husband have a positive

outlook and are not unduly distressed about her míssing

breast or the possibilj.ty of recurrence.

Outeome.

Nicole was sent a C1íent Feedback Form which she

completed and returned. She dj-d not see herself in
need of sexual rehabilit.ation counseling, although she

was willing to share her experience of her breast

cancer and sexuality with me.

On the Client Feedback Form, she indicated that

she never initiated discussion of her sexual concerns'

and no health caregiver had ever inquired about this

area of her functioning. Although she said she found

the social worker easy to talk to, she did not know

whether sexual- rehabilitation should be offered to al1

cancer patíents.

Nicole stated that she heard about the sexual

rehabil-itation service from a doctor. I believe she
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wears a white labthought the Nurse Practitioner,
coat, was a doctor.
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CLTENT FEEDBACK FORM

iour answers to Lhe f olì.orving questionnaire will heì'p
to develop and improve a sexual rehabilitation program for
breast cãncer patienfs at st. Boniface Hospital oncofogy
CIinic. Thank yãu for your help and co-operation'

Please circle the response that best fits for you.

1. Àt the time of your contact with the social worker'
how l-ong had it been since you or'your partner was
diagnosed' with breast cancer?

0-3 3-6 6-12
months months months

2. How did you find out about the availability of sexual
rehabil-itation servi ces ?

nurse social worker

other (please sPecifY )

partner / spouse

over 2
years

Have you
conc ern s

yes

ever initiated discussion of your sexual
with anyone at any time in your Ii-fe?

rf yeå, who have you spoken to?

doctor nurse social i'rork er / psy ch o log i s t

partner/spouse friend 're lative clergy

other (please specifY) /l ',

/

5. Have you initiated discussion of your sexual concêrns
with ãnyone sinie you or your partner were diagnosed
with cancer?

friend

Yes
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6, If yes, v¡ho did you talk to?

doctor nurse social- r.rorker/psychologist

partner/spouse friend relative c1ergy

other (please specify t I

Other than learning about this sexual rehabilitation
program, since you or your partner have had cancer,
has anyone asked you about your sexual concerns?

doctor nurse other staff

7.

definitely probably maybe
yes

9. How hel-pf uL did you

8. If this service had not
asked for such help?

hel pful

been provided, would you have

/u/4
probably defÍ nitely

not no

find the sess ions ?

/Ð/rt
not a little
sure he lpful

not at all
helpful

ve ry
helpful

Please explain:

10. Did you find

/-r"r.Gñ'=.,=-\
{__--/

11 . Did you have
The number of

much more

the social- workér easy to talk to?

easy in-between hard very hard

e nough
session

mor e

sessions
sh ou 1d

the same
nt/A

/(// / |

with the social- worker?
have been:

fewer much fewer



Did the counselling You
your sexual activity?

much more mol:e
enj oyable en j oYabIe

13. Do you f eel- as upset about your sexual-
you díd before the counselling session?

much less less upset about more
upset the same

81

resul-t in a change in

the less much less
enjoyable enj oYabIe

receive
/r/fr
about

s ame

activity as

/v/ft
upset much more

upset

14 Would you recommend sexual rehabilítation counseÌling
to a friend or relative who was diagnosed with breast
cancer ?

tù/t+
definÍtely probably maybe probably never

yes not

tb.

Do you belíeve aÌl
should be offered

Yes Maybe

Other comments or suggestions:

cancer patients ana tneir partners
sexual rehabilitation?

No boøT *4'o -



Jane t

Referred by: Nurse Practi tioner
Month Seen: December, 1985

Description of cl íent.
Janet was diagnosed with breast cancer in March

1984, with Stage II disease. She had a lumpectomy

followed by 25 sessions of radiotherapy and has been on

the two year protocol of chemotherapy involving 5 FU

and naLfalan. She was due to finish her chemotherapy

treatments ín April of 1986.

I had one interview with Janet in December in my

office. She presented as an attractive 36 year old

woman who lvas articulate, able to express her feelings

easily and readily, and good rapport was quickly

established. She j-s a school teacher, has been married

for 15 years and has two daughters aged 14 and 9.

Janet has an excell-ent understanding of her

disease, treatment and prognosis.

Situation as seen by client.
Janet admitted that when she was firsl diagnosed,

she and her husband were very distressed. They spent

sone time discussing the options of treatment and as

breasts played an important part in theír sexual

repertoire and in Janetrs feelings of self-esteem, they

chose to have a lumpectomy. The decision was mutual
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and both of their feelings were discussed. She stated

that both she and her husband are very pleased with the

resuLts of the lumpectomy.

Janet related to me that her husband expressed

much l-ove and affection for her and that the crisis of

her cancer has drawn them closer. She stated that
there has been no change in their sexual relations
since her diagnosis and that they resumed sexual

intercourse on the day of discharge from hospital . She

said that sexual activity was regular and satisfactory
to both her and her husband. Hosrever, frequency was

somewhat reduced which she attributed to her age and

Iifestyle, rather than to fatigue from her chemotherapy

or from any connection with her cancer or surgery.

Janet díd admit that the length of time that she

has been on chemotherapy has been very draining and

that she finds it difficult to cope with the fatigue.

Although she denied this having any affect on her

sexual relations or sexual feelings, she said that it
interfered with other aspects of her life.

She stated that she feels as sexualLy attract.ive
as she did prior to her surgery and attributed this to

her decision to have a lumpectomy.

One concern that she did express was that she

sometímes felt that her colleagues at i,rork may not
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reaf i.ze that she is continuing on her chernotherapy.

She feared tha! her colleagues may attribute her lack

of participation in extracurricular activities to her

being 'rJ-azy".

Eiagnostic impressions.

Janet and her husband appeared to have a

supportive, stable relationship. I believe it is
particul-ar1y significant that they were able to discuss

treatment alternatives, including surgical options

prior to any procedures taking place. It is also

significant that breasts played an important part in
their sexual repertoire and that this was one of the

maín reasons that she and her husband, in consultation
wíth the medical staff, decided on the lumpectomy.

Although there are tines that Janet feels
irritable and fatigued from her chemotherapy and

resents the tie to the hospital , she appeared to be

coping well under the circumstances, with the support

of her friends and extended famíIy as weII as her

husband.

Plan/reeommendations .

As Janet had indicated there were times that she

felt "down[ during her chemotherapy treatments,

particularly prior to her treatments, I offered to see

her agai-n around this difficulty. She agreed to calf



me if needed. In terms of sexual rehabilitation, I
believe there is no need for further intervention.

Outcome.

I had no further contact with Janet. She has

returned the Cfient Feedback Form.

Janet indicated that no one had enquired about Èhe

sexual aspects of her lÍfe since her diagnosis and that

she would not have requested sexual rehabilitatíon

servi.ces. Although she might recomnend sexual

rehabilitation to a friend or relative with breast

cancer, she indicated that she thought al-I breast

cancer patients should be offered this service.
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CLIENT FEEDBACK FORM

Your answers to the following questionnaire will help
to deverop ana i*prãvå a =exuar rértáuiritttion prograrn for
breast cancer p"t¡-ã"I"-ui st' Boniface HospítaI oncology
õii;i;. iÀant väu tår vour herp and co-operation'

P1ease circle the response that' best fits for you'

1. At the time of your contâct with the social worker '
itã*-ïãng had 'it been since you or 'your partner was

diagnosãd with breast cancer?

6_12 Á;^ over 2

monrhs qïl/ Years
0-3

mon th s
3-6

month s

2. How did you find out about the availabitity of sexual
rehabilitation servi-ces?

doc tor
fr iend

social worker Partner / sPouse

(please sPeci fY )

Have You
c onc ern s

yes

ever initiated discussion of yoYr sexual
with anYone at any time in Your lÍfe?

If yes, who have You sPoken to?

doctor nurse social worker/psycholoqist

partner/spouse friend relative clergy

other ( pl-ease sPeci fY )

5. Have you initiated discussion of vour sexual concerns
with anyone since you or your puittttt were diagnosed
with cancer?
-----l.\yes Fo /'\.-,/



6.

7.

8" If this service had not
asked for such heIP?

definitelY ProbablY
yes

If yes, who did You talk to?

doctor nurse social worker/psychologíst

partner/spouse friend relative c lergy

other (please sPeci fY )

been provided, would You have

Other lhan Iearning about this sexual rehabilitation
Þroqram, since you or your partner have had cancer'
ñ;;';;yå"; ãsk"ã vo,t about vour sexual concerns?

,-- , -ì\
doctor nurse other staff (Ï""9

maybe ProbabIY
not

g. How helpful did you find the sessíons?

very helPful
he 1pf u1

P1ease exPlain:

not
s ure

a I ittle
he IpfuI

not at aII
helpful

10. Did you find

@
the social v¡orkei easY to talk to?

easy in-between hard verY hard

sessions with the social worker?
should have been:

the same fewer much fewer

IJIO
The

much

you have enough
number of session

more more



12. Did the counsel ling You
your sexual activi tY?

much more mor e
enj oyabì.e enj oYable

upset

definitely
yes

proba b I y

81

receive result in a change.in

about the ress /4"n 
,"==

same enjoYable en j oYabl-e

13. Do you feel as upset about your sexual
you did before the counselling session?

much less less uPset about more

activity as

,r/ft
upset much more

upsetLhe same

14. WouJ.d you recommend sexual rehabilitation counselling
to a friend or relative who was diagnosed with breast
canceÍ ?

probably never
not

15. Do you
shoul-d

@
believe all cancer patients and their Partners
be offered sexual rehabi 1i tation?

Maybe No

16. Other commerrts or suggestions:
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Mr. and Mrs. Land

Referred by: Nurse Practitioner

Month Seen: February, 1986

Descriþtion of cI ient .

I had one interview with Mr. and Mrs. Land

together. Although the Lands had told the Nurse

PractÍtioner that they did not have a problem in the

area of sexualíty, they were willing to speak with me

about theír experience. The Lands have been married 26

years and have t$/o chíldren, a daughter age 16 and a

son age 13.

Mrs. Land was diagnosed with breast cancer in

March, 1985 and had a modified radical at that time.

She then began chemotherapy treatments and is on a

protocol of three months of heavy chemotherapy

treatments, then a six month break, and is now nearing

the finish of another four months of chemotherapy

treatnent. Specific side effects of treatment for Mrs.

Land were hair l-oss includlng pubic hair, fatigue and

hot f l-ushe s .

Situation as seen by clients.
Mr. Land readíIy admitted that he missed his

wife's breast and stated, "I wouldn't be a man if I
didn't miss it." However, he quickJ-y added that this
did not affect his sexual satisfaction. Both Mr. and
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Mrs. Land stated that their sexuaf activity has

continued with equal satisfaction to that prior to her

íllness and that they have not found the surgery nor

Èhe chemotherapy treatment to have interfered with

this. They estimated that they participated in some

form of sexual activity on a weekly basis but that they

are physically affectionate with one another on a daily
bas is .

Both Mr. and Mrs. Land are of the Mennonite faith

and said they found that their church and their faith
have been extremely important in helping them through

this crisis.
Diagnostic impressions.

' Mr. and Mrs. Land appeared to be well-informed

about Mrs. Land's diagnosis, her treatment and her

prognosis. They presented an attitude of beíng "ín
this together" and the strength and warmth of their

relationship was apparent during our session.

Mr. Land is 9 years oÌder than his wife and they

were married when she was 17 years o1d. Although they

did not, have the support of their fami-ly at the time of

their marriage, they seem to have developed a mature

and satisfying relationship which has earned them the

respect and support of their family and church. Thís

relationship includes a satisfying sexual component,
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whi.ch continued for both of them after Mrs. Land's

surgery.

Plan / recommendat ion .

As they appear to be coping well wj_th their
sexuality, and had identified no problem areas, no

further intervention is indicated.

outcome.

Although Èhe Lands did not see themselves in need

of sexual rehabilitation counseling, they were willing

to share the experience of how breast cancer had

affected them.

It v¡as evident that although her diagnosis,

surgery and treatment had made them fearful and caused

them emotional pain, the strength of their relationship
had helped them cope. Their sexual functioning had

returned to a preilJ-ness level which was satisfying to
them both.

Mr. and Mrs. Land both completed CLient

Feedback Forms and had identical responses to the

questions. They said they found the session a 1ittle

helpfu1, but that it woul-d be most helpful if it was

íntroduced immediately after diagnosis or within three

months of surgery.
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CLIENT FEEDBACK FORM

Íour answers to ttre folÌowing g.t""tio''''uire wil)' help
to develop and improve a sexual reftá¡ilitation program- for
¡iuã=t- "ä.t."r paLienUs ac St- Boniface Hospital oncol-ogy
Clinic. Thank yãu for your help and co-operation'

' Please circle the response that best f its'for you'

1. At the time of your contact wíth the social worker'
how long had it been since you or your partner l'¡a s

diagnosed' with breast cancer ?

þ tt6

0-3
months

3-6
mon th s

friend

Have you
concerns

yes

Have you initiateil di scus s ion
with anyone sinie You or Your
with cancer?

12-24 ovet 2
months Years

2. How did you find out about the availability of sexual
rehabilitation services?

nursd social worker

other (please sPeci fY )

partner/spouse

3.

A

ever initiated discussion of your sexual
with anyone at any time in Your life?

Tf yes, who have You'sPoken to?

doctor nurse social worker/psychologist

partner/spouse friend relative cJ'ergy

o.ther (please sPeci fY )

E of vour sexual concerns
puittt". were d iagnos ei

yes



6. If yes r \.¡ho did you Èalk
doctor nurse soc i aI
partner/spouse fri end

other ( please speci fy )

to?

worker/psychologíst

relative c I ergy

?. OLher than learníng about this sexual rehabil-itationprogram, since you or. yorr p"ii.,.r have h;ã-;;;;;;has anyone askeã you .r"irt y"ili- sexual concerns?
doctor nurse other staff

8. If thi.s service had notasked for such he Ip?
definitely probably

yes

been provided, wouJ.d you have

,------.-\maybe ( probabl_yrl defin i tely
V"t_/ no

How helpf uì. did you

very hel pful
he 1pf u 3.

PLease expi_ain:

find the

not
s ure

sessions?

rTGÈ¡krP/ not at all
hel-pfuI

10. Did you find the social worker easy to taLk to?
easy in-between hard very hard

Did you have enough sessions with the social worker?The number of session should ¡u,r" ¡À.rr,
much more more c}l "ã) fewer much fewer

11

NS
ed



12 . Did the counsel l ing you
your sexual activity?

cì

receive result in a. change in

much more mor e
enjoyable enj oyabl e

Iess much lt
enj oyabJ.e en j oyat

13. Do you feeL as upset about youryou did before the counseì. ling
much less Less upset

upset

sexuaL
session?

mor e

activity as

upset much mo:
upset

14. WouJ.d you recommend sexual rehabilitation counsellingto a friend or relative who was diagnosed with ¡iãã"tcancer ?

definitely
yes

probably probably never
not.

câncer patients 
".,j ahui, partnerssexual rehabiLitation?

NO

1 5. Do you
shouLd

Yes

believe aI1
be offered

16. Other comments or suggestions:
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0-3
months

Have you
concerns

yes

3-6
mon th s

12-24 over 2
months Years

z-

2

þlvsøe rto
CLIENT FEEDBACK FORM

iour ansçers to the tollowing questionnaire wiLl help
to develop and ímprove a sexuaf rehabilitation program for
breast cåncer patients at St. Boniface Hospital oncology
CIinic. Thank you for your help and co-operation'

' Please circl-e the response that best fits'for you'

1. Àt the time of your contact with the sociaL worker'
how long had it been sínce you or your partner \'ra s

diagnosed' with breast cancer ?

----'.*.,/ a-tz ì(-"1.y

How did you find out about the availability of sexual
rehabilitation servi ces ?

nurse' social worker

other (please speci fY )

partner / spouse

ever initiated discussion of your sexual
with anyone at anY time in Your life?

If yes, who have Yôu spoken to?

doctor nurse social worker/Psychologist

partner/spouse friend relative clergy

other (please sPeci fY )

5. Have you initiated discussion of your sexuaÌ -concernswith ãnyone since you or your partner rlere diagnosed
with ca ncer?

fri-end

yes 1""/
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6.

7.

doctor nurse other staf f

8_ If this service had not been provided, would you haveasked for such he lp?

definitely probably maybe
yes

How helpful did you

very hel pf uJ_
helpful

Pl-ease explai n:

ff yes, who did you talk to?

doctor nurse social- worker/psychologist
partner/spouse friend relative cl ergy
other (please speci fy )

find the

not
s ure

Other than learning about this sexual rehabilitation
Program, since you or your partner.have had cancer,has anyone asked you about your sexual concerns?

.+.-_
þrouaury\ definirery

\:--l 
no

q

not at all
heLpful

a IitÈl-e
helpful

the social- worker

easy in-between

ea sy to ta l-k to?

hard very hard

11 Did you have
The number of
much more

e noug h
sessÍon

sessions with the social worker?

more fewer much f ewer



12. Did the counselling you
your sexual activity?

receíve resuLt in a'change in

13. Do you feel as upset about your sexual activity as
you did before the counsell j.ng session?

much more more'
enjoyable enj oyab)-e

much less less upset
upset

less much Le
enj oyable enj oyat

more upset much mor
upset

14. WouId you recommend sexual rehabilitation counselling
to a friend or relative who was diagnosed with breast.
cancer?

15. Do you
shou I d

Yes

believe al-l-

16. Other comments or suggest j-ons:

probably never
not

cancer patients and their partners
sexuaL rehabiIitation?

No

definiteì-y
yes

proba b 1y



Ri ta

Referred by: directly contacted in Clinic

l"lonth seen: October , 1986

Descriotion of client -

Rita is a 64 year ol-d v¡oman who has been married

for 45 years, has sj.x children and nine grandchj.fdren.

She was diagnosed with breast cancer in 1976 and

currently has metastatic disease in her spine. She had

received radiotherapy for two weeks and chemotherapy

for one year and although she did not have a

mastectomyr she had a large lumpectomy of her left

breast, which meant most of her left breast was

missing. She had no hair loss nor fatigue from her

treatments.

Situation as seen by client.
Rita described hersel-f as a woman v,rhose faith is

extremely important to her. She has a fair

understanding of her disease and treatment and despite

her poor prognosis has a very posítive attitude about

her chances of survival-,

Rita told me that she believed that an experíence

she had a few years back of a nunrs "Iaying of the

hands" answered her prayers for survivaf. She told me

that she believed God is watching over her and is
protecting her.
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When l asked about her previous patterns and

frequency of sexual activity prior to her cancer

diagnosis, she told me that she and her husband had

intercourse once or twice a week and that shè was very

satisfied with their sexual relatíonship. She said

that she never had any reason to be1íeve that her

husband felt any differently about her after her

ill-ness. Since her diagnosis of cancei she stated that
her current pattern of sexual actívity continues to be

intercourse once or twice a week, and that she is very

satÍsfied with this.
In discussing her feelings and her perceptÍon of

her husband's feelings, Rita stated to me "it never

entered my mind that he would love me less or find me

less attractive because of my if l-ness or because of my

surgery". In fact, she said that her sex life "may be

even got better after my cancer" because she and her

husband seemed to grow closer emotionally.

Diaqnostic ìmpressions.

Rita presented as a woman who is well supported by

her family, her husband and her faith. ghe had a

strong sense of self and self-esteem and did not appear

to be experiencing any diffículties in relation to her

sexuality. She believes in "God's wi11" and because
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she believes she has had a Ioving and fruitful 1ífe,

she views any more years as a ttbonus".

P lan y' recommendat ions .

I had only one session with Rj.ta. It was evident

that there were no problerns i.n this situation and that

her cancer has not interfered with her sexual activíty.

No further contact indicated.

Outcome.

Rita was sent a Client

was not returned about two

and another questionnaire.

not been returned to me.

Feedback Form and when it

months later I sent a letter

Unfortunately, it also has



Marilyn

Referred by: Nurse Practitioner

ivlonth Seen: November, 1 985

Description of cl ient.
Marilyn is a 52 year old woman, married, with two

daughters aged 25 and 24 and a son aged 21 still at

home. She is a nurse and she and her husband have been

together for 31 years.

Marilyn was diagnosed with breast cancer in Apri1,

1 985. She had a modif ied radj.cal- mastectomy and v.¡as

placed on the tamoxifen tria1.

She presented as an attractive woman looking

younger than her stated age and was very articulate.

Good rapport e stabli shed.

Situatíon as seen by client.

Although Maril-yn tol-d the nurse that she had no

problems in terms of her own feelings of sexuafity or

the sexual interaction betvreen herself and her husband,

she was willing to share her experíence with me.

Marilyn was very well- informed about her

condition ¡ treatment and prognosis.

She stated that both she and her husband had been

satisfied with their previous patterns of sexual

activity and continued to be satisfied with their

current patterns of activity.
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She stated that her husband r¡/as a rrbum' man and

breasts had not played an important part of their

sexuaf repertoire, either prior to her surgery or

postsurgery.

Marilyn reported that her husband in many ways,

both through physical attention and through

verbalization, made her feel that she was sexually

attractive to him. She saÍd there had been no change

in their sexual repertoire or in the frequency of their
'sexual activity since her surgery. She did admit,

however, that when she looked at her scar in the

rnirror, she sometimes felt unattractive.

Marilyn stated that she and her husband resumed

sexual intercourse within one week of discharge from

hospital, even though this was difficult due to pain in

her arm and chest.

Diagnostic impressions.

Marilyn and her husband appeared to have adapted

wel-I to the crisis of the mastectomy and cancer. They

seem to have a stable, very supportive and open

relationship, and were able to resume their sexual

activity within one week of discharge from hospital.

This r.¡as obviously important to both of them as Marilyn

stated "where there's a will, there's a way". The fact

that there has been no change in their sexual
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repertoire or in the frequency of their sexual activity

indicated they have not allowed the mastectomy or the

cancer to interfere with this part of their

relatíonship.

Plan / recommendat ions .

No further contact is indicated with this cl-ient

as both she and her husband appear to be coping very

wel1.

Outcome .

Marilyn completed a Client Feedback Form. She

indicated she would probably not have asked for help

around sexual concerns and note that "everything

depends on the attitudes of the di-fferent individuals"
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CLIENT PEEDBACK FORM

Your answers to the following guestionnaire wiII help
to develop and improve a sexual rehabj-Iitation program for
breast cancer patients at St. Boniface HospiLaI Oncology
Cliníc. Thank you for your help and co-operation.

Please circle the response that best fits for you.

1. At the time of your contact wíth the social- worker,
how long had it been sínce you or your partner was
diagnosed rvi th breast cancer?

0-3
months

3-6
mon ths

12-24 over 2
months year s

partner/ spouse

2. How did you find out about the availability of sexual
rehabili t2!\ervices?
doctor tï-t social worker

friend other ( please specifY)

Have you ever initiated discussion of your sexual
concerns with anyone at any time in your life?

ves I nozl- \_/

4. If yes, who have you spoken to?

doctor nurse socíal worker/psychologi st

partner/spouse friend reLative c l-ergy

other (please speci fy )

5. Have you in i tiated
with anyone since

discussion of your
you or your partner

sexual concerns
were d iagnosed
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6. If yesf h'ho did you talk to?

doctor nurse social worker/ psychologi s t

partner / spouse friend relative cl-ergy

other (Please sPeci fY )

7. Other than Iearning about this sexual rehabilitation
program, since you or your partner have had cancer'
ñã=-ã"vå". askeä you about your sexuar concerns?

a--------'t
doctor nurse other staff Q:*9-

8- If this service had not been provided, would you have
asked for such he lP?

definitely ProbablY maYbe
yes

q How helpful did you find the sessions?

helpful a Iittle
he Ipf uJ-

definitely
no

not at aII
he lpfuIve ry

helpful
Please exP 1a i n:

Did you have
The number of

much more

not
s ure

10. the social worker easy to talk to?

easy in-between hard verY hard

enough sessions wj"th the social worker?
session should have been:

'..'-...-.'-.¡
more €¡a -g1Te' fewer much fewer

¡t.



12. Did the counselling you receive result
your sexual activitY?

much more mor e
enj oyable enj oYabJ-e

ç-1

in a change in

Iess much les
enj oyable enj oyabl

activity as

upset much more
upset

1-)

14. Would you recommend sexual rehabilitation counselling
to a fríend or relative who was diagnosed with breast
cancer?

Do you feel as upset about your sexual
you did before the counselling session?

much ress ress upset , íãù-'.. more
upset / the samÀ,

l__-----

never

bel-ieve alI cancer patients .rri an.r. partners
be offered sexual rehabi I i tatÍon?

Maybe No

---------'\'/.'\probably (maybe ) probably_\__ 
noE.

16. other comments or suggestions, /o-.ñ.t-q 4'"--/-
///

definitely
yes

15. Do you
should

l Yes '\__---/



Marie, Sarah, Rebecca and Jackie:

Had SexuaI Difficulties but Resolved on ohtn



Marie

Referred by: Nurse Practitioner

Month seen: April, 1 986

Description of cI ient.
Marie is a 32 yeat old woman who was diagnosed

with Stage I breast cancer two years ago and had a

modified radical mastectomy. She received no further

chemotherapy or radiotherapy at lhat tíme. She is

married and has a six year old daughter.

Marie was approached by the Nurse Practitioner

about participation in the practicum in regard to

discussing her feelings and concerns around her

sexuality. We agreed to meet when she v¡as in hospital

as she was due to have reconstrucÈive surgery. I had

one session with Marie on April 22, 1986 on the ward

when she was recovering from her surgery.

She presented as a very attractive tal-l woman who

spoke with a Swedish accent. Good rapport established.

Appropriate affect.
Situation as seen by client.

Marie stated that basically her sex life with her

husband had continued ín a simi.l-ar fashion as to that
prior to her mastectony, However, when questíoning her

further about this, it became evídent that there had

been some changes in their sexual l-ife. She told me
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that it took approximately a year before she was

wiÌling to remove her níghtie during sexual activity.

She said that she continued to feel unattractive and

this was one of the reasons that she decided to have

the reconstruction. She sees herself as a very private

person who relies on her husband as her main source of

support. She has not shown her scar to her daughter

although her husband has seen it. She admitted that

frequency of intercourse has been reduced since her

mastectomy but she wondered whether this was not also

related to their age and the length of time they have

been married. She said she felt loved by her husband

and believed that he finds her sexually attractive.

Marie is originally from Sweden and feels quite

alone here.

Her diagnosis of cancer is still a very real

concern to her. When she first heard she had cancer

she thought she was definitely dying, as this was her

only experience with cancer. She has begun to learn

that cancer can mean survival. Howeverr she is very

frightened about the possibility of recurrence.

Diagnostic impressions.

Marie presented as an intelligent woman who j.s

weIJ- supported by her husband, She has few close
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friends and does not reveal her feelings easily to

others.

She continues to struggle with the meaning her

cancer has for her. The loss of her breast has been

significant to her and has resulted in her own feelings

of unattract ivenes s , both physically and sexually. She

viewed the reconstructive surgery as very successful.

She also made sorne adjustments in her values and

feetings about what is important to her in life. She

has used the cancer to allow herself to five more in

the present and spend more time with her husband and

child. She felt very positive about this.

ÀIthough Marie indicated there had been sone

difficuLties and changes in their sexual functioning

initially, these were sorted out through open

communication within the marital relationship.
PIan/recommendations .

As Marie did not see any problem or need of social

work intervention at this time, I had no further

contact.

OutIine.

I sent Marie a cl-ient Feedback Form, which was

completed and returned. Marie indicated that she had

spoken v¡ith her partner/spouse about sexual concerns in



the past and that she rvas ambivalent about the

usefulness of counseling.



CLIENT FEEDBACK FORI'I

Íour answers to the tollowing questionnaire wil-1 help
to develop and improve a sexual rehabilitation program for
breast cancer patients at St. Boniface HospitaJ. Oncology
Clinic. Thank you for your heIP and co-operation.

' Please circle the response that best fits'for you.

1. Àt the time of your contact r+ith the social- worker,
how long had it been since you or your partner was
díagnosed' with breast cancer?

3-6 6-12
mon th s rnon th s

0-3
mon th s

2. Hov¡ did you find out about the availabiLity of sexual
rehabilitation services? .

docLor nurse ' social worker partner/spouse
.rlil

friend other (please specify) -(r:-t fc-l iZ'¿.'t ,

4. If yes, who have you spoken to?

over 2
years

worker/psychologist
.relative c l-ergy

3. Have you ever initiated di-scussion of your sexuaL
concerns v¡ith anyone at any time in your Iife?

_,/
( v".ì èØ")\__/ XY

----=-
( partner/spouse) fríend

doctor nurse social

other ( please speci fy )

Have you ini t iated
with anyone si nce
with cancer?

discussion of your
you or your partner

sexual concerns
were d iagnos ed

12-24
mon th s

yes



6.

7.

8" lf this service had not
asked for such he IP?

definitelY ProbablY
Yes

How helpful did You

very hel PfuI
helpful

Plèase exPlain:

' 86

If yes, vrho did You talk to?

doctor nurse social vrorker/psychologist

partner/spouse friend relative clergy
,JD

other (please speci f y \ 4"4¿- /t Ò t 
1of 7

Other than learning about this sexual rehabiLitation
program' since you or your partner have had cancer'
ï'rã"-ã"vå". askeã you about your sexuar concerns?

----- \
doctor nurse other staff ¡nobodV --¡.t------..-..--,

been provided, would You have

------__-_--\' 
-\

maybe , -þrobablY \ definitelY' (-:--, no

o find the sessions?

a little
helpful

not at aII
helpful

10. Dj.d you find the social worRer easy to talk to?
t"'"-<\very easy / easy ) i"-btt"t"tt hard very hard

11. Did you have enough sessions- with. the soci'aL worker?
the 

-number of session should have been:

much more more the same fewer much fewer



i/

receive result in a change in12. Did the counselling You
Your sexual activitY?

much more more
enjoyable enj oYable

15. Do you
shou I d

Yes

to.

( "o"* 
-*)7

\:3I9-----'

t \, more
õmeJ

less much
enj oyable enj q

upset much
ups

13. Do you feel as upset about- your sexual activity as

you'did before tire counselJ-ing session?

much less ì-ess uPset ./' abou
upset tt)F--*

14- Woutd you recommend sexual rehabilitation counselling
to a friena "t' 

iãfutivs who was diagnosed with breast
cancer?

def initery 'probabrY Ã;)
yes \,- --"

befieve aIl cancer patients and their partners
be offered sexual rehabilitation?

I ¡¡avbe J t,Io\-7

Other comments or suggestions:

' -,,r¿r ^" u'2 í t/,"k '. on'--
,rc-e,r/, ,* '/ ø'n"l {"r '1"¡2 "o"

- e -l *4 -l ,t c/' a2 'j ,/"' '* *"

probablY nêver
not



Sarah

Referred by: directly contacted ín clinic

Month seen: october, 1986

Descríption of client.

Sarah ís a 53 year old woman who was diagnosed

with breast cancer in 'l 980 and had a modified radical

mastectomy of her left breast. She was diagnosed with

recurrence of disease last month and is now on

chemolherapy. Sarah has been married for over 20 years

and has three grown children.

She presented as a very nervous woman i,Jith whom I

had difficulty establishing rapport. I found that

although she had agreed to speak with me about her

experi-encer she was not open with her information or

her feelings.

Situation as seen by client.

Sarah was weII-informed about her disease,

treatment and prognosis. She told me that in her

opinion the "crux of the matter" in terms of sexual

rehabilitation was the partner. She stated that having

a loving partner made a1I the difference, She told me

that her sexual activity is the same now as it had been

before in spite of the fact that she looked quíte ill

and fatigued when I saw her. She did admit that for

approximately one year she undressed with her back
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turned from her husband, but that she is now

comfortable being naked in front of him.

She believes that her illness has brought them

closer together.

Diagnostic impressions.

Sarah presented as a !,roman who is very soft spoken

and who seemed to find it difficult to express herself

to rne partícularly her feelings around her illness and

sexual ity .

Her rel-ationship with her husband was stable and

secure and she viewed him as a tremendous support.

However, she looked distressed and worried and I sensed

she v¡as preoccupied wíth her recurrence.

PLan/recommendat ion .

Sarah was not interested in any further social

work intervention. I had offered services to her both

in terms of my practicum, as well as in relation to her

feelings about her iIlness.
Outcome.

I sent Sarah a Client Feedback Form which she

returned to me. It is interesting to note that she

said she found the sessions a littl-e helpful , the

soc j.al worker easy to tal-k to, and that she woul-d

recommend sexual rehabilÍtation counseling to friends

or relatives diagnosed with breast cancer.
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Therefore, it nay be that my perception of the

Iack of rapport between us was not accurate. Sarah

reiterated on her Client Feedback Form that "ín regards

to my own sexual concerns, my husband has been very

loving and supportive and this in turn has eased my

mind a great deal " .
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CLIENT FÐEDBACK !'ORM

Your answers to the foltowing questionnaire will help
to develop and improve a sexual rená¡ltitation program for
Èi.À"t .än".t patients at st. Boniface Hospital onco)'ogy
Clinic. Thank you for your help and c'o-operation '

Please círcle the response that best fits for you'

1. At the time of your contact with the social worker'
how long had it been since you or your partner was

diagnosed with breast cancer?

.,.
0-3 3-6 6-12 12-24 ,/ ovet 2 ' 

',
months months months months / Years

\
\.'---l

2. Hor.r did you find out about the availability of sexual
rehabilitation serviceg?-.-. ---------=-
doctor nurse '/=ocía| worker 

-ì 
partner/spot'rse

\rr-__-_-_____. </
f riend other ( Ple-ase s Pèõlf Y )

3. Have you ever initiated discussion of yoYr sexual
.on..trr" with anyone at any time in your Iife?

( r"=)

4. If yes, who have You sPoken to?

doctor nurse social worker/psychologist
-----.--.-------.---

( partner/spouse \ friend rélative clergy
\-'------- 

----------oÈñêi-(please specí fY )

5. Have you initiated discussion of your sexual -concerns
with anyone since you or your partner were diagnosed
with ca ncer ?

,z'ves \
(.)



other (please speci fy )

7. Other than learning about thís sexual rehabilitation
program, since you or your partner have had cancer,
has anyone asked you about your sexual concerns?

doctor nurse other staff li,"¡Jåì- fl--:-)

lf yes, who did you talk

doctor nurse , social

,partner/spouse.. f r íend

If this service had not
asked for such he lp?

def i ni tel-y probably

bo?

worker/psychologist .)

relative c I ergy

did you

heì-pful

find the

not
s ure

cacei¡nc"

,ãl;;"\,( h"rofrl )
\--r.- 

-----l'

you have

definit,ely
no

not at all
helpful

been provided, would

. /--. .:' --,
mayÞe ( proÞaÐ1y

\ 
!¡eL 

,/'\__..- 
,--l.

9. How hel pful

ve ry
helpful

PIease explain:

10. Did you find

/-;;;;;i\
\----_---; j

the social worker-

easy in:between

easy to talk to?

hard very hard

11 Did you have enough
The number of ses s ion

much more more ('

sessions with the social worker?
should have been:

..the same , fewer much fewer

i
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13.

Did the counsel ling You
your sexual a ct i vi- by?

much more
enj oyable

8"1

receive result in a change in
.' .\

more / about the ) less
en j oyable I same ,,,/ en)oyable

-=--------'
much less
en j oyable

activity as

upset much more
upset

14

Do you.feel as upset about your sexual
you did before the counseLling session?

much less less upset / about '\ more
¡ñqÞl- / the same \upset the same

lrrou ld you recommend sexual
to a fríend or rel-ative who
eancer?

rehabilitation counsel- ling
was diagnosed with breast

definitely
yes

maybe probabJ-y never
not

15. Do you
s hou 1d

Yes

believe aIl- cancer patients and their partners
be offered sexual rehabilitation?

/' Mavbe \ No
\,/\-----------'

..-?'/ - -,/
1 6. Other comments or suggestíons: c'/a-' ./!-¿ a'. a, ¿'- 1l



Rebec c a

Referred bv: Nurse Practitioner

Month seen: November, 1986

Description of client.

I had one interview with Rebecca who presented as

a slight woman of 61 years. She had been married for
'1 7 years and had one 16 year old daughter. Rebecca

described herself as a $/aitress.

She was diagnosed with breast cancer in April,

1982 and had a modified radical mastectomy at that

time. There r"tas no further treatment recommended as

there was no nodal spread of the disease.

Situation as seen by client.
When asked about the specific side effects of her

surgery ¡ Rebecca stated that she had s stiff arm for

almost two years postsurgery and that she felt it was

now almost back to normal .

Rebecca described the reaction of her partner to

her diagnosis and surgery as "supportive". She said

that she and her husband did not discuss much about her

cancer or her surgery but that she knew v¡ithout words

that he accepted her "just the way she was".

She found that it v¡as initially difficult to have

a "brush with death'¡. However, she said she very

quickly learned to see herself as being lucky and that
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the experience had "awakened" something in herself.

She said that she now enjoyed everything in life to a

greater degree than she did before her cancer.

She also said that she felt if she had been

younger it would have bothered her more that she had

lost her breast, She said she did not want to Iook at

the scar in the first few weeks, but that she felt

comfortable with it now.

Rebecca related that in the first few months

postsur,gery, her husband was extremely nervous and not

too affectionate. However, she attributed this to his

worry that she was going to die. In tine, and since

she has had no recurrence, her husband has become

affectionate again.

When asked about her previous pattern of sexuality

she replied "quite often--three times a week". when r

asked her how satisfied she had been with this level of

activity she said that she sometines would have

preferred it to be less, mostly because she felt very

tired at times. She woul-d not elaborate on any other

reasons.

She said that their current pattern of sexual

activity is once or twíce a week and occasionally three

times a v¡eek and that she is satisfied with this level
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of sexual activity. She believes that her husband is

Iikewise content with this.

Diagnostic impressions.

Rebecca presented as a woman who was somewhat

reticent to reveal her feelings. It would seem that
nelÈher she nor her husband are particularly verbal in

their communication and do not express their feelings

verbally to one another.

At the same time, Rebecca gave me a sense of being

satisfied and at peace with herself and her marriage.

Plan/recommendat ions .

No further contact was índicated with this client

as she and her husband appeared to be coping well, both

with the diagnosis and the surgery. Their sexual

practices have returned to their previous IeveI.

Rebecca is not unduly concerned about recurrence and

sees the doctor for f oll-ow-up only.

Outcome.

Rebecca was given a Client Feedback Form which was

returned conpleted. AJ-though she indicated she

believed sexual rehabilitation shoul-d be offered to aIÌ

breast cancer patients, she noted she would probably

not have asked for such help and would probably not

recommend it to a friend or relative with breast

cancer.



CLlÐNT FEEDBACK FORM

Your ans\,¡ers to the foì-lowing questionnaire wiLl help
to develop and improve a sexual rehabilitation program for
breast cancer patienLs at. St. Boniface Hospital Oncology
Clinic. Thank you for your help and co-operation.

Please circle the response that best f.its for you.

1. Àt the time of your contact with the social worker,
how long had it been since you or your partner was
diagnosed' with breast cancer?

0-3
months

3-6 6-1 2 12-24
months months months

t How did you find out about
rehabilitatíon servi ces ?

the avai labi J. i ty of sexual

nurse' sociaL worker

other (pIêase speci fy )

ever initiated discussion of
with anyone at any time in your

partner/spouse

y our
Li fe?

Have you
con c ern s

sexual

yes

4. ff yes, who have you sÞoken to?

doctor nur se social worker/psychologi st
partner/spouse friend relative c I ergy

other (pfease speci fy )

q Ëlave you ini t iated
with anyone since
with cancer ?

yes /'Ãl--/

discussion of your sexual- concerns
you or your partner \dere diagnosed

friend
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6. If yes, vrho did you talk to?

doctor nurse social worker/ psy cholog i s t

partner/spouse friend relative c lergy

other (please specifY )

7.

o

Other than learning about this sexual rehabilitation
prograrn, since you or your partner have had cancer,
has anyone asked you about your sexual concerns?

doctor nurse otber staf f

been provided, would you haveIf this service had not
asked for such helP?

definitely probably
yes

very hel PfuI
helpful

not at all
helpful

PLease explai n:

maybe ÆÑ\ deriniteJ-y
l-:"') no

9. How helpful did you find the sessions?

not a Ii tt le
""{Ã/l,7helPrur

10. Did you find
-...-.,---\t-verv easv \q___ )
Did you have enough
The number of ses s ion

rnuch more more

the social worker easy to talk to?

easy in-between hard verY hard

sessions with the social wQrker?
should have been:

11

rv"/o tt
the same /'' fewer much f ev¡er



12. Did the counsellÍng you receive result in a change Ín
your s exua l- activity?

much more more about the less much L,
en j oyable en j oyabJ. e ly' san\e en j oyable en j oya,W¿,,

/'
13. Do you feel as upset about your sexual_ activity

you díd before the counselling session?

much less less upset about more upset
upset

14. Woul-d you recommend sexual rehabilitation counselling
to a friend or relative who was diagnosed with breast
cancer ?

1 5. Do you
shou Id

-'^--leïl
16. Other comments or suggestions:

as

much mo
uþset, the samelf,

definitely
yes

probably probably never
not

cancer patients and their partners
sexual rehabilitation?

NO

believe aII
be offered

Maybe



Jackie

Referred by: directly contacted in Clinic

Month seen: November, 1986

Dêscriotiôn of cl ient.

Jackie is a 62 year old slim, attractive woman v¡ho

looked much younger than her stated age. She is

married with no children. She had worked in the

fashíon industry for over 35 years until her diagnosis,

at which time she retired.

Jackie was diagnosed with breast cancer in Jul-y,

1984 and had a modified radícaL mastectomy of her right

breast. She received no chemotherapy treatments and

has been followed approximately every three or four

months in the Clinic. She had been offered to go on

the tamoxifen study but rejected this as she felt she

could not live with the idea of not knorving whether she

was taking a placebo or the tamoxifen.

Situation as seen by client.
I explained the purpose of the practicum to Jackie

and asked whether she v¡ould share her experience of how

her breast cancer had affected her sexuality and her

sexual relationship with her husband. I explained to

her that I would also be available for further

counseling in this area.
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In discussing how she discovered her cancer,

Jackie explained that alÈhough she had been Iooking for
lumps, the doctor noticed that her nipple had ffattened
and this was the deciding factor in sending her for a

mammogram. She described the three week wait for the

results of this mammogram as one of the worst

experiences of her life. At the same time, she said

that she t¡as not surprised to find that she did have

cancer as she had tvro aunÈs who had died young of
cancer and her mother had died of leukemia at age 53.

Jackie was well-inforned about her condition.
She described her husband as extremely supportive

and that his reaction to her il-Lness was "remarkable".
She said that it was her husband hrith $/hom she shared

her feelings and with whom she spoke about her ill-ness
and her fears.

She stated that her previous pattern of sexuaL

activity with her husband had been approximately once

every two to three weeks, and that both she and her

husband had been satisfíed \,¿ith the frequency and

quality of their sexual activity.

Jackie rel-ated that ít had been four or five
months postsurgery before she and her husband resumed

intercourse. Prior to this, they were affectionate
physically with one another and she stated that she was
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too tired, and recoveríng from her surgery to want

intercourse prior to that time.

In terms of looking at the mastectomy site, Jackie

said that it took her months before she looked at it'
although her husband looked at it within the first few

days. She said that she does not avoid looking at her

scar nov/, but for the first year she felt "mutilated'l
.and "cut up". She denied any of these feelings at

present and said she now felt attractive both to

herself and to her husband.

The greatest problem she identified at present was

that she missed wearing light lacy bras and had to wear

functional unattractive lingerie. Therefore, she does

not wear her prosthesis frequently. She told me that
in the "company of good friends" she would often simpl-y

wear a loose dress, and in summer, she would even wear

her bathing suit without the prosthesis.

Specific suggestions.

we discussed the possibility of breast

reconstruction. Jackie had wondered what vJas "wrong"

that she did not seem to be pushing for it. She said

that before she had had her mastectomy she would have

thought anyone woul-d have wanted a reconstruction. Now

that she is faced with t,hat decision herself, she finds

it dísturbing that she does not want to immediately
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have one. I,Ie discussed this at some length and I

helped to universalize her feelings by giving examples

of other patients I knew who also did not want to have

reconstructive surgery. Jackie's reasons vtere that she

has now adjusLed to the loss of her breast and no

longer feels unattractive, that she does not feel it

has affected her relationship with her husband or her

sex life, and finally, that she does not want to go

through another surgery. At present ' Jackie told me

that sexual intercourse has decreased in frequency

because of constant pain ín her shoulder. 9le discussed

different positions and alternatives in terms of takj-ng

pain medication to make her more comfortable prior to

sexual- activity. She said that she had tried these

al-ternàtives but they were not satisfactory. She was

at the Clinic to have the shoulder pain investigated

further.
Diagnostic impressions.

It would seem that the first year postmastectomy

was extremely di-f f icult for Jackie. During that year,

a friend of hers in Toronto also had a mastectomy, but

died within the year. This affected her greatly and

lvas naturally extremely distressing to her.

It would appear that their sexual activity has

returned to previous levels of frequency and
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satisfaction. Current difficulties appear to be

related to an acute pain episode which is beinE

investigated. Although during the first year Jackie

had dj.ff iculty around self-image and self-concept, she

denied any difficulties in these areas at present.

P lan / recommendat ions .

I offered further counseling to Jackie if and when

needed, which she refused at this time.

Outcome.

I had no further contact with Jackie. She

returned the client Feedback Form, indicating that she

did not see herself as a recipient of sexual

rehabilitation, that she would not have requesled such

help and that it maybe appropriate to offer the service

to alf breast cancer patients.
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CLIENT FEEDBÀCK FORM

Your answers to the following questionnaire wiII help
to develop and improve a sexual rehabilitation program for
breast. "àncer patients at St. Boniface Hospital oncology
CIinic. Thank you for your help and c'o-oPeration'

Please circle the response that best fits for you.

1.. At the time of your contact with the social h'orker,
how long had it been since you or your partner was
diagnosed with breast cancer ?

12-24 /.ófã>\
months çJ.:1/mon th s

?_Á
mon th s

6- I ¿
mon th s

2. How did you find out about the availability of sexual
rehabilitation services?

doctor nurse ' social worker partner/spouse

friend other ( Please sPecifY) /vl,+

þo4aT (rve'J oF Se *Jtc-F

3. Have you ever initiated discussion of your sexual
concerns with anyone at any time in your 1Ífe?

yes

If yes, who have you spoken to?

doctor nurse social worker/psychologist

partner/spouse friend reLative clergy

other ( please specifY)

4.

Have you in i t iated
with anyone since
with ca ncer?

discussion of your sexual concerns
you or your partner \tere diagnosed

yes
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6" If yes, vrho did you taLk to?

doctor nurse social worker/psychologi st
partner/spouse frj.end relative clergy
other (please speci fy )

7. Other than learning about this sexual rehabj. litation
program, sínce you or your partner have had cancer,
has anyone asked you about your sexual concerns?
doctor nurse other staff

1--
B. rf this service n.å/"#t3" ìft3.,,f,u"u, wouJ-d you have

asked for such he lp?

definitely probably maybe probably
not

definitely
no

9. How helpful did you find the sessíons?

very helpful not a littl-e not at aL1heJ_pful sure helpful helpful 
, / /

Prease exptain: l//1,---------------- [

10. Did you find the social worker 'easy to talk to? ñ/O
very easy easy in-between hard very hard

11 . Did you have enough sessions with the social- worker?
The number of session shoúId have been: Al / fr=-t\/
much more more the same fewer much fewer
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13.

definitely
yes

16. other commerrts or suggestions:

Did the counselling You receive
your sexual activity?

much more more about the
enj oyable enj oyabÌ e same

Do you feel as upset about your sexual-
you did before the counselling session?

much l-ess less upset about more
upset the same

ô?

a cliang e in

Less much less
en j oyable enj oyable

AS

much more
upset

."=Í13,,'

"Ilr'
14. l'louJ.d you recommend sexual rehabil-itation counselling

to a friend or relative who. was diagnosed with breast
cancer? . /\ -

/ï \È
probqbly maybe nt::Ëot" never

Nlk
15. Do you believe al-l cancer patients and thei.r partners

shoufd be offered sexual rehabilitation?
//_____\Yes / Maybe ,/ , No
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Mabel and Susan:

Some DifficultY ' but CurrentlY

Working it out with Partner
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Mabe I
Referred by: Nurse Practitioner

Month seen: January | 1986

DescriÐtiôn of cI ient.

Mabel is a 43 year old woman v¡ho is a teacher but

had taken a leave from school due to her illness and

subsequent cancer treatments. She was diagnosed with

breast cancer, Stage 1I, in February, 1985 and had a

modified radical mastectomy. She v¡as on tlie 81 5

protocol which is four months of chemotherapy with a

six month break, followed by another three months of

chemotherapy. Her cancer recurred after the first six

weeks of the first stage of this treatment, and she

then received radiotherapy in additíon. She is

receiving her last chemotherapy treatment this month.

I had one intervietv with Mabel in January, 1986.

She presented as a very articulate, bríght woman. She

has been marrj.ed for 22 years and has two teenage sons.

Situation as seen by client.
Mabef had been feel-ing unwe1l for 2 1/2 years

prior to her diagnosis. She said she finds this very

distressing and wondered if she had had cancer all that

time and whether an earlier diagnosis would have

improved her prognosis.
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She found the side effects of her chemotherapy

treatment particularly distressing. She described a

severe burn and swetling, and "three weeks of extreme

depression'r following the radiotherapy. She believed

this depression to be a specific side effect of the

radiotherapy rather than a reactive depression to her

whole situation.

Her chemotherapy resulted in hair loss over her

entj.re body in the first four months of treatment. Her

mother-j.n-1aw cooked and cared for her for a period of

four to five days after each treatment and she had a

great deal of difficulty with vomiting--every 20

minutes, even with stemetil injectÍons.

Mabel and her family are Baptist and she described

her faith as very strong and very important to her and

her family. She attributes her own and her family's

ability to cope with this sltuation to their strong

faith.
In terms of her husband's reaction to her cancer,

her surgery and her chemotherapy, Mabe1 told me that at

first he cried frequently and was very bitter and

angry. Mabel- related that by beíng open and talking
thíngs out, the family has deveJ-oped the attitude that
they will survive even if she died. She felt the whole

experience had brought the family closer together.
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In terns of their sexual relationship, Mabel felt

that she and her husband were completely satisfied with

their previous patlern of sexual activity and that it
was "darn nigh perf ectrr. In terms of their current
patterns of sexual activity, she related that their
frequency has been reduced and that for him, this has

been a problem and has been a cause of some conflict

over the months since her surgery. She al-so reLated

that the dryness in her vagina from her hysterectomy

and the chemotherapy was a problem, as was her fatigue

and tiredness. She said that she interpreted her

husband's sexual overtures as lack of concern for her

feelings. However, she stated that they talked Èhese

conflicts out openly and have, over the months, come to

terms v/ith this and arrived at a nev¡ equilibrium that

is satisfactory to them both. There is much cuddling

and physical affection in their relationship and this
has not changed as a result of her surgery or

treatment.

She said that her husband has always said that one

or two breasts has made no difference to hi¡n and that
he finds her "just as sexy". However, she did admit

that it took several months before she allowed him to

touch the other breast and that she still continues to

make l-ove v¡ith her nightie on. She said she felt like
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"an ugly duckling" with no hair, the missing breast,

and weight gain and it made her feel more comfortable

to leave her nightie on.

Mabel said that she has always been "well-
endowed'r, had what she considered to be a good figure,
and had prided herself in this.

MabeI antícipated being able to make love rvithout

a nightie on at some point in the future, but that this

would take time just as it did in allowing her husband

to touch her intact breast.

In terms of reconstructive surgery, MabeI stated

that she has hacl six surgeries in six years and has no

desire to go through another. Furthermore, her missing

breast seemed irrelevant to her because she believed

she was fighting for her Iife, especially since the

cancer had recurred so quickly.

Diagnostic . impressions.

Mabel presented as a woman who was working hard

and successfully at coming to terms with her feelings

around her cancer and her chemotherapy treatments. She

recognized her prognosis was compromísed due to her

recurrence and was attempting to remain positive, but

realistic. She and her husband appeared to have the

necessary problem-solving and communication skiIIs to

resolve the difficulties they have encountered.
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The fact that Mabel had taken pride in her figure
and her breasts prior to surgery lj-kely contributed to

her feelings of poor body image. However, with the

support of her husband, I am confident this wil-Ì
gradually improve.

There is no question that this family's faith and

spirituality assisted them and that they have used this

coping mechanism appropriately in dealing with this

crisis.
Plan/recommendations .

Mabel- did not see herself in need of any further

counseling. I reinforced her feelings of being able to

sort out her difficulties on her own, and also

indicated she coul-d contact me in the future if she

wanted to explore any issue with me further.

Outcome.

Mabel had complained of vaginaJ- dryness

postchemotherapy and when I suggested the use of KY

jel-Iy¿ she told me the nurse had already mentioned this

to her. She had found this extremely helpful
information and stated she would never have known about

this had the nurse not given her this information.

I had no further sessions with Mabel. She

returned the compJ-eted CIient Feedback Form,

reiterating that the specific suggestion of KY jelly
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vtas very helpful, that she believed al-I breast cancer

patients should be offered sexual rehabilitation

counseling, and that she would definitely recommend it

to a friend or relative. Unfortunately, the middle

page of the client Feedback Form is missing.
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CLTENT FEEDBACK FORM

Íour ansvrers to the following questionnaire wil-l help
to deverop una imprá'ã"; ;;;;;i-tár'á¡ir¡'tution prosram for
breast cancer p-tiãnIs-ai st' Boniface Hospital oncology

õi;;;;. õnunx vou tãr vour herp and co-operation'

Please circle the response that best fits for you'

1. At the time of your contact with the social r'rorker'
frow fong had it been since you or your partner was

diagnosád rvi th breast cancer?

0-3
mon th s

3-6
month s

12-24 over 2

months Years

you sPoken to?

social worker/PsYchologi st

friend c IergY

If yes, who have

doctor rÍurse

partner / sPouse

other (Please sPecifY )

Have you ini tiated
with anyone since
with cancer ?

ves [no )

2. Hov¡ did you find out about the avail-ability of sexual

rehabilitation serv i ces ?

doctor nurse social v¡orker

fríend other (PIease sPec i fY )

--/-?¿ u,let(* J -t"^*ttJ á

ever init,iated discussion of your- sexual
with anYone at anY time in Your life?

no

? Have You
conc ern s

q. discussion of your sexual concerns
;;;';;-t;;t p.it''"r were díasnosed

6 -12
mon th s

partner / sPouse



12. Did the counselling you receive result in u "hun9t 
i,t'

your sexuar activiÈy? 1,.úpon,t à'-r-¿ "q-!f#:W 'Uo;^u
-1o'{ paql"4# },"- f K:"ttk -*t#lf4 much resnúch more// 

enj oyabre enjoYablenjoYable enj oYable same

b1

as

much mor<
upset

13. Do you feel as upset about- your sexual activity
you did before tñe counselling session?

much less less upset about more upset
the same

/""o*¿ $rry
14. woul-d you recommend sexual rehabj'lltation counselling

toafriendorrelativewhowasdiagnosedwithbreast
cancer ?

proÌrably maybe nt::?ott never

upset

Do you
should

betieve all
be offered

Mayb e

cancer patients and their partners
sexual rehabi 1i tation?

NO@
O ther16. commenls or suggestions:
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Susan

Referred by: contacted

Month seen: October,

Description of cl ient.

directly in Clínic

1986

I had one interview with Susan in the Clinic in

October, 1986. She is a 55 year old woman who has been

married for 26 years and has two sons, age 28 and 26.

She does not work out of the home buÈ has done

communíty volunteer work for several years.

She was diagnosed with cancer of the ]eft breast

in 1976 and had a modified radical mastectorny and

approximately one year of chemolherapy at that time.

In the midst of her chemotherapy treatments, she had a

number of complications including hemorrhaging which

resulted in a hysterectomy and then a bladder repair

po sthysterectomy . She describes this period as rrthe

most terrible time of her life". She had no hair loss

from her chemotherapy but was extrenely nauseated and

developed anticipatory nausea.

She did not cornplete her chemotherapy due to a

"misunderstanding". After her recovery from her

hysterectomy and bladder repair, she did not return to

the Clinic to complete her chemotherapy treatment

because "she didn't know she was supposed to". She now

sees the oncologist every six months and because of the
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mix up r^/i th her treatment, she has been very concerned

that her cancer may return. However, now that she is

ten years postsurgery, she is less concerned about a

recurrence.

Situation as seen by client.
When taLking about her previous sexual activity,

Susan stated that she and her husband had had

intercourse approxímately twice a week prì-or to her

surgery, and that this frequency had remained constant

since her surgery. She descríbed herself as satisfied

with her current and her previous sexual activity and

stated that she believed her husband felt the same way.

She described him as extremely supportive.

It was interesting that she did not speak openly

with her children about her cancer during the time that
she was going through her treatment. It has only been

more recently since they have been viewed by her as

"adults'r that she has been able to share her feelings

with t.hem about her cancer and vice versa.

Susan stated that she could not undress in front

of her husband for over a year, although this is no

Ionger a problem. She said that they had had

intercourse within a week of returning home from

hospital. However, for the first year, she left her

nightie on during sexual activity.
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Susan did admit to me that her husband never

touched with his hands her intact breast, although he

does kiss ít. She became quite tearful when discussing

this v¡ith me and described how once her husband had

touched her in the kitchen and she had said in a joking

manner, "wrong one". Apparently he has not touched her

breast since and she has never talked to him about

thi s.

Speeific susgesti.on.

l,le discussed |tmi sunders tandings " , f or example, he

may believe she does not wanÈ him to touch her breast

and therefore this may be why he is not touching it.

Susan and I discussed a number of alternatives for her

to deal vtith this situation. She thought that she

woul-d either talk to hin directly about this or when

the next opportunity arose she would very gently place

his hand on her breast indicating to him nonverbally

that this was okay v¡ith her. We díscussed this issue

at some length and she said she would follovt through on

this.

Diagnostic impressions.

Susan, who is ten years postmastectony, appeared

to have coped will with her cancer and her treatmentt

although it was clear that her feelings about her

mastectomy were just below the surface and could easily
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be brought forward. I felt that Susan might benefit

from further discussions with me, but she stated that

she v¡ould like to try out the suggestions with her

husband and would call me if she has any further
dÍff iculties.

Plan / recomrnendat ions .

Although Susan iniÈially stated that Èhere were no

difficulties at all in her sexual relationship with her

husband, during the course of our discussion she did

indicate an area of concern as mentioned above. !'le

discussed this at some length and specific suggestions

were made to Susan, as well as an offer for further
counseling eíther on her own or conjointly with her

husband. However, she rejected this and said she felt
she and her husband would be able to work it out on

their ov¡n.

Outeome.

I have had no further contact. Susan returned the

CIient Feedback Form, but unfortunately did not answer

a1I the questions.
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CLIENT FEEDBACK FORM

Your ans\.rers to the following questionnaire wiII help
to deveLop and itnprove a sexual rehabilitation program for
breast càncer patients at St. Boniface Hospital oncology
Clinic. Thank yôu for your hel-p and cô-operation'

Please circle the response that best fíts for you.

'1 . At the time of your contact with the social worker'
how long bad it been since you or yqur partner was
dlagnosed with breast cancer?

2. Hov¡ did you find out about the avaj. labitity,of sexual
rehabili tation services ?

0-3 3-6 6-1 2
months months months

doctor nurse fÉãJt.r -"tk;ì
friend other (Please speci fY )

12-24 ,/ovet 2 ',

months I y".t= 7'Y ---.-

3. Have you ever initiated discussion of yoYr sexual
.on..t.,s with anyone at any time in your Iife?

ves ( no\-

4. If yes, who have you spo

doctor nurse soc ia

partner/spouse friend

other (please sPeci fY )

partner/spouse

kèn to? |

I worker/psychologist

relative c lergY

.. t ,ttl)

Have you ini t i ated
wì. th anyone since
with ca ncer?

ves /no'- \- __,

discussion of your
you or your partner

sexual concerns
rvere d iagnosed
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6. If yes, who did You talk

doctor nurse social

partner/spouse friend

very helpf uJ-
helpful

l^)

worker / psychologi st

relative c I ergy

n)/n

7. Other than Iearning about this sexual rehabilitation
program, sínce you or your partner have had cance¡r,
hus-u.yonu asked you about your sexual concetns? ul/rt
doctor nurse other staff nobody

8. If this service had not, been provided, would you have
asked for such heln? n/7fl

other (please speci fy )

definitely probably
yes

maybe

9- How helpful did you f i,nd the sessions?

a l i ttLe
helpful

definitely
no

not at all
helpful

JA

not
sure

Please explain:

pr obab 1y

10. Did you f ind

@
Did you have
The number of
much more

the social workei easy to talk to?

easy in-between hard verY hard

enough sessions with the social worker?
session should have been: f{ê

more the same fewer much fewer

11
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12. Did the counselling you receive result in a change in
your sexual activitY?

much more more about the less much l-ess
enjoyable enjoyable same enjoyable enjoyable

13. Do you feel as upset about your sexual activity as
you did before the counsel-lj-ng session?

much less less upset about more upset much more
upset - the same uPset

14. WouLd you recommend sexual- rehabilitation counselling
to a friend or relative who was diagnosed with breast
cancer?

def initeJ-y probably maybe probably never
yes not

15" Do you believe all cancer patients and their partners
should be offered sexual rehabilitation?

Yes Maybe No

16. Other comments or suggestions:



Hannah:

No Sexual Difficulties, But

Concerned Re: Diagnosis and Prognosis
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Hannah

Referred by: Nurse Practitioner

Month seen: January, 1987

Description of cl ient .

Hannah is a 36 year old woman who lives in
v,linnipeg with her husband and their three children aged

ten, seven and two. She is a health care professional

and had been working full-time prior to her diagnosis

of Stage II breast cancer in November | 1986. She is

currently receiving chemotherapy, a combination of

cisplatinum, cyclophosphomide and 5 FU. She had a

mbdÍfied radical mastectomy in December , 1986, began

treatnent two weeks postsurgery, and when I interviewed

her was halfway through her six month treatment

protocol.

Siluation as seen by cl-ient.

Hannah was very well-informed about her treatment

and diagnosis. She was well aware of what a Stage II
diagnosis neantf that is, that her prognosis was not as

good and found herseJ-f , understandably, frequently

ruminating on this thought.

Hannah found the side effects of the chemotherapy

to be l-ess severe than she had expected. She had some

nausea and vomj.ting, although these were well
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controlled by a new protocol of sedatives and

antinausea drugs.

Hannah decided not to work during the period of

her chemotherapy and stated that she viewed this time

off much as she viewed her maternity J-eaves. In nany

ways she has found her fife easier, thaÈ is, to be off
work with cancer and having chemotherapy, than she d j-d

being a fuII-time health care professional and fulI-
time homemaker with three children! She described her

husband as very supportive and shari.ng in chj.1d care

and home duties.

ln terms of her sexuality, she deníed any feelings
of loss of attractiveness to her husband either due to
her lack of hair, her lack of breast, or generally

feeling unwell. She stated lhat their regular sexual-

activity was intercourse approximatety once a week, and

Èhat this pattern has continued since her surgery. She

said that she and her husband had intercourse hrit,hin

the first week of her return home from hospital, and

that she is satisfied with the quality and frequency of

her sexual act j.vity,

Although Hannah denied that she had any sexual

concerns, she did admit thaÈ she woul-d not let her

husband louch her intact breast. She said it was not

that the touching of the breast reminded her of the
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absence of her other one, but that she was very angry

at her breast to the extent that she wished she had

never had breasts. She was feeling it was unfair that
she had these relatively useless body parts where

cancer could implant itself and possibly cause her

demise. She said if she had not. had Stage II cancer,

she woul-d have requested prophylactic removal of her

other breast.

When asked about her husband's response to this,

she stated that he was understanding and cooperative

but thinks she is a bit rrnutty" to have these feelings.

She felt that the lack of touching of that breast does

not interfere with his or her enjoyment of theii sexual

intimacy. She stated that breasts had not been a major

part of their sexual repertoire prior to illness.
Diagnostic impres s ions.

Hannah at present is struggling very much with

íssues around survivaf. Although she did not see

herself dying imminently, she saw her lífe span

drastically reduced.

Hannah denied that her breasts were in any way

sexual to her or a fneans of sexual satisfaction for
her. She presented this in a very believable, matter

of fact way and I sensed that her fears and concerns

around the disease itself and its prognosis far
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outweighed at thls point any concerns around body Ímage

and sexuality. She and her husband appeared to have a

solid stable marriage, with an atmosphere of open

communication between themsel-ves and their children.
Plan/recommendations .

Sexual rehabílitati.on was not indicat.ed for Hannah

and her husband. However, through the course of our

discussion it became evident that she couLd benefit

from some further intervention around her iIIness,
mortality, and the effects of her illness on her

children. As she had previously been seen by another

worker in our department, and as my contract with her

was to discuss her sexuality and her illness, I
encouraged her to contact the other worker for follow-
up,

Outcome .

Hannah was sent and returned a completed Cllent

Feedback Form. Her comments on the form concurred with

my assessment in that she wrote that sexual

rehabj.litation was not a concern for her although she

had other worries.

Hannah continues to be seen by another worker on

an tt a s needed t' bas i s ,
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CLIENT FEEDBACK FORM

Your answers to the following guestionnaire wiIl helpto develop and improve a sexual rã¡¡á¡i¡.itati;;-pr;;;;*";",
llgu:t cancer patients at St. Boniface Hospitai óncologyClinic. Thank you for your help and co-operåtion.

Please circle the response that best f.its 'for you.

1. Àt the time of your contact with the social worke!,how long had jt been since you or your partner wasdiagnosed with breast cancer?

2. How did you find ,out about the availability of sexualrehabi.litation services?

3-6
mon th s

doctor

Irr-end

Have you ini tiated
with anyone s ince
with cancer?

yes @

6-12
mon th s

social worker

(please speci fy )

12-24 over 2
months years

partner/spouse

4.

(

Have you ever initj.ated discussion of yoür sexualconcerns with anyone at any time in your tife?
yes @

ff yes, who have you spoken to?
doctor nurse social worker / psy cho logi st
partner/spouse friend reÍative cl-ergy
other (please speci fy )

discussion of your
you or your partner

sexual concerns
were diagnosed
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6.

7.

8. If this service had not
asked for such helP?

definitelY ProbabIY
.. yes

very
helpful

Please explain:

If yes, who did You talk to?

doctor nurse social worker/ psy chologi st

partner/ spouse friend relative clergy

other (Please spec i fY )

doctor nurse other staff

Other than learning about this sexual- rehabilitation
piogtu*, since you or your partner.have had cancer'
has anyone asKeo you aboüt your sexual concerns?

been provided, would You have

maybe ProbablY
not

o How helpful did You find the sessions?

not
s ure

a little
he IpfuI

not, at aII
helpful

10. Did You find

Did you have
The number of

much more

11

,. '/, ,. .!¿o t I o-l

¿ (z/z r- **o -

the socíal worker easY to talk to?

easy in-between hard verY hard

sessions with the social worker?
should have been:

enough
session

mor e fewer rnuch f ewer
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12. Did the counselling you receive resul-t in a change in
your s exua)- activity?
much more more Z;;;¡ ress much ress
enjoyable enjoyable t---.::a¡s._---/ enjoyabte enjoyable

13. Do you'fee1 as upset about your
you did before the counseLling

much less l-es s upset
upset

sexual-
ses s ion?

mor e

activity as

upset much more
'rñêô{-9È,Jv9

counsel l ing
with breast

t4. Would you recommend sexual- rehab j_ l j- tati on
to a friend or relative who was diagnosed
cancer ?

definitely
yes

proba'bry @ probably never
not

cancer patients and their partners
sexual rehabi Ii tation?

No

15. Do you
should

Yes

believe al-1
be offered

/ Mavbe ì
\ -__:---,

16. Other comments or suggestions J /o,*A .t -, 
e



KathY:

No Sexual DifficuLties -

Issues Around SeIf-Image
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Ka thy

Referred by: contacted directly in clinic

Month seen: November, 1986

Deseription of cl ient .

Kathy is a 29 year old, somewhat obese, woman.

She presented as a talkative, young woman who expressed

herseLf easily and openly. She has been married for

seven years. This is her second marriage. They have

four children, ages 12t 10, 8 and 5. All buÈ the

youngest child are from her first marriage. Kathy

described herself as a homemaker.

She was diagnosed with breast cancer in her right

breast and had a modified radical mastectomy in 1983.

She had reconstructive surgery in Marchr 1984 and had

many medical complications postsurgery. In June | 1984,

she was found to have breast cancer in her Ieft breast

and had a left modified radical, mastectomy. At the

time of my contact, she said she was scheduled for an

implant of her left breast.

She had no radiotherapy, but had chemotherapy from

JuLy, 1984 to December, 1984. She was very nauseated,

Iost her hair, lost weiqht and was very fatigued while

on chemotherapy. She developed anticipatory nausea and

vomiting at the thought of chemotherapy. She is
currently in remis s ion.
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Situation as seen.by cl ient..

Kathy told me that both she and her husband looked

at the scar immediately after both mastectomj.es. They

resumed sexual intercourse the first week home from

hospital. She stated that previously their pattern of

sexual activity has been intercourse three to four

times per week. She said Èhat this level of sexual

activity continued postsurgery. The only tlme their

sexual activity was curtailed was during her

chemotherapy treatments when she was so í1I from the

side effects. However, her husband continued to be

very physíca11y affectionate with her during this time

which she found helpfu}.

Kathy stated emphatically that both she and her

husband are very satisfied with their sex life. She

said that it was one area in their relationshíp in

which they have never had any problems. Kathy

attributed this to the fact that they communicate

openly about their sexual needs and desires.

When I asked how she accounted for her very

enjoyable sex life despite the loss of both breasts and

the trauma she had been through as such a young womanf

she t,old me she thought it was because she never really
liked her breasts. Breast fondling had never appealed
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to her, she said her breasts were "no loss for herr',

and that they "never turned her on".

The only concern that Kathy could identify at

present was a feeling of jealousy when she saw women

who, in her opinion, "flashed[ their bodies at her

husband. If she perceived her husband looking at other

v¿omen, she found herself very jealous. Kathy was quick

to admit that she had always been a very jealous woman,

and had feLt this way prior to her mastectomies. She

did admit that these feelíngs were amplified since her

illness.

In summary, Kathy remarked that the only way she

could see that sexual actÍvity wouLd be a problem would

be I'if you rnade it a problem", She believes that it is
important to have a satisfying sexual relationship in a

marriage. According to Kathy, even when she and her

husband are angry with each other, they have always had

the time and energy for sexual actívity which in her

opinion helped to sustain their relationship.
Diagnostic . impressions.

It would appear that a sexual life is extremely

important to this couple, and that they have not

allowed the disfiguring surgery to interfere with their
sexual relationship.
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I had a sense that it was somehow important to

Kathy to convince me that she had a wonderful

relationship with her husband and had had no difficulty
coping with her cancer and mastectomies. However, with

some gentle exploration, iÈ was evident that there was

some unhappiness lying just below the surface in her.

Kathy presented as very well-defended and for whatever

reason seemed to need her defences at present.

Plan / recommendations .

Kathy asked me to send a Client Feedback Form to

her husband as well as hersel-f . She said she was

planning to ask him directly whether he thought her

surgeries had changed their sexual functioning and

whether he was satisfíed with their current patterns.

I encouraged her to do this and sent them two Client
Feedback Forms.

outcome.

T received only one Client Feedback Form which

appeared to have been completed jointly. Kathy's

husband had written a note on it and asked me to cafl

him at work. I,lhen I called, he told me that although

their sexual rel-ationship in his opinion was fine and

satisfying to both of them, he found he has ,,ot t..r,

able to communicate with Kathy as weII as before. He

described her as rrdown on herself", and she has
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confessed to him that she does not feel "a fuLl woman"

since losing both her breasts

He told me that he has tried to reassure her by

expressing how important she is to him and how

tttdomanly".

When I offered to discuss these issues with them

further, he said he would talk to Kathy and get back to

me. However, they did not contact me further.

It would likely be helpful to see this couple

together to further assess this situation. Ho\^¿ever,

this does not appear to be a priority for them. They

seem to be coping and ï would think only a crisis would

lead to further counseling. Kathy and her husband both

work out of the home, they have four children to carè

for and they live some distance outside winnipeg.

Kathyrs husband mentioned that these practical factors

would make it difficult for them to follow through on

the offer of counseling.



CLIE¡*T FE,EDBÀCK FORM

Your answers to the following questionnaire wi)-I help
to develop and improve a sexual rehabititation program for
breest cåncer patients at St. Boniface Hospital oncology
CIinic. Thank. you for your help and c'o-operation'

Please circle the response bhat best fits for you.

1 . At the ti.me of your contact with the social 'worker '' how long had it, been since you or your partner was
diagnosed çith breast cancer?

0-3
mon th s

3-6
mon th s mon th s

over 2
years

of your sexual
your lif e?

2. How did you find,out about the availability of sexual
rehabi Ii tation services?

partner/spouse

J í/-, +
doctor nurse ' Gá;tÇÐ
friend other (Please sPeci fY )

/Lrc'4- ê.-/t{ 'I

Ä

q

yes

If yes, who have ,you spoken Èo?

doctor nurse social worker/psychologist
partner/spouse friend 'reLative c l ergy

other (please speci fy )

Have you ever initiated discussion
concerns with anYone at anY time in

Have you initiated discussion of your
wj.th anyone since you or your partner
with cancer?

sexual concerns
were d iagnosed
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lf yes, who did

doctor nurse

rLner/spous

other (please speci fy )

Other than learning about this sexual rehabilitation
program, since you or your partner have had cancer,
has anyone asked you about your sexual concerns?

doctor nurse other staf f

you talk Co?

social worker/psychologist

friend relative cl- ergy

7.

8. If t,his service had not
asked for such he Ip?

definitely probably
.¡ ve

How helpful

been provide.d, would you have

maybe probably
not

o

ve ry
helpful
PLease

did you 
.f 

ind the sessions?

helpful not a li ttl e
sure helpful

not at aLl
helpful

expLain:

definitely

10. Did you find the social *ork"r """y. .ri I

very easy easy l.r-¡et*"er l! þ

11 - Did you have enough sessions wit\ the
The number of session shoúId\have been:

much more more tr," =rrh"\ 
/rl*".

to'
jà

talk to?

very 
. 

hard

social worker?

much f ewer
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receive resul.t in a change in12. Did the counselling you
your sexual a ct ív ity?
much more more
enj oyable en j oyable

1',)

1A

activity as

"n="{{ff","

1Ài ns
4*=t
tr.\

definitely
yes

Do you believe af L
should be offered

Yes Ma ybe

Other comments or suggestions:

probably maybe probably never
not

cancer patients and their partners
sexual rehabi 1i tation?
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to a friend or relative who
cancer?
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Emma:

Long-term RelationshiP Problem
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Emma

Referred by: contacted directly in Clinic

ren!¡_ rssg: october ' 1 986

Description of client.

Emma is a 63 year old woman who has been married

for over 40 years and has four children, a1I married

and away from home. She works part-tine doing laundry

and lives on a farm with her husband.

She was diagnosed with breast cancer in 1982 and

had a modified radical mastectony of the lefÈ breast at

that time. She received radiotherapy for several r+eeks

and thís vtas followed by one year of chenotherapy every

two weeks. She lost her hair and was bedridden for two

days following every bí-weekly treatment. Emma was in

the Clinic the day I spoke to her for suspected

recurrence of her cancer.

History.

I had known Emma and her husband from a previous

contact in May 1983 around the time of her first

diagnosis, There had been severe relationship

difficulties with her husband at that time. Due to the

distance of their home from the Clínic, t had arranged

for them to be seen by a worker in their district.
However, they did not follow through on counseling

either as a couple or as individuals,
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According to Emma, in 1985 the family doctor spoke

directly to her husband and insisted that he stop

drinking. He did not follow through and in fact became

very depressed. It sounds like he suffered a clinical

depression and was hospitalized in a rural mental

health hospital. Emma described her husband as having

a "nervous breakdownrr. She said that since lhat time,

their relationship has improved. He helps her more

with Èhe house and is not drinking.

Situation as seen by client.

Emma tol"d me that prÍor to her illness, sexual

intercourse took place approximately once or twice a

month. She found that she enjoyed sexual activity with

her husband much more when she was younger and when he

was not drinking. She had not enjoyed sexual activÍty

for some time prior to her illness. She said she could

not stand lhe smell of his drinking and that he was

rough with her.

She told me that their current pattern of sexual

activity is sexual intercourse about once every three

months. She said this is because she feefs tired all

the time. They no longer share a bedroom and have not

since she was first diagnosed and he was drinking.

Emma stated that she is much happier now that
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their sexual activity has been reduced. She said she

does not niss it.

When I asked her about her mastectomy scar, she

t,old me that she never hid it from her husband' but

that he did not want to see it. She told me it took

six months or more for hím to look at ít.

She stated Èhat it really "bothered" him that she

had cancer, and that he was j.nitially unable to talk

about it. She believes his increased drinking was due

to his worry about her ilfness.

Diagnostic ímpressions.

Emma's marital relationship has never been very

satisfying to her and has been fraught with

communication problems, financial problems and

alcoholísm. It appears that her husband has difficulty

coping with stress.

A1Èhough her sexual functioning has change since

her surgery, she is not unhappy that the frequency has

been reduced. There appears to be Iitt1e affection in

this relationship and the lack of enjoyment in the

sexual relationship appears to be a reflection of their
whole relationship.

PLan/ recommendat ions .

As Emma may have a recurrence of her cancer, I
plan to monitor this situation. Given her husband's
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previous difficulties in coping with her first
diagnosis, problems may agaín arise if her disease is
progress in9 .

There is no indi.cation for sexual rehabilitation
counseling as Emma is satísfied v¡ith their current

Ievel of activity. The couple has not follov¡ed through

on previous attempts at relationship counseling and

Emma is not interested in pursuíng this.
outcome.

Emma returned a completed Client Feedback Form and

índÍcated that not only di.d she fínd the one session

heJ-pful, but that she would have wanted more.

Emrna was diagnosed with recurrence of her cancer

and began a course of radiotherapy treatments. I saw

her for short-term supportive counseling during the tv¡o

weeks she was in Winnípeg for her treatment. At that

time, her husband was coping and re¡nained sober. I

have had no further contact.
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, CLIENT FEEDBÀCK FORM

YouranswerstothefoltowingquestionnairewíIlheIp
to deveJ.op "r,d 

i-,np'ãt'ã"ã =ãt'tãl téná¡iritution program ror
breast cancer putiãåi=-ul-tl' eå"iruce Hospital oncology

"i;;;;. 
õr-,ã"x-vä" rái-v""r help and co-operation'

PIease circle the response that best fits for you'

1 . At the time of your. contact wi!!.the social worker'

how long had iú -¡""" since you or your partner t'ia s

ãiugn""åa with breast cancer ?

3-6 6-12 12-24 over 2

mànths months months Years

2. How did you find out about the availability of sexual

rehabilitation servr

doctor nurse ( social

friend other (PLease sPeci fY )

Have You
c oncern s

yes

ever initiated discussion of your- sexual
riih anYone at anY time in Your life?

Ær

parlner / sPouse

3.

4.

5. Have you initiated discussion of vour sexual concerns

with anyone since you or your puiintt were diagnosed

with cancer ?

If yes, v¡ho have Yo'i sPoken to?

doctor nurse social worker / psy cholog i st

partner/spouse friend relative c lergy

other ( Please sPec i fY )

yes
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t.

If yes, who did you tal-k to?

doctor nurse social worker/psychologist.

partner/spouse friend relative c I ergy

other (please speci fy )

If this service had not
asked for such he Ip?

definitely probably
yes

o How helpful did you find the sessions?

Other than learning about this sexual rehabilitation
program, since you or your partner have had cancer,
has anyone asked you about your sexual concerns?

doctor nurse' other staff /nobodV)
\ \_-./

been provì.ded, would You have

,----\lmayb-el probably definitely
not no

o

ve ry
helpful

PIease

not
s ure

a little
helpful

not at all
helpful

explain:

e1pfu1

10. Did you find

t1

the social worker easy to talk to?

easy in-between hard verY hard

sessions with the social worker?
should have been:

the same fewer much fewer

Did you have enough
The number of sess i.on

much more C;tòl_._/
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14. Would you recommend sexual rehabilitation counselling
to a friend or relative who was diagnosed with breast
cancer?

c'l

receÍve result in a change in12. Did the counselling You
your sexual activitY?

much more mÕr e
enj oyable enj oYable

definitely
yes

ma ybe

to Other comments or suggestions:

Do you feel as upset about your sexual
you did before the counselling session?

,-- I

much less / less upset / about more
upset the same

less much less
enj oyable enj oYa ble

activity as

upset much more
upseE

probably never
not

15, Do you believe aIl cancer patients and their partners
should be offered sexual rehabilitation?
./'-

( v "" ) ¡lav¡e No

probabIy



Heather:

Sexual DifficultY ldentif ied
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He ather

Referred bY: Nurse Practitioner

Sen!¡_jssg: March, 1986

Description of c] íent .

Heather is a 48 year old woman who lives five

hours drive from Winnipeg. She vrorks full-tine in a

government office and she and her husband also run a

catt.le f arm. They have two grown children and three

grandchildren. Heather had a mastectomy in 1982 and

subsequently received two years of chemotherapy. In

the spring of 1985 she found another lump in her breast

which was biopsied and found to be benign. She was

considering reconstructive surgery at the time of my

contact v¡i th her .

Heather had indicated to the Nurse Practitioner

that aLthough she did not have any problems sexually

she would be interested in talking to me.

Situation as seen by cl.ient.

Heather is very v¡eI1-informed about her condition,

her treatment and her prognosis. She said that she had

found the chemotherapy treaÈments extremely difficult

and had lost her hair four t,imes. She described the

first day she l-ost her hair as the worst day of her

life. Her treatments were very heavy and she found
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herself very fatigued and iJ-J- during the period of her

chemotherapy, particularly the first six months.

Heather stated that she and her husband had an

extremely satisfactory sex life, prior to her

mastectomy and had had intercourse about once a week.

However, in her opínion, the quality and frequency of

their sexuaL rel-ations has deteriorated since her

diagnosi s.

She explained that approximately six months after

her surgery, whiÌe she was still on chemotherapy, there

\,rere a couple of incidents where her husband was unable

to rnaintain an erection. This was extremely difficult
for him and he and Heather have not tafked about it at
any length. Occasionally they have jol<ed about it, or

teased one another about it. Hovlever, since then,

rather than weekly intercourse, they have íntercourse

approximately once a month and Heatheï described it as

a very hurried affair "as if he wanted to finish
quickly to reassure himself that he can do it". She

said that ít left her f eeJ-j-ng less sexually attractive
to her husband.

Heather had attempted to talk with her husband a

few times about this, partícularly when she told him

she was coming to see me. He was apparently unwilling
to discuss their current sex life in any detail.
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However, he did say that he mostly remembered her being

too ill to have any sexual relations during the time

that she was on chemotherapy. She also said that she

lhought she and her husband dj-d not have enough

knowledge and informatíon about sex.

Diagnostic impressions.

Heather was very tearful during our discussion.

She was obviously distressed about the deterioration in

her sexual life and was unsure how to proceed to

i-mprove it. Heather seemed to need information about

erect.ile dÍfficulties and what was "normal" for a man

of 50. She had the insight to recognize that the

subsequent successful but "hurried" episodes of

intercourse and the reduction in frequency were

probably related to anxiety around the initial

incidents.

Heather was finding it difficult to find a way to

talk with her husband about how she was feeling. She

was afraid of makíng him feel worse and thereby risk
increasing the probfem.

The relationship between Heather and her husband

appeared to be strong and stable and Heather befieved

they had a loving marriage. However, it was evident

that there were severaf other stressors impinging on

this couple in addition to cancer. In particular there
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were severe financial difficulties in relation to the

farm. Fron Heatherrs description, her husband appeared

to be very worried and fretting over the viabiJ.ity of

the farm.

Further assessment was needed in this situation.
SpecifÍc suqqeslions.

I spent some time explaining to Heather that age

may affect the sexual response cycle, in Èhat responses

tend to be slorver than in younger people, that

everything is alvrays possible but it may take longer.

I also suggested that stress and anxiety were thought

to be common causes of sexual difficulties,
partícu1arly concerns about performance. ï asked

Heather to consider whether her husband may be feeling

anxious and upset that he v¡as not pleasing her sexually

and that she may be feeling upset because she thinks

she is not sexually attractive to her husband. WithouÈ

talking wíth one another openly about how they are

feeling, these assumptions and mi sunder s tand ings may be

contributi.ng to their diff iculty.
I díd al-so mention that if difficulty maintaining

an erection persisted, the cause could be due to a

medical probl-em. Hovrever, as the incidents lvere

isolated and resolved I said this was unlikely and that

comrnunicati-on between them seemed to be the issue.
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. 
P I an y' recommenda t ions.

Heather and I discussed a number of options with

which to deal with her current situation. Alternatives

offered to her were further assessment session with her

and her husband together, either with me or if this was

too impractical due to the travelling, wílh someone

nearer to their home. Heather said she would tall< to
her husband about what we had díscussed and would

suggest coming to see me, but she thought he would

decline. I encouraged her to discuss it with him.

' Heather thought her husband would be more comfortable

with his family doctor or a doctor in Winnipeg and I

supported this as a starting point. She \"ta s to get

back to me with their decision.

Outcome.

HeaÈher called me about three weeks later and tol-d

me that she had talked to her husband about our

conversation and that things had improved a bit. She

'said that she had thought it over and found that she

f el-t comfortable as things were at present and was not

interested in further involvement at this time.

She was then sent and returned a completed Client
Feedback Form. She indicated that she found the

session helpful and that she felt less upset about her

sexual activity. She also wrote t.hat it might have
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been helpfuf to have husband and wífe present, that
patients should be advised that this type of help is

available and that perhaps printed material on the

subject should also be available.
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CLIENT FEEDBACK FORM 
,

iour answers to the toLlovring qrr."tionn"ire wil.L heIp
to develop and improve a sexual- rehabilitation program for
breast cancer patients aC St. Boniface Hospital Oncology
CIinic. Thank you for your help and co-operation.

' Please circle the response that best fits for you.

1 . Àt the time of your contact with the social \^¡orker,
how long had it been since you or your partner was
diagnosed' with breast cancer?

o-3 3-6 6-12 12-24
months months months months

2. How did you find out about the availability of sexual
rehabilitation servi ces ?

social worker

(please speci fY )

partner/sPouse

Have you ever initiated discussion of yogr sexual
concerns with anyone at any time j-n your life?

Yes /--ño-\
\________-

4. ff yes, who have You' sPoken to?

doctor nurse social worker/psychologJ-st

partner/sPouse friend relative clergy

other ( pJ.ease specifY )

doctor

friend

2

q Have you initiated di scussion
with anyone sinie You or Your
with cancer?

of your sexual concern:
partner. were d iagnos et

over
years

other

yes
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6. If yes, who did you talk to?

doctor nurse soc i aI
partner/spouse fri end

other (please speci fy )

7-

ve ry
helpful

worker/psy chotog i st
relative cLergy

o

o

Other than learning about this sexual rehabilitationprogram, since you or your partner have had cancer,has anyone asked you about yoür sexual concerns?
doctor nurse other staif @

If this service had_not been provided, would you haveasked for such he lp?

definirery probably 
^uro" ¿o--,,.,...-oui) def initerv'- Yes \-J'--l no

How helpful did you find the sessions?

not a littIe
sure he lpful

not at aL1
heLpfuJ-

-fræ¿ -l
10. Did you find 'the

.@ easv

L¡*t- 'r^^-tz , &f ^:--.|^ttU ç.a+t- çurz-----î . /
social worker easy to talk to?

in-between hard very hard

I t- Did
The

much

you have
number of

e nough
session

sessions with the social- worker?
should have been:

the same fewer much fewer

explain:

mor e



13.

14. Would you recommend sexual rehabilitation counselling
to a fiiend or relative l''ho was diagnosed with breast
cancer?

Li

receive result in a change in12. Did the counselling You
your sexual a ctiv itY?

much more more
enjoyable enj oYable

definitelY
yes

ma ybe

16. Other commerrt s or suggestions:

Do you feel as upset about your sexual
you did before the counselling session?

..,"h r"=*4llìp-làò about more
upset the same

less much les
enjoyable enj oYabl

activity as

upset much more
uPSet

probably never
not

'1 5. Do you belíeve al1 cancer patients and their partners
stroi:l-a be offered sexual rehabilitation?

/-G;-\ Maybe No
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Common.Themes and Elements

The relationship beÈween the paitners, and the

importance of the partner in facilitating unconplicated

sexual readjustment after breast cancer is welI

i1l-ustrated. Eight of the women volunteered that theÍr

partner was the most significant variable in terms of

their adjustment to their cancer and their surgery, and

four of these wòmen spontaneously remarked that they

felt the cancer experience had in fact drawn them

closer together.

This seems to fit with the literature which

suqgested t.hat both the quality and affective tone of

the relat.ionship seemed to determine how well couples

adjusted and how satisfied they were r¡/ith their sexual

activity.

As destructive and devastating cancer can be, my

own clinical experience of nine years of working with

cancer patients and their families has taught me that

many patients can turn this experience into one of

personal and interpersonal growth and learning. Marie

and Rebecca both remarked that the cancer had changed

them in that they now valued life more and sar¿ it in a

more positive I ight.

Four patients said that their faith had also been

a tremendous source of support and strength for them.
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I believe these comments take on added significance

because of the fact that I had not directly asked about

t.hese f actors .

Other than Heather, none of the women indicated a

sexual concern they wanted to work on, although not

necessarily because there were no concerns. Two of the

women toLd me they had left their nightgowns on while

engaged in sexual activity for the first year

postmastectomy. Another, who had had her surgery about

one year previously, continued to have intercourse in

her nighlgown, although she anlicipated being able to

take it off in the near future. T$¡o others indicated

that for about a year they had been unable to undress

in front of their husbands or undress only with their

backs Èurned. Jackie told me that she had felt "cut
up" and I'mutil"ated[ but only for the first year.

It is interesting tha! aII of these women taLked

about "one year" as being a significant point of

adjustment. This has implications for the timing of

intervention and suggests that further study is needed

to determine if it would be helpful to offer sexual

rehabil-itation services within the first few months of

surgery. It is also relevant to note that these women

were not unduly distressed by their inability to be

nated with their husbands and all but one had
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successfully resolved the issue within a year. Given

the problem-soLving skills and indicated strength of

that relationshíp, I have no doubt that the couple will

also overcome this issue.

Breast stimulatíon was identified ín the

literature as significant for women with mastectomy and

which Frank, Dornbush, Webster and Kolodny (1978) found

to be reduced from 794 lo 443 postoperatively . Four of

the women I saw had concerns around breast stimulation.

one woman was currently distressed because her husband

avoided touching her intact breast, one had recently

resolved her feelings around not wanting her husband to

touch it, and one currently rejected breast stimulation

because it brought. forward feelings of anger about her

diagnosis. Another had chosen a lumpectomy because

breasts were significant to both herself and her

partner. Two women indicated that breast stimulation

was not currentl-y an issue for them because it had

never been an important part of their sexual

repertoire,

Unfortunately, in hindsight, I did not explore the

issue of reconstructive surgery with every woman. Two

women had had lumpectomies, and two had had breast

reconstructions. one was seriously considering this an

option, one was waiting for her second, and two had
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thought about it and decided they would definitely not

want one, either because the missing breast was not

significant to them or because they did not want to go

through another surgery., This highlíghted for me the

variety of responses v¡omen have lo breast surgery. It

is therefore dif f icul-t to make generalizations about

how women cope, adjust, and function v¿ith breast cancer

and what is ideal for one woman may not be at all

important to another.

Two women adnitted to frequency reduction of

sexual activity but attribute the reduction to

something else other than the breast cancer such as

age, Iifestyle or fatigue. This ís also consistent

wj.th the literat.ure which indicated sexual functioning

changes in the general population. More importantl-y'

neither woman reported dissatisfaction with the current

level of sexual activity.

There were four situations in which there were

issues other than sexuality whi.ch might have benefitted

from further social work intervention. Adjustment

therapy of a more general nature related to the cancer

experience, rather than focusíng on sexual

rehabilitation, may have been helpful in these

s ituat ions .
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the common themes expressed



Table 3

Frequency of Themes

N='1 5

Relationship

one year adj ustment

Faith/religion

Breast stimulation

Issues other than sex

Positive Life
Attitude Change

I

4

A

6

4
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Eva luat i on

In the oríginal design of my practicum, I had

planned to use the client Feedback Form as the outcome

measure of Stage I Intervention. For Stage II
Intervention, I had planned to use the Golombok Rust

Inventory of Sexual- Satisfaction (GRISS), the Beck

Depression Inventory and the Dyadic Adjustment Scale at

assessment and ternination to provide pretreatment and

posttreatment scores in order to make comparisons and

evaluate the efficacy of the intervention. Client

seLf-monitoring records throughout the intervention,

and the CLient Feedback Forms were also to be used as a

further guide to clínicaI evaluation.
' As there were no clients who proceeded to Stage II

Tntervention, only the CIient Feedback Form was used.

The focus of the sessions were primarily assessment and

not intervention and the form is not a validated

measurement instrument. Therefore, I offer the

following comments and results of these forms as

descriptive material and an indication of what the

experience was like for these clÍents. Extreme caution

should be used in extrapolating conclusions and/or

generalizations.

The CIient Feedback Forms were al1 mailed within

one week of my session with the client and accompanied
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by a l-etter thanking them for the participation and

giving instructions for filling in the form. A sampLe

of the letter is found in Appendix D. All but one of

the questionnaires were completed and returned.

For me, the most revealing question and response,

which paralleled the experience describe in the

literature, is Question No, 7 which asked whether

anyone had inguired about theír sexual concerns since

their breast cancer diagnosis. Every respondent

replied "NOBODY'|. one partner wrote on his wife's form

a very astute comment "NoBoDY had time for me to Èalk

about anythíng except what my wife was going through.

We as a partner to this matter should be able to get

involved with every detail that surrounds cancer

between men and women. (Nobody ToId Me About sexual

counseling. )"

When asked whether they would have asked for such

heJ-p, all but one respondent replied "definitely no" or

"probably not". At the same time, six of the clients

indicated that sexual rehabifitation should be offered

to all cancer patients and their partners and six

replied "maybe". No one saíd ít should not be offered.

It would appear, as refl-ected in the literature,

that health care professionals do not routinely enquire

about sexual- concerns and that patients do not initiate
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discussions in this area. However, these women,

virtually without exception, eagerly talked to me about

how their cancer had affected their sexuality. One

might argue that they found it "safe" to talk to me

because they did not have any problems. Howeverr close

examination of at least half of the situations

indicates there were concerns which either had been or

continued to be distressing to these clients.

It is interesting that the two women who replied

that they wanted more sessions with the social worker

were the same two clients who stated they were less

upset about their sexual activity after our session.

AI1 the olher respondents indicated that their sexual

activity and the way they felt about it remained the

same after our session.

In my search for some reason why no client moved

onto Stage II Intervention, I wondered whether it might

be because I had failed to connect wíth these women or

establísh a l-evel of trust in which they couJ.d confide

such sensitive material. Hov¡ever, the responses on the

Cl-ient Feedback Form indicated that of the 12

individuals who answered the questj-on, 11 repl-ied they

found t,he social worker "very easy" to talk to, and 1

responded "easy". I believe this is an indication of
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the rapport established between myself and t.hese

cLients.

Over half of the respondents wrote comnents on t.he

questionnaj.re. One woman reiterated that it was her

supportive and loving husband who made the difference

for her, and another remarked that "everything depends

on the attitudes of the different individuaLsrr. A few

women said that it was always helpfuJ- to tal-k vtith

someone and one stated that she found it easier talking
to a stranger.

Having both partners present, introducing sexual_

rehabíLitation counseling within the first three months

of surgery, and having printed material available on

the subject were offered as suggestions to improve

service.

Tab1e 4 is a summary of the Client Feedback Form

responses.
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Table 4

Cfient Feedback Form Resufts

Question No.

Cl ient

1 over
.)

2 12 -)^

3 6-
12

4 0-
3

5 over
¿

6 over
2

7 over
2

I 12 -
24

9 0-
3

( recur -
rence )

10 12 -
24

11 12 -
24

MD

díd not
know

nurs e

nurse

sw

nurse

did not
know

sw

sw

pa rtner

rela-
tive

nobody prob
not

nobody prob
not

nobody def
no

prob
not

nobody prob
not

nobody def
no

part- nobody def
ner no

nobody may-
be

nobody

nobody def
no

(table continues )

no

noyes

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

MD

nurse

no

no



Question No.

cI iênt

t¿ b -
1)

13 Over
2

t4 b -
v¿ife 12

15 6 -
husband 12

nurse

sw par tner

no

yes

no

no

no

yes

no

no

MD

MD

nobody prob
not

part- nobody prob
ner not
sw

nobody prob
not

nobody prob
not

(tabIe continues )
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Question No,

c I ient '1 31210 14

1

2

3

4

ea sy

not easy about
the
same

s ame

maybe

about maybe
the
sane

def
yes

same maybe

less prob-
upset ably

less prob-
upset ably

maybe

same maybe

yes

maybe not
for
eve ry -
one

cancer
cau s ed
sex
prob 

"

yes

maybe

yes printed
material

maybe

yes

don't
know

yes

(table continues )

5

6

7

I
9

10

11

12

more

more

same s ame

help- very
fu1 easy

very
1t"Y

help- very
ful easy

help- very
fuI easy

ea sy

Y v! l

easy

same



Question No.

client 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

13 a very same same same prob- maybe husband
Iittle easy ably
he l pfuI

14 a very same same same maybe maybe time
little easy
helpful

1 5 a very same same same naybe maybe 3 mos.
little easy
helpful
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Issues

The fact that I was unable to recruit any clients

who proceeded beyond one session was the most strikíng

and most disappointing experience of my practicum. I

am left with many more questions than answers as to why

t.hi s occurred .

It may be that the purpose of the oncology setting

as perceived by the patients acted as an inhibitor for

those patients who were experiencing sexual

difficulties, In other words, did Èhe patients view

the Clinic as an inappropriate place to discuss sexual

issues? Did the concept of the interdi sc ipl inary team

raise issues of confidentiality in patients? Were

there feelings of shame or embarrassment' or concerns

that the oncology staff would be judgmental if the

patient admitted to sexual diffículties?

From my clinical experience, I believe that many

patients view their oncol-ogist as their "Iife-Iine" and

therefore want to be liked and respected by him/her so

that the physician will try as hard as possible to save

their Iife. Similarly, some patients have a need to be

perceived by clinic staff as "good copers", not only in

terms of retaining self-esteem, but afso because of the

emphasis, particularly in the media, of the
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relationshj.p betv¡een a good prognosis and a "good"

attitude.

Thus, some patients may not have revealed sexual

difficulties or concerns for fear that this information

might compromise the relationship with their caregiver.

It is interesting that although three of the women

admitted sexual concerns to me, they had originally

told the Nurse Practitioner there were no difficulÈíes.

In regard to these three cases, I hronder whether I

shoutd have pursued further intervention more actively.

My philosophy has been to respect what the client is

saying to me about hov, they wish to proceed, and that

clients will- engage in the counseling process only when

they feel ready to work on the problem. However, if

nothing eIse, a planned three month fo1low-up contact

would have given me more information and understanding

about whether these women did or did not resolve theír

sexual concerns and may have provided an opportunity to

offer further intervention if needed at that time.

Although this was not a research study and I am

not drawing any definitive concl-usions, it does appear

that coping skills and personal and interpersonal

resources are factors in sexual rehabilitation rather

than prognosis, recurrence, or IeveI of physical

discomfort from the disease itself or t.he treatment.
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ï also found myself questioning whether my

origínaI hypothesis had been accurate, that is, that

breast cancer patients are at risk of psychosexual

distress, particularly in light of the recent study

cited earlier by zemore and Shepel (1987). They

concluded that breast cancer paÈients vrere no more

socially or emotionally maladjusted than women without

cancer. It is important to remember that the women in

t.his study had only locafized disease and none had had

chemotherapy, Nonetheless, it does suggest that the

heal-th care system may have become more responsive to

patients psychosocial needs, and that for whatever

reasons, these patients seem to have the personal and

interpersonal resources to cope effectiveJ-y with these

very difficult issues.

However, I still believe that there are women and

their partners who have sexual concerns and

difficulties and who could benefit from counseling.

The real challenge is both in determining which women

and partners are at risk, and in finding ways to

connect with this population.

Finally, and in my opinion nost significantly, as

highlighted in the previous Literature Review, it is

clear that health caregivers do not routinely enquire

about sexual concerns of breast cancer patienls. I
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strongly maíntain that the sexual functioníng of the

patient is as important an area Èo explore and assess

as any other psychosocial issue.

There seems to be no contraindicat ions to offering

sexual rehabilitation services. None of the women who

were approached indicated they felt insulted or

personally invaded. In factf none of the women I

approached declined to discuss their sexual experience

with breast cancer, and the Nurse Practitioner reported

that only one woman she approached declined to

participate in the practicum ci.tinq 'rIack of time" as

her reason. None of the clients indicated on the

CIient Feedback Forms that sexual- rehabilitation

services should not be offered to all cancer patients

and their partners.



Recommendat ions

In hindsight, I wonder if taking sexual

rehabititation out of the realm of a more general

psychosocíaf rehabilitation made ít nore difficult to

connect with the population in need. In making sexual

rehabilitation counseling something "special" and

I'dif f erentI from other counseling, I may have

inadvertently given the exact opposite message I had

intended. That is, my goal v¡as t,o have sexual

rehabilj.tation included as an integral part of the

CIinic and that sexual issues be assessed, discussed,

and resolved as any other psychosocial issue. I wanted

to create an atmosphere which viewed sexual

consequences of disease and treatmenÈ, in the same way

other side effects such as hair loss or fatigue are

discussed with patients and families, and support

provided to deal v¡ith them.

In order to achieve thís, I would now suggest,

rather than setting up a separate sexual rehabilitatj.on
program, that. each member of the health care team

include sexual rehabilitation in their rehabílitative

work with cancer patients and their significant others.

As enhancement of the quality as well as the quantity

of life is a goal of the team, the rehabilitative goals
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v¡ould ínclude recognízing and preserving sexuality as a

fundamental part of being human.

Sexual rehabilitation "calls on aII members of the

heath care team to contribute to whatever degree they

feel confident and capable and is tailored to the

specific needs and desires of each patientr' (von

Eschenbach & Schover | 1984b, p. 157). The PLISSIT

model of intervention continues to be useful .

Permission and Limited Information are appropriate

Ievels of intervention for all Cl-inic staff and shoufd

be included as part of patient education protocols.

Staff need to develop a l-eveL of comfort and become

informed about human sexuality and the effects of

surgeryf radiation and chemotherapy on sexuality.

Those patients and/or partners who indicate a

particular problem or concern v¡ould then be referred to

the oncology social worker who might provide Specific

Suggestions or Intensive Therapy directly or make

appropriate referrals to community resources as needed.

SociaL workers who see breast cancer patients

would also include Permíssion and Limited Information

in their assessments and interventions, even if the

patient was originally seen or referred for reasons

other than sexual issues. One of the most inportant

Ínterventions I believed I employed when taLking with
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these women, was to give them permíssion to express

theír feelings about their sexuality, whether positive

or negative, and to universalize and normalize their

concerns. It is helpful for a woman who has had a

mastectomy to know she is not the only one rvho does not

want reconstructive surgery and that this does not mean

there is something wrong with her.

It is evident that. further work is needed to help

caregivers feel more comfortable initiating discussions

of sexual íssues. I am encouraged that some progress

has been made with Clinic staff in this area. When I

started my practicum 18 monlhs ago, most of the nurses

adrnitted to feelings of fear and anxiety and felt very

uncomfortable bringing up the subject of sexuality.

They now state that they feel more comfortable with

this subject, and rather than generalized anxiety, can

ídentify certain patienÈ groups with whom they have

more difficulty, for example patients of their own age,

but of the opposite sex. I believe díscussions about

my practicum and the individual cases at team

conferences have helped this process.

The experience expressed by many of the patients I

saw r.¡as that they now felt closer to their partners and

stressed the importance of the partner in sexual

rehabilitation. This parallels the literature which
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also identified the partner as a key factor in sexual

adjustment. Interventions which incl-ude the partner

need to be developed. Perhaps, rather than offering

service to the partner through the patient, we need to

borroiv from the obstetrics modeÌ, and set up an

expectation that the partner be involved from the

beginning. As Kathy's husband !,rrote, nobody had told

him about sexuaL counseling and he felt no one had time

for him. We need to develop more creative ways to

include the partner in al1 aspects of treatment.

Breasts mean different things to different women

and to their partners and the importance breasts play

in the sexual repertoire of couples varies greatfy.

One of the breast cancer patients described earlier had

recognized that her breasts were significant both to

herself and her partner. In consuftation with her

husband and her surgeon, she chose lumpectomy rather

than mastectomy and they were both very happy with

their decision. Unfortunately, not alI patients have

the personal resources to explore options and make

decisions. Therefore, early assessment of the meaning

of breasts to the patient and her partner and early

discussion of treatment alternatives, including

reconstructive surgery at the time of the mastectomy

might be useful in prevenling psychosexual distress.
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IdealIy, preoperative psychòsocial assessmentt

incJ-udíng sexual assessment rvould be carríed ou! by a

social worker at the time of diagnosis. However' as

lhis is not possible due to staffing Iimitations, it

may be a more appropriate role for the oncology social

\^rorker to educate other disc j.plines, particularly

nurses, in sensitive, nonjudgmental assessment skiIls.

In the design of this practicum, I had stipulated

that patients be three months postsurgery as part of

the selection criteria. Given the number of women who

talked about one year as being a significant point of

adjustment, f am now inclined to recommend some kind of

Permission and Limited Information intervention at time

of diagnosis, as a means of hopefully preventing

distress. I recently had the opportunity to meet with

a patient two weeks prior to surgery and explored

sexual concerns with her. She told me it was a relief

to be able to share her fears about possible changes in

her sexual relationship with her husband, to learn how

olher women had felt and coped, and to be aware of

pitfa11s, such as making assumptions and not

communicating.

One of the women noted on the Client Feedback Form

that written materiaf woul-d be helpful . I think this

is an excellent idea, which would increase the
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Iikelihood of every pati-ent receiving information about

sexuality and breast cancer. The handouts and

pamphlets that are currently being used to describe the

síde effects of treatment need to be reviewed to ensure

tha! possible sexual side effects are included.

Furthermore, it may be helpful to develop a pamphlet

for patients and their partners which specifically

addresses themes and issues of sexuality and breast

cancer to be distributed to every breast cancer

patlent. As patients are inundated with information at

the time of diagnosis' having something to refer to at

home would be most beneficial.

It is evident that human sexuality and cancer are

both extremely complex phenomena and their interaction

is far from being completely understood. Further

exploratory, descriptive and empirical research is

needed to determine who is at risk for developing

sexual difficulties after a diagnosis of breast cancer'

what the specific sexual difficulties are that they may

develop, when sexuaL problems are most likely to occur'

what intervention techniques are best suited to this

population, when is the best time to intervene, how to

maximize the probability of breast cancer patients

contracting for counseling for sexual difficulties, and
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partners in assessmenthow t.o effectively
and intervention.

invoLve the
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Personal Learning and Skill Development

one of my primary goals when I began my practicum

was to develop knowledge and skill in the area of

sexual counseling. Unfortunately, I was unable to

develop skills in sex therapy.

However, through the Literature Revi.ew, I did gain

knowledge and understanding of human sexuality, and a

theoretical knowledge base of the causation,

assessnent, and behavioral treatment of sexual

dysfunction. I also learned about the specific side

effects of certain chemotherapy treatments and the

extent and results of research done to date on

sexuality and breast cancer. I am also familiar and

comfortable with the conceptual frameworks on the

impact of breast cancer on sexual-ity and self-image as

developed by witkin (1978t 1978, 1982) and Schain

(19'76, 1980, 1982).

Most importantly for me personally, I now feel

much more confident in initiating discussions around

sexua] concerns with clients and v¡ith the

interdi sc ipl inary team. Furthermore, I believe my

modelling of learning to be informed and confident ín

discussing sexual- issues has helped to al-leviate

anxiety and discomfort in some of the oncology Cl-inic
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nurses who are nov¡ feeling more comfortable with this

material.

Prior to my practicum, I had never used an

evaluative tool, elther to enhance assessment of a

client situation or as an evaLuative measure of my

interventions. I Iearned the value of questionnaires,

how simple they are to use and the weal-th of

Ínformation that can be obtained. In retrospect' I

regrêt not planning a pre, post, and folJ-ow-up test for

Stage I Inlervention, rvhich woul-d have given me more

data on the impact of this brief assessrnent/

intervention. I intend to include measures such as

questionnaires and other evaluative instru¡nents as part

of my clinical practice in the future.
I also discovered that, even with the excellent

v/orking relationships I believe I have with the

physicians and nurses in the oncology Clinic, trust is

stil1 an issue when a sensitíve idea such as sexuality

is introduced into an existing system. I received. no

ref erral-s from the physicians and I question to what

extent they explored sexual- issues with their patients,

given that no one had asked the women I saw about their

sexual concerns. I wonder if their initial- fears of

"opening a can of worms" remained throughout the

practicum. Nobody interfered or directly discouraged
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me in my efforts to recruit clients for ny practicum.

However, neither do I belíeve that anyone, other than

the Nurse Practitioner, actively sought out clients for
possible participation. The implication is that it

would be that much more difficult for sorneone who had

not already developed vTorking relationships with the

staff to develop a sexual rehabilitation program in an

oncology clinic.

FinaIIy, I learned again, as a I have over and

over in my work with cancer patients and their

families, how resourceful and resilient peopfe are in

the face of adversity. Although I continue to believe

there ís a group of women and their partners r¿ho are at.

risk of psychosexual distress, the majority of women

when faced v¡ith breast cancer seem to be able to gather

up their personal and interpersonal resources and copè

effectively. We need to find ways to accurately and

efficiently determine who is at, greatest psychosexual

risk, and to develop and test interventÍon strategies

for workì.ng with this high risk group.
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Appendix A



Hôpital Général - St. Boniface
4O9 Taché Avcnue,
WINNIPEG. MANITOBA R2H 246

General Hospital
(204) 233-t5ó3

February 18, 1986

AN OPEN LETTER TO BREAST CANCER PATIENTS

Dear Patient:

lhestaffoftheOncologyClinicarea¡{:rreth¿tEanycancerpatients

and/o¡ their partners' fron tiure to tine,have concerns about the sexual

aspects of their lives and relationships.

In tecognition of these concerns' we are in the beginning stages of

developing a 3exual rehabilitation progran here at the C1ínic'

If you would like to speak to a counsellor who is specializing in

sexual rehabilitation with breast cance! patients, or would like nore

infornation about this project, please contact me àt

Yours- sincerelY,

JiIl TaYlor-Brown
Social Worker
Oncology UnitJTl sv
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Initial Assessment Form



Initial Assessment Form

Stage I and lf Intervention

1 . Clien!'s Name:

2. Address:

4. Age: 5. Marital Status:

3 . Phone #:

7. Number of Years in current RelationshiP

8. Partner's Name:

6. Relígion:

9. Children:

1 0. Occupat

11 . Diagnos

1 3 . Stage :

ion (specific ) :

12. Date of Diagnosis:

1 4. Treatment:

15. Date Treatment Commenced:

16, Length of Treatment:

17. Specífic Side Effects of Treatment:

18. Possible Physiologic Causes of SexuaI Problems:

19. Past Psychological Status:

20. Present Psychol-ogical Status:

21 . Reaction of Partner:

22. client's Understanding of Disease' Treatment and Prognosís:



23. Previous Pattern of SexuaI Activity:

24. Satisfaction lvith Previous Pattern:

25. Current Patterns of SexuaI Activity:

26. Satisfaction with Current Pattern:

27. Presenting Problem (if any):

28. Tentative Hypotheses about Cause of Presenting Problern:

29. GoaI'.

Indicator:

30. Goal :

Indicator:



Staqe II Intervention OnlY

31 . Onset of Problem:

31 . Extent of Problem:

32. Precipitatì.ng Events:

33. Previous Efforts to Resolve Problem (and outcome):

34. Goal":

Indicator:

35. coal:

Indi cator :

36. coal :

Indicalor:



Appendix C

client Feedback Form
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CLIENT FEEDBACK FOR},I

Your ansr.¡ers to the following questionnaire wiIl help
to develop and improve a sexual rehabilitation program for
breast cancer patients at St. Boniface HosPita1 Oncology
Cliníc. Thank you for your help and co-operation.

Please circle the response that best fits for you.

1. At the time of your contact v¡ith the social worker,
how long had it been since you or your partner was
diagnosed with breast cancer?

0-3 3-6 6-1 2 12-24 over 2

.months months months months years

2. How dj-d you find out about the avail-abilíty of sexual
rehabil-1tatÍon services?

doctor nurse social worker partner/spouse

friend other (please specify )

3. Have you ever initiated discussion of your sexua.L
concerns wilh anyone at any time in your life?

-f er

4. If yes, who have you spoken to?

doctor nurse social worker/ psychologi st

partner/spouse friend rel-ative clergy

other (please specifY )

5. Have you initiated discussion of your sexual concerns
with ãnyone since you or your partner were diagnosed
vri th cancer?

yes no
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6 . If yes, \¡rho did You talk to?

doctor nurse social v¿orker/ psychologi st

partner/spouse fríend relative clergy

other (please specify )

'7. Other than learning about this sexual rehabilitation
program, since you or your partner have had cancer,
Ë."-urryo." askeã you about your sexual concerns?

doctor nurse other staff nobody

8. If this service had not been provided, would you have
asked for such help?

definíteIy probably maybe probably definitely
yes not no

9. How helpful did you find the sessions?

very helpf
helpful

Please explain:

uL not a litlle not at a1I
sure helpful heJ-pf uI

10. Did you find the social worker easy to talk to?

very easy easy in-between hard very hard

11. Did you have enough sessions with the socíal worker?
The number of session should have been:

much more more the same fewer much fewer
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12. Did t,he counselling you receive result in a change in
your sexual activitY?
much more more about the less much less
enj oyable enj oyable same enj oyable enj oyable

'1 3. Do you feel as upset about your sexual activity as
you did before Èhe counselling session?

much less less upset about more upset much more
upset the same upset

14. Would you recommend sexual rehabilitatíon counselling
to a friend or relative who was diagnosed with breast
cancer ?

definitely probably maybe probably never
yes not

15. Do you believe all cancer patients and their partners
should be offered sexual rehabilitation?

. Yes Maybe No

16. Other comments or suggestions:



ApPendix D

Sarnple of Letter Accompanying

client Feedback Form



Hôpital Général - St. Boniface - General Ho'spital
409 Tache A\.efiue, (20{) 233_85ó3

WINNIPEG, MÄNITOBA R2H 246

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL WORK

Ji11 TaYlor-Brown
Social Worker
OncolocY Clinic
ph.

/mb

Dear

Thank you again for youf, time and partieipation in the sexual rehabilitation
project for brealt cancer patients '

I have enclosed the Client Feedback Forn I mentioned to you' and would

ãppr""í"t" if you would fill it ín and retu¡¡ ít to me in the enclosed

iiärp"¿, self-âddressed enveLope as soon as possible'

PLease try to answer every question and if a question does not apP1y to you'

please indicate thi s.

Thank you agaín for taking the time to share your experience with ¡ne ' If I

"ã" 
te'of aiy furthe" assistan"u, please do not hesitate to contact ne'

Yours sincerelY,


